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Abstract
This thesis aims to explore the ways in which space patterns regimes of language use and
language attitudes among Cameroonian immigrant children in a primary school in Cape
Town. The presence of migrants in any classroom represents a significant challenge from the
theoretical as well as practical point of view, given that schools are responsible for both
socialization and learning (Gajo & Mondada 1996). Most African countries are going through
large-scale migration from rural to urban areas as well as increasing transnational migration
due to recent socio-economic and socio-political trends. These flows affect the sociolinguistic economy of the places concerned, not only the individuals within them. Thus
immigrants’ movement into an urban area not only affects their repertoires, as they find
themselves confronted with the task of acquiring the communicative resources of the
autochthonous population, but also those of the autochthonous population who find
themselves confronted with linguistic communicative processes and resources ‘alien’ to their
environment. Similar effects are felt by local educational and other institutions, now faced
with learners with widely varying degrees of competence in the required communicative
skills.
The participants in this study are a group of young migrants from Cameroon where English
and French are the two official languages. These learners already have some languages in
their repertoire, which may include their mother tongue or either of the two official languages.
My focus will be on the multilingual resources of these learners and how they make use of
these in the daily life of their new spaces, the school, the homes and community spaces, to
construct new social identities. I will also explore the ways in which immigrant children
integrate new linguistic resources into their repertoires and the conditions under which the
multilingualism of these children can contribute to their integration and academic success.
The study is qualitative in design, drawing on participant observations, interviews
(individuals, focus group, teachers and parents) and audio-recordings of interactions in the
classroom, in the playground and in learners’ homes. Interviews and recorded data were
analysed using two complementary analytical frames, Conversation Analysis and Discourse
Analysis, which enabled a focus on the meanings created at both micro- and macro-level.
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Findings suggest that the South African sociolinguistic space has affected the language
patterns of the learners, towards a monolithic tendency. The learners react in different ways in
different spaces, showing complex interactions of language heritage, affiliation, expertise, and
resistance. New identities are constructed out of difference and solidarity as they negotiate
meaning through their various repertoires in the new spaces brought about by transnational
flows and their resultant processes.

Keywords
Migration, multilingualism, code switching, language attitudes, space, sociolinguistics, identity,
language policy, Conversation Analysis, Discourse Analysis.
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Cameroon Pidgin English
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English as a Second Language
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First language
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English as a Foreign Language
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CHAPTER ONE BACKGROUND INFORMATION SITUATING THE STUDY
1.0 INTRODUCTION
In practically every country in the world, people utilise more than one language in daily
communication and for most of these people bilingualism and multilingualism are a fact of life
and not a problem. However, worldwide it is hard to estimate how many people are multilingual
as contact between people speaking different languages has been a common phenomenon since
ancient times. Li Wei (2008) is of the opinion that increased international travel, modern
information and communication technologies provide opportunities for people of different
tongues to get to know each other, and, even if one was born and brought up as a monolingual,
the opportunity to learn other languages is no longer a luxury for the elite alone. Therefore,
Multilingualism as described above is not just a globalised fact but also a local reality.
The purpose of this study is to explore the ways in which space patterns regimes of language use
and language attitudes among Cameroonian immigrant children in a South African primary
school in Cape Town. The presence of migrants in any classroom represents a significant
challenge from the theoretical and practical point of view, given that schools are responsible for
both socialization and learning (Gajo & Mondada, 1996, cited in Heller, 1999). These learners
already have some languages in their repertoire, usually their mother tongue and one or both of
the two official languages in Cameroon. My focus will be on the multilingual resources of these
learners and how they make use of these in the daily life of their new space, the school, as well as
at home. I will also explore the ways in which immigrant children integrate new linguistic
resources into their repertoires and the way in which the multilingualism of these children
contributes to identity formation, integration and academic success.
1.2: Background: the unintended consequences of the official language policy in Cameroon
Historically, colonialism has played a major role in developments with respect to bi- and
multilingualism. For example, many African countries have a former colonial language as official
language while Cameroon has two official languages, English and French. These two official
languages are legacies of Franco-British rule after the Germans were ousted following their

defeat during World War 1. Therefore, the role of language in imperial expansion has been a
central element of the Europeanisation of Africa. The contemporary status of English, French,
Spanish and Portuguese in Africa and elsewhere indicates how successfully and ruthlessly the
principle of language imposition was applied. As a result, linguistic dominance in Africa has its
origins in conquest, military and political subjugation, and economic exploitation. Consequently,
linguistic dominance in Africa has impacted on language in education policies. An example can
be seen in Cameroon’s implementation of only two official languages as mediums of instruction
when the country has hundreds of languages, both indigenous and a vast array of others from
around the world. The language policy is only in favour of French and English while all the other
249 indigenous languages are left out. Such linguistic dominance has constructed and perpetuated
beliefs and attitudes about languages of prestige. Most parents do not want their children to be
instructed in their indigenous languages and even go as far as avoiding communicating with their
children in these languages and the children finally grow up without knowing their home
languages. That is why in Cameroon today, indigenous languages do not have any status in the
society1.
An exception is Cameroon Pidgin English (CPE) which seems to be moving into new domains
traditionally reserved for English (Myers-Scotton, 2006). It is popular amongst both the
Anglophone and Francophone elites as well as the majority of the population who do not speak
either French or English. However, indigenous languages such as this had virtually no place in
the early years of post-independent era. This heterogeneous language situation does not facilitate
linguistic communication as there is no nationwide lingua franca that serves as a common
linguistic norm (Echu, 2004).
As a consequence of the two official languages in Cameroon, two systems of education operate
simultaneously promoting a policy of official bilingualism. English functions as a medium of
1

In some villages in the English speaking sector of the country , mother-tongue medium of instruction has
been available in selected local schools for the past two decades as part of a programme run jointly by local
language committees, the University of Yaoundé and the Summerset Institute of Language International (SIL)
(Trudell, 2006, cited in Trudell, 2007: 560). These languages are supported and administered in each community by
the local language committee and the government is doing much to encourage people to use their mother tongues
(Myers-Scotton (2006: 385). These have been officially included in the school syllabus and the 2001-2002 report of
the National Association of Cameroon languages shows that the indigenous languages are taught either formally or
informally in more than 300 schools.

instruction to the Anglophones while French functions as medium of instruction to the
Francophones. But of recent, mother tongue instruction in local languages has been available in
selected local schools for the past two decades as part of a programme run jointly by local
language committees, the University of Yaoundé and the Summerset Institute of Language
International (SIL). The purpose of advocating early bilingualism is for children to achieve
proficiency in both languages and to be in position to use them competently at university level. At
the university level, Anglophones will be communicating efficiently in English and have a
passable knowledge of French; while on the other hand, the Francophones should be competent
French users with a passable knowledge of English. This position was supported by intellectuals
like Fonlon (1969) who advocated early bilingualism for Cameroonian schools as children are
often believed to be psychologically and physiologically more adept at learning new languages.
Lenneberg’s (1976: 42) classic if contested argument that the critical point for second language
(L2) learning occurs around puberty and that beyond this time, people seem to be “relatively
slow and incapable of acquiring a native-like accent in the L2” supports this.
Despite the fact that the two languages are given equal status in the constitution, French has a de
facto dominance over English in all areas of administration, education and media (Echu, 2003).
Further, Wolf (1997: 421) cited in Echu (2003), postulates that it is not an exaggeration to say
that French influence as expressed in languages, culture and political policy, prevails in all
domains. This is due to the fact that out of the ten provinces, only two are English speaking and
eight French speaking. Thus, being the minority group, Anglophones are marginalised in all
spheres.
To crown issues here, the policy of official bilingualism has created an Anglo-Franco divide in
Cameroon in recent years. Instead of achieving unity, then, official bilingualism appears to be
promulgating disunity and conflict, resulting in an increased sense of cultural unity among
Anglophones. This feeling of unity is so strong that “being Anglophone” denotes new ethnicity,
transcending older ethnic ties. The Anglophones are usually referred to as “Les biafrais” (people
from Nigeria), “ces gens là”, (those people), or the usual “anglo” or less pejoratively, “les
Anglophones”. All these denote the Anglophone as outsider or even backwards. The Anglophone
provinces also have their own internal segregation. The South Westerners regard the North

Westerners as inferior and call them “graphy”, which is a derogatory form for the original people
from the grass field. A further frustration for Anglophones is that the practice of bilingual
education in Cameroon Universities or other tertiary and professional institutions is not adhered
to because lectures are delivered exclusively in French. Students complain that the English
language is a vital tool for journalism but nothing is done to improve their knowledge of English.
With the current power relations in play, due to the dominance of French, little or no attempt to
learn the English language is made by French speakers. While teaching English to Francophone
students in Bilingual High School Bafoussam for five years, I noticed this negative attitude
towards English. Most of the learners declared English proficiency was given by God and not
taught by humans: “L’anglais, c’est dieu qui donne”. On the other hand, Anglophones make
adequate efforts to acquire the French language and struggle to use both languages in formal and
informal situations. At times they become assimilated into French culture to the extent that they
identify themselves as Francophones, showing a positive attitude towards the language. Their
investment in the language is then both educational and social as requirements for academic
success and the appropriation of a social identity.
Anglophones in general also face the problem of proficiency in English, a language in which they
are supposed to communicate efficiently after years of learning the language. However, only
about 5% of Anglophone Cameroonians are English language users. All of the above are
unintended outcomes of the language policy put in place by the state in favour of colonial
languages in the name of national unity.
Consequently, the official language policy and the medium of instruction at schools in Cameroon
have had unintended challenges for learners moving beyond the borders of Cameroon, migrating
to other spaces in search of economic prosperity and other prospects nationally and
internationally. The focus of my study is on a group of Cameroonian immigrant children who
migrated, either by choice or by force following traumatic experiences of torture and war or
economic hardship. Many of the dilemmas and processes involved in migration for individuals
and families, which Falicov (2002, as cited by (Burke 2005: 21) has described in terms of
“ambiguous loss balancing physical absence and psychological presence, physical presence and

psychological absence, are reflected in issues around language speaking and use, interconnected
with questions of identity and loyalty”.
This academic exercise is thus inspired by the complexities of language and identity construction.
This group of children will be investigated with their various overlapping identities (colonial,
national, ethnic and individual) as they move into another multilingual setting with its own
linguistic baggage. This study explores how the children shape or pattern their languages in new
shared spaces in order to construct new identities, and secondly their attitudes towards their
languages and languages of the host country.
1.3: Movement across spaces
Moving across national or international borders can lead to many changes. These changes range
from physical space, to economic and social issues, to ideological and linguistic dimensions. For
Burck (2005), migration is thus a transformational process involving a change of physical
environment and other spaces, sounds, and smells, along with a loss of anchoring of memory of
the place left behind and of relationship networks.
Most African countries are experiencing large-scale migration from rural to urban areas as well as
increasing transnational migration due to recent socio-economic and socio-political trends.
Cameroonians leave their country for reasons ranging from economic and political to academic.
They embody a heterogeneous group as they come from different parts of the country, have
different reasons for migration, use different migration trajectories (direct, semi-direct or
transitional) are socio-culturally different, and reflect different levels of cultural and economic
capital (Vigouroux, 2005).The different migration trajectories involved straight flights for most
migrants from West Africa, short stopovers in other neighbouring countries before completion of
journeys and those who spend months on the way before arriving their destination. The young
learners in this South African school, like their parents, are therefore not a homogeneous group as
they come from different backgrounds, from different parts of the country, and have travelled
along different routes.
Despite their existing linguistic repertoires, they are expected to be instructed in a language to
which they were not exposed in their early schooling. Much local and international research has

drawn attention to the detrimental effects of learning through an unfamiliar language. In this
regard, poor achievements of learners from African language speaking homes have been blamed
on the early transition to instruction in English (Heugh 2005; Alexander 2005). The argument
here is that learners are ‘switched’ to an unfamiliar language before they are cognitively ready.
Banda (2005) is of the opinion that in prescribing a medium of instruction to speakers of African
languages, even though they might be encouraged to use their various repertoires while preparing
the lesson, is an indication that the multilingualism of these learners is not valued. There is
therefore the issue of monolingual bias and the restrictions imposed by prescribing a particular
language in multilingual education contexts. This often restricts learners from utilizing their full
range of multilingual literacies.
Research by Rampton (1995) and others has shown how learners often choose, particularly in
their mutual conversations, to employ different features from their language repertoires
simultaneously or from only one language to create spaces of interaction. They employ whatever
features are at their disposal, regardless of whether these features are, by some other speakers,
considered not to belong together. It is crucial to understand that the young speakers do not
necessarily "command" all these languages, and the languages may not "belong" to them
(Rampton, 1995). Therefore, in such contexts linguistic choices are often unpredictable and as
Heller (2007: 11) notes ‘the speech of bilinguals goes against the expectation that languages will
neatly correspond to separate domains, and stay put where they are meant to stay put’ and hence
identities signalled or performed may not be determined a priori (Banda, 2005).
1.4: The South African educational space
The range of economic backgrounds, belief systems, cultures and learning styles represented
within many classrooms today is unprecedented. This broadening classroom diversity in South
Africa began in the 1990s and continues to bring challenging opportunities for teachers who
strive to understand the needs of each individual learner and to transform the learning experience
into one that is personally meaningful to each. This diverse learner population includes varying
ethnic, religious and socioeconomic backgrounds, as well as gender differences and various types
of special needs. An astute teacher surely recognises the communication challenges arising within
the diverse learner population, and also acknowledges the potential for multicultural enrichment

each leaner represents. How do teachers use this diversity advantageously to create a conducive
environment for cognitive development? How do they tap into the cultural variety in the learning
group with the goal of enriching the classroom experience for all? Teachers in such complex
multilingual contexts have a very big role to play. Baker (2004:124) states that language teachers
need to use different strategies in class to encourage the learning of that language among learners.
They have to understand the social and affective aspects of learning along with more cognitive
aspects. They must use affective and social strategies as well as intellectually related strategies to
promote effective second or additional language learning. The significant role of the teacher in
language development was supported by research carried out in partial fulfilment for the award of
my post-graduate Teachers Diploma. The results highlighted the lack of well-trained teachers and
of suitable language books and other resources for the teaching of languages as well as the fact
that many parents could not afford the books as contributing factors impacting on learner
motivation to learn English. Teaching languages in under-resourced multilingual contexts is
therefore a particular challenge. Many times, teachers are unaware of how their own cultural
environment and experiences colour their perceptions of learners of diverse backgrounds and
influence their interactions with all. They have to realise that effective communication between
teachers and students of diversity is the key to reaching them, facilitating the education process
while opening the door to cross cultural learning and interaction.

1.6: Multilingualism and language policy in South Africa
For those who have an interest in the opportunities and challenges presented by multilingualism
in a multicultural society, South Africa is, for a number of reasons, one of the most fascinating
places to look at. First of all, it has a unique and complex history of apartheid and post-apartheid.
During the years of apartheid (1948–1994), English and Afrikaans were the only two languages
with an officially recognised nation-wide status, despite the wide variety of other languages that
were (and are) learnt and spoken. Derived from this context, the myth of South Africa as a
bilingual English-Afrikaans country persisted for many years until 1994. The language policy
before this era was decided by the apartheid regime and imposed on all inhabitants of South
Africa and on all of their languages. Post-apartheid the Republic of South Africa adopted a new

Constitution (1996) which, at least in writing, is probably more generous to multilingualism than
any other Constitution in the world as eleven official languages were formally adopted in the
constitution.
South Africa is thus in a particularly unusual position in that it has more official languages at a
national level than any other country .The Constitution obliges government to give effect to this
official status and use and the Pan South African Language Board (PANSALB) was set up in
1996 to promote respect for all languages as well as to promote multilingualism and the
development of languages in general. This obligation places South Africa at the cutting edge of
international language policy development, which presents an exciting opportunity for breaking
new ground.
In relation to this, Mesthrie (2007) posits that the South African policy on multilingualism
provides for parity of esteem for all our languages and also for equitable usage. Policy thus
allows for the principle that not all languages are necessarily equally used in all domains, while
still enjoying equal status. It is clear that the widespread multilingualism in South Africa is
mediated via the principle of domain specialization.
English, for example, has come to dominate the commercial domain in South Africa, as in much
of the world, leaving small scope for equal deployment of the other ten languages in this one
corner of the vastly complex global market. Education and other public domains (like the state
media) are, however, different. Here choices are made from above, that is, at political or local
level the School Governing Board, but constrained by available resources. The domain of
education requires two major language decisions: one concerns the earliest levels of schooling,
where it is necessary to use a language that children can understand. The other concerns the
choice of a language in which learners will engage with knowledge at more advanced levels.
1.7. Attitudes and language perceptions in South Africa
The South African language context and history of apartheid has also led to unintended and
continuing negative attitudes towards indigenous languages, for example, that indigenous
languages are not scientific, that they will create problems in education , and so on. On the

other hand, the new discourse after democracy seems to recognise language as a right and view
language as a resource. These debates would inevitably have consequences for the classroom
and for learners seen as ‘other’ due to their linguistic and cultural backgrounds. Prevailing
views seem to fall into three main categories:

Language as a problem
South Africa is just emerging from a lengthy period of segregation and language policy based on
the view that languages other than Afrikaans and English are problems. With the emergence of
the new ruling elite, language as a problem continues to prevail. This perception of language
would be extremely severe for Cameroonian learners coming from other linguistic contexts and
backgrounds. As a result, dealing with the indigenous languages of South Africa could be seen as
less of a challenge as teachers now also have to deal with repertoires from outside of their
borders.

Language as a right
Due to issues of past segregation and violations of people’s rights, the issue of language as a right
is viewed very seriously. The question would be the extent to which this right would be afforded
to learners coming from other African countries and to which Cameroonian learners are afforded
this right in classroom and community spaces.

Language as a resource
The value of each language and its speech community is acknowledged as part of the whole.
Language as a resource includes the notion of language as a right. The view that each language is
a resource to the nation carries with it the notion of functional multilingualism. This notion if
applied to learners from outside the South African borders would be invaluable in teaching and
learning spaces but, more importantly, the question is whether South African teachers have the
necessary repertoires to accommodate this perspective.
1.8: Statement of the problem
Research into post-apartheid language interactions and social contact in South African schools is
of paramount importance and research of this nature has grown exponentially since 1994. This is
as a result of globalization or transnational cultural flows post-apartheid. In this way it will be

interesting to note whether the complexities in linguistic issues that learners carry with them from
a Cameroonian setting -- heterogonous languages situation, lack of linguistic competence in an
L2 and negative attitudes portrayed towards some languages - will further interfere with their
language use in new spaces and create possible ‘hybrid’ or ‘multilingual identities’.
Thus questions pertaining to how immigrant learners negotiate identities in the multilingual
spaces in which they find themselves are of importance here.
1.9: Purpose of the study
South Africa, because of its cultural and language diversity, is a veritable open book in this
regard, and its most recent history provides a living case study. Many studies focusing on the
impact of the Language in Education Policy (LIEP, 1997) on classroom pedagogy, cognitive
development and learners language patterns in and out of school spaces have highlighted the
pedagogical benefits of viewing language as a right and as a resource to be utilised in formal
spaces at schools. The purpose of this study is exploring these issues in relation to learners
coming from other parts of Africa; in this case specifically, learners from Cameroon.
The South African policy, designed to foster respect for all languages and the exercise of
appropriate linguistic choices for individual well-being as well as national development
(PANSALB 1996:1) has had ambiguous impacts on education so far (Heugh 2002). Saying that
South African languages will be respected and used is a case of theory not carried out in practice.
If this is so, to what extent can this policy meet the needs of immigrant children?
Overall, the aim of this study is to gain knowledge of language use and identity construction
among young Cameroonian learners in a primary school in Cape Town. The study will therefore
endeavour to establish a platform on which to understand critical issues dealing with social
interaction, community membership, identity, language, culture and integration in this new space.
My focus will therefore rest on issues such as hybridity, identity options and attitudes as a result
of the collision of mainstream South African values and discourses with those of immigrants and
how this patterns their language use in the long run. I draw on Gee’s (1989 discourse theory, as
cited by Lopez 1999) who explains that discursive exchanges do not occur in a vacuum but are
intimately related to different social groups’ ways of being in the world and the amount of

legitimacy allotted to these discourse communities. Questions pertaining to how the learners
navigate their ways in the new multilingual spaces, which social identities were asserted,
negotiated or downplayed, were crucial to the study and with such in mind I developed the
following research questions.
Research Questions
My main research question is:
What patterns of languages use, language mixing and code switching do Cameroonian immigrant
learners use in their school and community spaces?
My subsidiary questions are:
•

What language or mix of languages do they use in these different spaces?

•

What are their attitudes towards these languages?

•

What meanings are given to speaking more than one language in a particular space?

•

To what extent does the language policy in place meets the need of immigrants?

1.9: Scope of the study
Data collected was limited to six Cameroonian migrant learners in one school. It is a small
scale study that is part of a larger research project which aims at investigating multilingualism
and identities on the Cape Flats. As a result, the findings of this study are to be complemented
by the broader findings of the research project. Although small scale, focusing in detail on the
linguistic interactions of one does offer valuable insights into the patterns of language that
foreign learners establish in different spaces that are mostly alien to them. Such insights could
inform teacher perceptions of how such learners perceive and make sense of the formal
learning imparted and the possible role of their language repertoires.
1.10: Significance of the study
This study hopes to provide some insights on how immigrant learners, specifically
Cameroonians, use languages when confronted with new spatial configurations and English as
medium of instruction as practiced in most classrooms in South Africa. Further it contributes to
the body of knowledge regarding the identities that these Cameroonian immigrant learners
appropriate when confronted with these new language spaces in school and in their
communities. More significantly, it presents an analysis of how they negotiate meaning through

their various repertoires in the new spaces brought about by transnational flow and its resultant
processes. As a result, the significance of the study lies in its analysis of the impact of a new
sociolinguistic environment in South Africa on local heritage and Cameroonian national
identities and its illumination of Cameroonian ways of assimilating, appropriating and
acculturating new South African identities.
It highlights implications for classroom pedagogy and practice which in turn could impact and
generate new theory. It is also my greatest desire that it will provide a helpful platform to
further research on this area and into larger issues that could not be addressed here, such as an
ethnographic study of school literacy practices and textual analysis to examine how the switch
of language of early literacy shapes the world of immigrant children multiple school
experiences.
The study I hope will help government, schools and parents to recognise the value of the
multilingualism of our children in today’s global world, and rather than assisting speakers to
assimilate with the dominant language, they should promote the retentions of all languages.
CHAPTER DIVISION
Chapter One: Introduction and background
This chapter provides a background to the official language policy in Cameroon and how this
impacts on language in education policies in formal education contexts in Cameroon. It then
looks at the unintended consequences of this official policy and how this could affect those
learners migrating into new spaces, in particular South African educational spaces. Furthermore,
it provides a background to the South African educational context, the language policy and how
this impacted on the purpose and scope of the study.
Chapter Two: Literature Review
Chapter Two provides a detailed literature that reveals previous work done on language, with
focus on spaces of multilingualism and identity etc both in and out of Africa.
Chapter Three: Methodology
Chapter three informs the reader about the theoretical framework for this project and the Research
Methodology is described in detail. It describes how ethnography influenced this study of
immigrant learners’ interaction in a selected primary school in Cape Town. Therefore, it entails a

thorough description of learners in the study, instruments and tools and the procedures for data
collection. In addition, the methods of data collection and analysis are also described.
Chapter Four: Findings and analysis of findings
Chapter Four is the critical analysis of the data collected from school and out of school from
learners, teachers and parents. I present a detailed transcription and translation of data collected
from interviews, observations and focus group conversation where necessary; and followed by
discussions and interpretation.

Chapter Five: Discussions, conclusion and recommendations
Chapter Five is an analytical summary of the study. It offers general conclusions and observations
about the study based on the research questions and the problems raised at the beginning of the
study.

A set of recommendations for improving awareness and classroom practice for

multilingual learners ends the study.

CHAPTER TWO LITERATURE REVIEW

2.0: Introduction
The intention of the study is to explore the implications of new space configurations on
language patterns of Cameroonian migrant learners. These learners have migrated due to
economic survival into foreign and alien which might impact on their ways of communicating
in spaces such as the school, amongst peers, the community and at home.
The process of communication in multilingual societies has always been and is still mysterious
to people outside the linguistic field. Fiske (1990: 1) makes an important point that:
“Communication is one of those human activities that everyone recognises but few can define
satisfactorily.” However, recent studies have tried to show that its focus should be on the
functional role of co existing languages. Currently, communication is understood to have a
strong social dimension with language as a resource employed differently in different spaces or
context.
Thompson (2003) argues that the social dimension is important for two reasons. Firstly, we
have to recognise that communication takes place in social contexts. Secondly, communication
involves transmitting not only information from one person to another, but also communicating
a relationship: what we are and, maybe more importantly, how we want to be perceived. The
Cameroonian learners in this study are confronted with exchanging information in foreign
spaces and thus could be confronted with perceptions of who they are, what they ought to be
and who they have to become. This is more tangible in the school space as learners have to
communicate in English which is in most cases the medium if instruction at schools.
Moreover, the medium of instruction becomes a stumbling block in the classroom as learners
have to communicate in a language that is not their mother tongue. For an example, every
message is influenced by a number of individual variables. Knowledge can be conveyed to the
learners by teachers with varying skills. Some are organised, while some seem to struggle

because they might have different levels of knowledge. All that happens in and out of
classroom is created and sustained through communication processes: Lesson plans, teaching
methods, discipline strategies, and explanations occur between teacher and learner through
communication. As a result, the learners in my study could be perceived by teachers as
cognitively inadequate because of their misunderstanding of the messages, which in turn could
create false social, academic and personal identities.
The next section discusses the principal conceptual issues underlying this thesis, such as
globalisation

and

migration,

multilingualism

and

communication,

space

and

its

multidimensionality, and finally, language attitudes in relation to the notion of identity. I draw
on research associated with identity, space and language.
2.1: Globalization and migration
If we want to examine the language patterns of immigrants in new shared spaces, we first of all
need to consider migration. Language issues always intersect with migration processes. The
circumstances, chosen or forced, which provoke the family network to migrate, have a
powerful impact on their experiences, as have the political, cultural and economic power
relations in which families become embedded in the new context (Burck, 2005). He joins the
list of linguists like (Bhabha, 1996; Bottomley, 1992; Prah, 1996; Chamberlain, 1997; Turner,
1991) who acknowledge the fact that individuals and families that moved cultures and
countries, those with identification across contexts, must challenge traditional notions of
cultural identity. He argues, “migration, like revolution, is the making and unmaking of the
social, and not the setting within which it happens” (p. 24). Making reference to Jorge Amado's
novel Tent of Miracles (1971), Hannerz (1997: 24) describes this era and its people and why he
thinks, in the last decade or so, globalization and transnationality have become a new research
focus:

These days, rather than seeking out the comfortable intimacy of village life, we debate
the cultural distance between ship and shore, and the ways of traversing that distance.
Flux, mobility, recombination and emergence have become favoured themes as
globalization and transnationality frequently offers the contexts for our thinking about

culture. We now look for test sites of theory where some, at least, of the inhabitants are
creoles, cosmopolitans, or cyborgs, where communities are diasporas, and where
boundaries do not really contain, but are more often interestingly crossed. Borderlands
are often where the action is, and hybridity and

collage are among our preferred

words for characterizing qualities in people and their products.
The focus and thoughts of the people as captured above revolve around traversing national
boundaries and distances in quest of new sites where communities are diasporas rather than
homogeneous. Blommaert, et al (2005) argues that globalization has brought about an increase
in cultural contact and conflict, and also increased linguistic diversity and tension. Such
tensions and conflicts must now be worked out in contexts of increasing social and economic
inequality, in which minority status, diaspora identity, and social class conditions interact to
form the dynamic ‘immigrant problem’ found in most states in Western Europe and North
America. Basically their concern with space is part of an attempt to come to terms with
globalization and diasporas as features of sociolinguistic analysis. It stems from an awareness
that globalization phenomena such as diasporas are of a different order than, say, situational
forms of mixedness and hybridity, and that terms such as ‘trajectories’ and ‘flows’ do not
adequately cover what is at the core of their discussions.
However, while immigrants may or may not ultimately settle in a new geographic location, the
term diasporas refers to a permanently-displaced and relocated collective, like the different
immigrant family networks scattered around in new spaces. Thus, the presence of immigrants
in an urban environment not only affects the multilingual repertoires of the immigrants
(confronted with the task of acquiring the communicative resources of the autochthonous
population), but also those of the autochthonous population (confronted with linguisticcommunicative processes and resources previously ‘alien’ to their environment), and of local
and national institutions now facing subjects with widely varying degrees of competence in the
required communicative skills (Blommaert et al., 2005). It affects, in sum, the sociolinguistic
economy of the place, not only of the individuals living in or using it.

In recent years due to recent political and socio-economic trends and globalization there has
been a significant rise in migration, and now millions of people live outside of the country in
which they were born.
2.1.1: Impact of globalization on migration
People move either because they are pushed by social and economic hardships, or because they
are attracted to a new space by one or more social and economic factors. Observers of
migration flows have long seen the changing nature of migration. What used to be purely
economic or political reasons for migrating have recently changed to family reunifications
which has now become the main source of increased immigration. Chain migration especially
in family units is of special interest to migration researchers. Job opportunities are readily
shared. Earlier migrants’ settlers assist subsequent migrants with accommodations, jobs, and
contacts, and have formed both residential and occupational concentrations. The fact that both
parents are often in the workforce fulltime also suggests that immigrant children might
frequently be left in a deficit of care. Despite this, migration may continue even after the initial
impetus for migration no longer exists.
It is for this reason that the post-modern society is described as a society on the move, a
phenomenon the anthropologist, Appadurai (1996), would describe as ‘flows’. In most African
countries there is a large-scale migration from rural to urban areas and a lot of trans-national
migration across countries, due to recent socio-economic and socio-political trends. An exodus
of youths from Cameroon has taken place from time immemorial. More often than not, they do
not set out to pursue individual goals, but are sponsored out to be the breadwinner of the family
abroad, due to high rates of unemployment prevailing in Africa, especially Sub-Saharan
African countries. Also obtaining higher diplomas or certificates in Cameroon has been
problematised by the system of education, in such a way that most Cameroonians travel out for
further studies. In an effort to improve educational status of their children, coupled with the fact
that certificates obtained as above are more valuable, parents take up responsibility to sponsor
them abroad. The prestige and social status associated with migration and travelling encourages
migrants to sustain contacts with members of their community residing at home. It is generally
believed that travelling and living ‘abroad’ constitute social prestige.

These flows affect the socio-linguistic economy of the places affected, not only the individuals
within them. Thus the presence of immigrants in an urban area affects not only their repertoires
but that of the local population. Migrants bring to the receiving countries many customs,
practices and behaviour patterns from the home country. Smaller branches of the original
culture are recreated in host countries, such as CANOWACAT which is the Cameroonian
North West Association in Cape Town and the Cameroon Association for all Cameroonians, to
name but a few. In effect, new adult immigrants are more likely to maintain an affinity to their
home country and less likely to feel the pressure to assimilate. While adults often find it hard to
learn a new language, children learn the dominant language faster.
A further point is that attitudes to language have been seen to change as a result of migration.
Thus Cameroon Francophones that originally minimised English in Cameroon are obliged to
change their attitude in South Africa because they are in an English dominated city. This is in
line with Vigouroux’s (2005) description of language as having spatial dimension and the need
to acquire a new resource is evaluated according to its market value with regard to spatial and
social considerations.
2.1.2: General effects of migration
Class difference has been noted to be of significance in the experiences of immigrants. Burck
(2005) thinks that the upper middleclass families who move countries are generally able to
retain their privilege and status and offer their children opportunities, while middleclass and
working class children face diversity and a reduction in opportunities and tend to suffer loss of
status and class through language differences, racism and discrimination (Norton, 2000;
Suarez-Orozco & Suarez-Orozco, 2001).
Cameroonians as well as migrants from other countries come to South Africa with big dreams
and whole linguistic ideologies inherited from the colonial system in which they grew up.
Often they become disillusioned by harsh living conditions as foreigners, especially with
xenophobia as the order of the day, and frustrated by the reality of the job market. It will thus
be critical to examine how the Cameroonian migrant learner affects and is affected by such a
phenomenon and how their language practices are spatially orientated. In other words, the

varieties used to establish their perceptions about their origin and cultural heritage in Cape
Town and how they regard other language repertoires.
2.1.3: Effects of migration on children
Immigration has widely been acknowledged as a profound life transition demanding extensive
adaptation (Burck, 2005; Rumbaut, 1997). It is described as
a transformative force producing profound and unanticipated social, cultural, economic
and political changes in both sending and receiving societies, in inter-group relations
within the receiving societies and among the immigrants themselves and their
descendants. Immigration is accompanied not just by not just by acculturative processes
on part of the immigrant, as well as by changes in the character of the host society, but
also state policies that seek to control migrant flows and officially categorise the
newcomers, and by varying degrees of nativism and xenophobia. (Rumbaut, 1977: 2).
Immigration can engender stronger feelings of ethnicity, for each group perceives themselves
and is perceived by others as different in relation to language, ‘race’, national origin or
ancestral homeland, cultural heritage, and memories of shared historical past. Despite
predictions to the contrary the twentieth century has turned out to be an “ethnic” century.
Besides the usual physical and psychological adjustments, adolescents are especially exposed
to disturbances of the psychosocial maturation process (Mjones, 2005). The causes of the
disturbances include poverty, insecure future prospects, uncertainty, and the experience of
racist abuse and/or xenophobia. Not only are they faced with being ostracised, but they also
find themselves in a multitude of languages and codes. This situation engenders
communication problems and comes about as a result of immigrants and their communicative
‘baggage’ being inserted into regimes of language valid in that particular space and with which
they are not familiar.

2.1.4: Education and immigration: The reality of cultural diversity
Globalization is a spatial process, in which geographical and institutional relations of scale, for
example, the local, regional, national, and transnational are of importance to the understanding
of the social order. Young learners accompany their families to where they are expected to
become familiar with different academic subjects than those they were exposed to in their
country of origin and where a new and, unfamiliar language is used, and they are expected to
learn this language in order to participate in academic learning – and it is the new language that
serves as the medium of instruction.
Today’s classrooms are a faithful reflection of the multi-ethnic societies that constitute modern
societies. Schools are in a favourable position to implement prevention and intervention
programmes that address the inclusion of newcomer immigrant children and their adjustment to
a new social reality (Hodes, 2000; Suarez-Orozco & Suarez-Orozco, 2001), as cited in (Burck,
2005). Learners not grounded in the mainstream culture, such as immigrants, frequently
struggle to get along in school settings that are institutionalised according to the moral, social
and cultural dimensions of the host society (Roberts & Locke, 2001). Schools, therefore, play a
special role in these adjustment processes as being the first settings of sustained contact with
the new culture for immigrant children as well as for children of immigrants (i.e., second
generation). In fact, it is often the case that schools are the only opportunity for immigrants to
engage in the local society. Schools, thus, serve as agencies of acculturation that shape what
immigrant children learn as well as their motivation and aspirations to learn. In addition, they
guide their exposure to different peer networks and provide them with opportunities to succeed
educationally (Portes and Rumbault 1996).Schools then, play a critical role in the development
of immigrant children which can go a long way in either making or marring them; that is
facilitating or hampering their participation in the new society.
2.1.5: Impact of migration on the new space
Any intrusion in a space especially in a multicultural society tends to be regarded as a threat to
native-born citizens of the space. This can elicit resentment among these citizens which can
trigger social conflicts. The recent xenophobic attacks in South Africa are typical examples of

how native born inhabitants react to intruders in their spaces. Migration politics in many
Western countries are not integrative.
Transnational migration and the ongoing migration from the rural areas of South Africa to its
cities are exerting strong influences on the language practices of the young, as they learn to
cope with new living spaces where languages and cultures converge (Dyers, 2008). These
transformations include sounds, smells, loss of anchoring of memory of the place, and loss of
relationship networks and contexts as well as exposure to new languages, cultures and
standards of living.
2.2: Spaces of multilingualism and communication
Every communicative event develops in some time frame and in some space, and both have
effect on what happens and can happen. Space is an agentive force in socio-linguistics. Space is
what makes up ‘context’ and context as Gumperz (1982) and others have argued is not a
passive part of communicative process, but an active one.
The central issue in the study is how does space organise regimes of languages? Can an
individual be incapacitated when “out of place”? Blommaert et al. (2005) argue this is an
experience many of us share -- an experience in which a change in spatial environment clearly
affects our capacity to deploy linguistic resources and skills, and imposes a set of requirements
on us which we fail to meet. A further point they make is that physical space and distance
become cultural and social and start having semiotic effects.
Vigouroux (2003) further argues that migrants’ language practices and attitudes are largely
influenced by the multiplicity of geographical spaces in their trajectories which, as already
mentioned, can be direct, semi-direct and transitional. Moving across space signifies crossing
“regimes of language” (Blommaert et al., 2004). For example, in South Africa, language
distribution is still organised according to racial and socio-economic decisions ‘inherited’ from
the apartheid era (Vigouroux, 2005). Space, she declares, is complex and multilayered, for it is
defined in conflicting ways. She cites Massey (1992a) who observes that it is now widely
accepted among geographers and sociologists that the spatial and the social are inseparable. In
the 1970’s Marxist geographers posited another relationship between space and society,

arguing that space is socially constructed but constrained by macrostructural factors. Since
then, Vigouroux concludes, space has been approached in more dynamic terms, that is, as being
constantly created and reproduced, organised and negotiated by social actors. Vigouroux also
uses terms like ‘territoriality’ to highlight what people do to shape, protect and defend what
they claim to be their domain of action.
Shifts across space also influence the way identities are negotiated, for identity is not only
rooted in place of origin or the place of residence but also in all spaces crossed along the
trajectory. According to Papastergiachs (2000, as cited by Vigouroux, 2005), identity terms
should not be conceived in static terms but in dynamic ones, which include not only relocation
across separate geographical spaces but also the ability to move across different microspaces
within the institution and between and within neighbourhoods. Blommaert et al. (2005)
conclude that frame analysis fits with the idea of a spatial analysis in which individuals are seen
as inhabiting and traversing physical spaces in the course of a day’s and night’s social
activities.
Lefebvre’s (1974/1991) three different kinds of spaces therefore become relevant in defining
learners’ language spaces in this study. His first notion of space -- espace perçu (perceived
space) -- includes the kinds of discursive social practices that humans impose on their worlds
such as “speaking different languages.” The second space which he calls “conceived space” -espace conçu -- is full of representations and mappings of material places and the third space
which he defines as espace veçu – “space as directly lived” -- is the space of “inhabitants” and
“users” in particular places. This lived space as experienced by its users includes meaning
contexts and not just geometrical representations of a particular physical location (Lefebvre,
1974/ 1991).
2.3: Educational spaces and multilingualism
2.3.1: Assimilation, integration, or isolation?
The questions to which we seek answers here include the extent to which schools recognise and
value the multilingualism of the learners and the potential inherent in such multilingualism. The
presence of migrants in schools is always a complex challenge to the institution. de Certeau

(1987) maintains that schools are a central location for the reproduction of social structures and
networks and raises the fundamental issues of whether a pluralist society is actually possible or
may be realised. For Heller (1999), migrant learners introduce new cross-cultural and
multiethnic elements to the host society, but are associated with problems such as academic
failure, discrimination difficult socio-economic situations, and tensions between ethnolinguistic groups. According to the above then, schools play a special role in adjustment
processes for immigrant children as being the first settings of sustained contact with the new
culture and also for the children of immigrants (i.e., second generation). In fact, it is often the
case that schools are the only opportunity for immigrants to engage in the local society.
Schools, thus, serve as agencies of acculturation that shape what immigrant children learn as
well as their motivation and aspirations to learn.
In this regard, Ghaffar-Kucher (2006) suggests that approaches to addressing the challenges
faced by immigrants in schools continue to be entrenched in the classic assimilationist model.
He draws such a conclusion due to the fact that the schools, rather than constructing new ways
to accommodate and embrace the added diversity that immigrants bring to educational settings,
view their role as "assisting" immigrants to assimilate. This model devalues immigrants' rich
linguistic heritages by forcing them to learn the language of their new home to the detriment of
their other languages. This approach is at odds with the fact that both societal and individual
multilingualism are the global norm today, especially on the African continent. It would seem
therefore that the learning of more than one language should be general practice and principle
in our society; that is to say, being multilingual should be a defining characteristic of being
South African.
As far as society is concerned, the aim of L2 instruction for minority language speakers can be
assimilative or subtractive. In the UK and America, L2 instruction aims at rapidly assimilating
L1 speakers into the mainstream society. This happens especially in multilingual societies
where different ideologies of language come into conflict. Ideology here refers to widely shared
beliefs about the world taken as facts which are resistant to rationale debate. This concerns
what languages or varieties of language a stipulated group should speak or what kind of people
or context. Lippi-Green (1997: 64) maintains that this is the promotion of the “needs and
interest of the dominant group or class at the expense of marginalised groups by the means of

misinformation and misinterpretation of the non-dominant groups.” There are many possible
approaches to ideology, but I have adopted this one as it emphasises the ways in which the
interest and support of one group can marginalise another. Baker (2006: 121) posits that this
assimilation ideology tends to work for the dominance of L2 and the repression of home
minority languages. On the other hand, children are sometimes taught minority languages so as
to preserve or restore a language that is being lost. So when populations with different
linguistic repertoires come into contact, one of these two tendencies usually occurs, that of
assimilation or preservation.
Adults might not easily be swayed to become part of the mainstream culture, because
globalization allows immigrants to maintain stronger ties to their country of origin, through
mass media, the internet, cheaper phone systems, and of course, more efficient travel, (GhaffarKucher, 2006) but the young are different because they do not want to be sidelined as different.
The old are more likely to maintain an affinity to their home country and less likely to feel the
pressure to assimilate, but for the young with pressures from the school environment and their
families, things are very different.
Integration, which Gibson (1988, as quoted by Ghaffar-Kucher, 2006) refers to as
“accommodation without assimilation”, is where a solution may indeed exist. As an additive
bicultural strategy, it allows groups to preserve their religious, cultural, and linguistic identities
while fully participating in their new home country's political sphere.
Schools, then, play a critical role in the development of immigrant children which can go a long
way since in most cases, immigrant children move to places where a new and, unfamiliar
language is used, they are expected to learn this language in order to participate in academic
learning – and it is the new language that serves as the medium of instruction. In addition, they
are expected to become familiar with different academic subjects than those they were exposed
to in their country of origin. It is for this reason that there is growing concerns about the
performance of immigrant learners in educational settings. It is also demanding to the school
administration in areas of educating them and also ensuring equity and equality of the
opportunities available to them. Rumbaut (2004) concludes here by saying academic outcomes
are considered a powerful indicator not only of current adaptation but also of future

psychosocial functioning as they may be viewed as a proxy for the degree of immigrants’
acculturation.
2.4: Domains, multilingualism and communication.
The sociolinguistic factors identified above are part of the global phenomenon of
multilingualism, arising from the need to communicate across linguistic boundaries (Edwards,
1994). This need arises through migration, political union among different linguistic groups,
and trade across border areas, and various other cultural and educational motivations. It is
important to understand that multilingualism is the norm, rather than the exception, in human
societies, and therefore needs to be seen as a much wider concept than the simplistic notion of
speaking more than two languages.
Multilingualism as defined by Edwards (1995) is the ability to communicate across speech
communities and to speak, at the same level, more than one language. Sociolinguists believe
that in multilingual societies domains of social behaviours, which include family,
neighbourhood, work and school, determine language choices (Mesthrie, 2007). In the domain
of the home and neighbourhood the choice of languages can be determined by the learners or
parents, while education and other public domains like the state media are, however, different
for their choices are made from above (at political or administrative level), rather than from
below. The domain of education requires two language decisions: one concerns the earliest
levels of schooling, where it is necessary to use a language that children can understand. The
other concerns the choice of a language in which learners will engage with knowledge at more
advanced levels.
2.4.1: Cognitive aspects of multilingualism
It was not until the 1960’s that the first rigorous experiments were carried out and in contrast to
earlier research, great care was taken in their methodology design. On verbal and non-verbal
intelligence test bi/multilinguals scored higher than monolinguals. They also showed patterns
of a more diversified structure of intelligence. Pearl and Lambert (1962) suggested that the
higher scores of bilinguals on intelligence measures could be attributed to greater, mental
flexibility and a greater facility in concept formation. They said bi/multilinguals because of

their ability to function in two or more languages were able to manipulate two symbolic
systems and thus analyses underlying semantic features in greater details.
Bi/multilingualism should not always be compared in standards of monolingualism. They are
not failed monolinguals but have their own success in their own right. For example most
researchers concur with Mackay that the definition should be toward use than knowledge.
Bi/multilingualism is not a phenomenon of language; it is a characteristic of its use. Mackay
(1970) argues that what counts is whether a bilingual or multilingual can use different
languages; this is less important than “knowing” them.
2.4.2: Functions of multilingualism
Communication functions differently in multilingual contexts to monolingual contexts but as
highlighted by different theorist multilingualism should not be understood as ‘full competence
in different languages. Mansour (1993) categorises such communication as either in-group, outgroup or specialised communication for some languages will serve only in communicating
within ethnic groups and are rarely learned by speakers of other languages, while others fulfil
in-group identification but are also learned by outsiders. The third category of specialised
communication refers to domains such as education, religion and other public functions. Most
urban areas also practice what Mansour (1993) describes as ‘vertical multilingualism’ which
contrasts with ‘horizontal multilingualism’ as practiced in villages.
A spatial arrangement is warranted to account for the ways in which people come into contact
with others. In urban spaces people work, live, school, and shop in communities with speakers
of other languages. Vertical multilingualism, according to Mansour, therefore entails social
change, language shift among speakers of minority languages and expansion of one or several
dynamic lingua franca. The dominance of English in particular domains has led to fear of other
indigenous languages being threatened, as young speakers come into contact with the
languages of schooling and wider communication. However, some recent research has shown
strong vitality of the mother tongue in intimate domains and increasing multilingualism
becoming the norm in new shared spaces (Dyers, 2009).

2.5: Language contact, multilingualism and domains
Languages do not actually come into contact with each other but the speakers of the languages
do (Coulmas, 2005). Their attitudes towards each other will affect the way they acquire or even
speak the language. If speakers of a language want to identify with each other, they may find
themselves adjusting their speech to eliminate the more obvious differences in pronunciation or
vocabulary. If the speakers do not want to identify with each other, they may emphasise the
differences in their speech, particularly if someone from the "outside" is present. Generally, the
reasons why people want to associate with each other or not do not have much to do with the
language they speak. It has more to do with the status or prestige of one or the other of the
groups of people.
2.5.1: Language as a tool of communication
Language is present in its different aspects in our environment and is used in varying extent and
for different function by speakers, with and around others in their social network. By social
network we understand the sum of all the interpersonal relations one individual establishes with
others overtime (Blanc & Harmers, 2000).Language helps to articulate cross-national identities
that would otherwise be difficult to sustain.
The language of the home is often associated with customs and traditions of a particular
community where the community itself is in the process of change and modernization, and
language practices also change (Fishman, 1972). Thus, nowadays there is a tendency for most
families to code-switch, as the home domain for children will be conducive for them to switch
from English to their mother tongue. Usually bi/multilingual speakers do not ask or reflect on
the domain in which they find themselves. They often are not able to negotiate what language
to choose in a situation and may have difficulties labelling the situation in the first place
2.6: Identity in multilingual spaces
Postcolonial societies today, whether formerly exploitative colonies or settlement colonies are
characterised by complex, hybridised patterns of lingual and cultural identity construction that
require study not only from individual disciplinary perspectives as has been often done in the

past, but also from new, unified interdisciplinary postcolonial perspectives such as those
presented by Anchimbe (2007). He focuses on the identity fluctuations of people in
postcolonial multilingual contexts as they go about their daily activities, explaining how they
include and exclude others, how they interpret the mix of languages, and how this ruptures or
solidifies their sense of belonging together.
South Africa is an environment in which English is recognised as the primary language of the
dominant culture, especially in the domain of education, thus immigrant learners in South
Africa use English to carry out many of their everyday activities. In this way, for immigrantlearners, the process of becoming a member of the culture is inseparable part of their process of
becoming English language users and is a fundamental part of their English language learning.
Participating in the daily activities or use of these practices can be seen as a change in a
learner’s proficiency in that language and thus being able to shift identity as a member of a new
language-culture. The learners then may be able to interact socially in their first languages at
home or in communities where their first language is spoken and use the additional languages
acquired in the required milieu. Their language interaction in the new space involves continual
negotiation and (re)creation of identities as they move from being novice English language
users in various social contexts toward more full members of that community.
2.6.1: The concept of identity
The term ‘identity’ comes from Latin, idem, meaning ‘the same’, and identities are constituted
by socially counting as ‘the same’ as others or counting as ‘different’ from others…” (Bailey
2007:258). This distinction between what is deemed as ‘familiar’ on the one hand and what is
‘different’ on the other, is salient when undertaking research on the many possible identity
options available in the complex multilingual setting of a school environment. Variationist and
sociopsychological approaches view identities as relatively stable and independent of language,
(Davies & Harré, 1990, Edwards, 1997, Gergen, 1994, Harré & van Langenhoven, 1990, as
cited by Pavlenko & Blackledge, 2004). On the other hand, Lytra and Jorgensen (2008) argue
that identities and their discursive constructions are not stable entities residing in people’s
minds. Instead, they are multiple and shifting, and linked to relations of power in society.
Identities may vary across contexts and can be negotiated, reframed, or contested in unfolding

communication. My framework combines aspects of both approaches. I will capitalise on social
constructionist approaches which focus on the discursive construction of identities and on
poststructuralist approaches to emphasise the role of power relations since in a multilingual
setting some languages are more powerful than others.
Another important aspect of identities is their multiplicity. Social constructionists conceptualise
identities as interactional and negotiated in discourse. Poststructuralists highlight that identities
are multiple. While early studies of language and identity privileged a single aspect of identity - most commonly ethnicity and gender at the expense of others -- poststructuralist inquiry
highlights the fact that identities are constructed “at the interstices of multiple axes such age,
race, ethnicity, gender, class, generation, sexual orientation, institutional affiliation, geopolitical
locale and social status whereby aspects of identity modifies and redefines all others”
(Pavlenko & Blackledge 2004: 16). They mean that since individuals often shift and adjust the
ways in which they identify and position themselves in distinct contexts, identities are best
understood when approached in their entirety rather than through the consideration of a single
aspect or subject position.
Le Page and Tabouret-Keller (1985) highlight the fact that linguistic behaviour involves ‘shifts
of identity’ on the part of the speaker and that people can shift their identity according to the
company that they are in, and through these acts of identity individuals reveal their social roles.
Thus the different patterns of interaction in the daily lives of the learners would portray the
choices they make amongst the different identity options open to them. Work such as Heller’s
(1982) exploration of negotiation of language choice and Le Page and Tabouret-Keller’s (1985)
investigation of the complex linguistic repertoires of West Indian communities demonstrate
that multilingual speakers move around in multidimensional social spaces and that each act of
speaking or silence may constitute for them, an ‘act of identity’(Le Page & Tabouret-Keller,
1985).
Anchimbe (2007) focuses on two approaches to identity construction: fluctuation and
alignment, which he argues are based on adults’ choices and preferences in multilingual
contexts. Adults, he concludes, fluctuate from one identity to another or align themselves
consciously with a remote identity. The questions he asks are: what do children, brought up

between two or more languages, cultures and identities do? Do they fluctuate and align
alongside their parents? Do they choose their own identities? The notion of linguabridity which
he introduces here upholds that children in such situations do not consciously fluctuate or align.
They do not, at least consciously, know the boundaries of the identities. Unlike adults they
simply take on one identity or language, as the context requires without attaching to the process
the complex dimensions of constructing or negotiating identity. Anchimbe concludes here that
children, unlike adults integrate new spaces faster; and acquire the language and in very rare
cases place the social and political stigmas adults generally put on foreign languages. They
grow up with both languages being different only in terms of the contexts and people with
whom they speak them. They do not feel or experience segregation the way adults do and are
exposed to more chances of interacting with the new or other community through education,
peer group activities, street or playground activities. Their acceptance of values of the
community since they grow up with them as opposed to adults and their acceptance into the
community are less complicated hence not necessitating fluctuation or alignment. He concludes
by saying the study of linguistic identities within complex, postcolonial spaces might best be
carried out with focus on particular generations and that studies that make conclusions on such
communities without taking into account generational differences and the level of
entrenchment into the new or other or hybridised community, might turn out to be too
generalised. This in no way, he adds, discredits other findings made after empirical
investigation of patterns of identity creation or consolidation in these contexts but simply
means more insight would be sought if a distinction is to be made between those who switch or
align consciously, and those who do so unconsciously having been brought up with no other
option.
2.6.2: Language and identity
Anchimbe (2007) quotes Gomez-Pena (1996:5) who argues of language and identity: “for me
the border is no longer located at any geopolitical site. I carry the border with me, and I find
new borders wherever I go”.
The notion of linguistic identity has been considered from several different perspectives. Some
scholars deny that there is a link between identity and language (and culture), claiming that

second language adult learners do not necessarily need to identify with the cultural background
of the language to speak it. This is true only if we limit the acquisition of a new language to
instrumental purposes—unfortunately a clear line cannot be drawn between instrumental and
integrative purposes. On the contrary, other scholars believe identity is incomplete if it is not
communicated in a given language. This latter perspective is adopted in this study and is
supported by previous research that shows that speakers especially in postcolonial communities
switch identities each time they switch languages (see Le Page & Tabouret-Keller 1985,
Anchimbe 2005a).
Language is a central feature of human identity. There is a powerful connection between
language and socio-cultural identity. Your very first mumbling is crucial to identity formation.
The language of the parents, in which your very first words are articulated in, the language
which was used in your neighbourhood and closest family and friends, will always be a part of
your identity as a person. When the language used in daily communication is denigrated, for
instance not deemed fit as a language of instruction, the child may feel that a part of her/himself
is also being denigrated (Brock-Utne, 2007).
We establish our identity through our use of language. Language is recognised as a central tool
for the strategic enactment of multiple subject positions, and multilingual speakers selectively
activate different parts of their linguistic repertories, in order to highlight particular aspects of
their social identities while down playing others (Doran, 2006). Multilingual speakers choices
to use, or not use, language in particular settings are tied to various aspects of identity; this
perspective is inherent in the recent poststructuralist paradigm that treats language as
multidimensional, contingent and subject to negotiation across contexts (Blackledge &
Pavlenko, 2001; Bucholtz, 1999; Eckert & McConell-Cinet, 1999; Hill, 1999; Lo, 1999) as
quoted by (Doran 2006:95).
When we hear someone speak, we immediately make guesses about gender, education level,
age, profession, and place of origin. Beyond this individual matter, a language is a powerful
symbol of national and ethnic identity (Spolsky, 1989). Within each community of practice
certain linguistic practices are understood by the members to be more appropriate than others.
As Spolsky implies above, language is not only a means for us to present our own notion of

“who we are,” but it is also a way for others to project onto us their own suppositions of the
way “we must be.” The speaker might want to present him/herself in a different light; instead
the hearer has a different understanding of the speaker’s identity than the one the speaker
desires. This is where conflicts arises and further compounded when the hearer is in a position
of power and can not only misinterpret the desires of the speaker, but can actively thwart this
expression, forcing the speaker into an entirely different, perhaps unwanted, identity (BrockUtne, 2007).
2.6.3: Identity in schools
Foucault (1972, 1979) argued that positioning occurs through discourse enacted in particular
institutions and this includes: academic competence, physical presence and competence,
behavioural competence, social competence, and language proficiency. The first which is
Academic competence which relates indirectly to language ability because poor knowledge of
target language, leads to poor performance of the learners, kind of embodies the rest because
that is the reason why they go to school. Identity has been defined differently in many different
ways but however, many scholars have put forth definitions that may be useful for
understanding social aspects of learning and discourses of school practice. Brown (2004,
conceptualises identity as “a set of discursive domains that are evoked and constructed based on
shared or negotiated assumptions, categories, and knowledge in classroom spaces”. Lee (1999)
goes further to say that this conceptualization enables us to see the ways in which classroom
interactions make available entry points into academic practices based on ability and desire to
assimilate to, or take on, such ways of being (i.e., talking the talk and walking the walk, which
for some students is a threat to their social standing).
At a micro-interactional level, the negotiation of such discursive domains plays out in
contestations and acceptances through various interactional resources (Brown 2004).
Meanwhile Nasir and Saxe (2003) in Brown (2004) also speak of identity as a socially
constructed process that develops over time and is a resource for communicating aspects of
positions and affiliations in local interaction. From this perspective then, identity illuminates
how local interaction (e.g., teacher–student interaction or peer interaction) is central in

supporting or contesting certain types of identities and how these identities can become fixed
over time.
Norton (2005:5) expands this perspective, defining identity as "how a person understands his or
her relationship to the world, how that relationship is constructed across time and space, and
how the person understands possibilities for the future". In her work with second-language
learners, Norton highlights the agency and investment of the individual in negotiating her or his
linguistic and cultural identities in ways that create or restrict opportunities to learn English.
This view enables us to see how learners’ opportunities to participate in learning activities are
affected not only by their investments in the learning process and by specific interactions, but
also by discourses and ideologies of schooling.
2.7 How identities are negotiated in interaction
2.7.1: Code switching
As in many other multilingual contexts, code-switching has gained ground as a verbal mode of
communication among African bilingual speakers. It occurs in both formal and informal
contexts of communication. Empirical research has shown that the practice of alternating or
mixing languages is not only common, but serves important communication strategies (Heller,
1992; Myers-Scotton, 1998).
Code switching, as the ability to move from one language to the next in the same conversation,
is an important phenomenon with regards to negotiation of identity. Gumperz’s (1982) famous
work pioneered insights into code switching, which he calls contextualisation switching as a
resource through which speakers express social and rhetorical meaning and index ethnic
identities (Pavlenko, 2004). He believes that people can shift their identity; depending on the
company they are in. Bakhtin (1981: 429) called it hybridization and defines it as” the mixing
within a single utterance, of two or more different linguistic consciousnesses, often widely
separated in time and social space”. In early childhood research narratives, there had been few
possibilities of hybridity, with home or public domain because they had constructed the
difference between their languages as challenge to manage and they had merely worked to keep

them separate. This is mirrored in Dorfman’s (1988: 220) autobiography, which is structured
around the premise of his refusal of a doubled identity during his growing up:
I was unable to look directly in the face the divergent mystery of who I was, the abyss
of being bilingual and binational [South America and the United States] at a time when
everything demanded that we be univocal and immaculate.
Code switching practices amongst immigrant children thus offer rich potential for the
exploration of identity. Gumperz’s (1982) collection on language and social identity and Le
Page and Tabouret-Keller’s (1985) ethnographic study of languages in the Caribbean signified
the beginning of a transition from socio-psychological approaches (originally inspired by Le
Page)

to ethnographically orientated interactional sociolinguistics, which views social

identities as fluid and constructed in linguistic and social interaction (Pavlenko, 2002). Codeswitching developed as extra skill which came about through contact between two languages
and as an indication of group membership in particular types of bilingual speech communities:
it entails alternating between two or more languages within one conversation. Code switching
can occur between sentences (inter-sentential) or within single sentences (intra-sentential).
Some monolinguals believe it shows deficit or lack of mastery of both languages (Baker, 2006)
but most scholars consider code switching to be a normal and natural product of interaction
between the bilingual (or multilingual speaker’s language). Moreover, it tends to be those who
are more fluent in both languages who code switch. Code-switching is a valuable linguistic tool
and does not typically happen at random; it uses the full language resources available to a
bilingual.
Li Wei confirms this:
Sociolinguistics who have studied code switching draw attention to extralinguistic factors such as topic, setting, relationships between participants,
community norms and values, and societal, political and ideological
developments influencing speakers’ choice of language in conversation. (1998:
156).

Although bilingual speakers claim that code-switching is not a conscious activity, research has
also shown that it is a purposeful activity. It is rule bound because the matrix provides
grammatical frames or rules for its grammar (Myers-Scotton, 2006). In formal classroom
teaching, code-switching may be disfavoured even though it offers insights into patterns of codechoice. For example, in learners’ daily conversations, code switching can reflect the language
they are more attached to and the community they most interact with. Auer (1988) has observed
that between the age of 11-12 preference-related switching is more important for young
bilinguals, while “more sophisticated uses of code-switching” appear and become frequent for
13-14-year old speakers (1988:208).
In many English language classrooms, learners tend to downplay all social roles and highlight
their academic facets by using English. Most learners come to these new spaces with varying
degrees of competences which might not include the target language. What does codeswitching do in this particular situation? Iryo (1998: 94-100) encourages learners to use
languages in their repertoires in class, despite earlier arguments that incorporating L1 or other
languages which are not the M.O.I. will damage cognitive development cited in (Zentella,
1997). Hornberger (2006), moreover, argues that code switching in classroom practices
encourages learner participation and thus their voices are heard. In second and third grade
Spanish immersion classes in Los Angeles, Gutierrez, Basquemo-Lopez and Tejeda (1999,
cited in Hornberger, 2006) show that teachers’ encouragement of hybrid languages practices
(including multiple languages and registers, unauthorised side-talk, movement, spontaneous
interaction and collaboration) promoted children’s learning. This study also identified “third
spaces” in which alternative and competing discourses and positionings transformed conflict
and difference into rich zones of collaboration and learning.
To conclude here I will say the above findings may be applicable in a situation where the
learners are speakers of the same L1 and are being instructed in a second language rather than
in a case where a diversity of learners who speak different L1s, L2s, and even L3s, are
instructed by a teacher who might not even speak one of their languages.

2.7.2: Crossing
Rampton introduced the term “language crossing” to studies of code switching and identity and
defines this as using a language which is generally not thought of as ‘belonging’ to the user and
which involves ‘sharply felt social and ethnic boundaries’ (1995: 290). In this 1995 book
Crossing: Language and Ethnicity among Adolescents, he describes language crossing as the
practice of using a language variety that belongs to another group. Crossing includes a wide
range of sociolinguistic practices such as the "out-group use of prestigious minority codes."
Rampton’s book describes how groups of multiracial adolescents in a British working-class
community mix their use of Creole, Panjabi and Asian English. Rampton found that language
crossing, in many instances, constitutes an anti-racist practice and is emblematic of young
people striving to redefine their identities. The young people he studied used this mixed code to
contest racial boundaries and assert a new “de-racinated” ethnicity.
Although, as shown in this example, crossing is not usually an all-out claim to another ethnic
identity, it can evoke a clear sense of movement across social or ethnic boundaries. Rampton’s
(1995) work on crossing shows that speakers may creatively appropriate the voices of others
across language boundaries, while possessing a very limited knowledge of the languages being
appropriated. Most often it involves momentary, ritualised instances of out-group language use.
Rampton describes crossing as part of a complex process of self-assembly in which speakers
signal their orientation towards the different voices they adopt. It is concerned with the
dynamics of the speakers’ orientation to the voice, the language and the social imagery they
evoke (Rampton, 1995).
One problem is that we quickly run into difficulties with drawing the border between
immigrant and locals in the speech of young for they engage with a new language differently
from the adults and often learn the dominant language faster than their parents. To quote Lytra
& Jorgensen (2008), late modern urban youth may, particularly in their mutual conversations,
employ linguistic features from a wide range of different languages. Rampton (1995) adds here
that it is crucial to understand that the young speakers do not necessarily command all these
languages, and the languages may not “belong" to them but the young speakers may still use
the features. This phenomenon is poly-lingual behaviour, by which we mean the practice of

using linguistic features from a wide range of different sets of features (called "languages").
The young speakers who use the features are aware of the values ascribed to the features in
society at large, and they may exploit these values or oppose and redefine them. For example,
the disadvantaged multiethnic youth population, living in a disadvantaged neighbourhood
outside Paris, created a new language variety “Verlan”; an alternative to the standard French of
‘L’Academie’. Verlan, characterised by various alterations of French terms, borrowing from
such languages as Arabic, English and Roman, and certain prosodic and discourse level
features, is a kind of linguistic bricolage marked by multilingualism and multiculturalism
present in the communities where it is spoken, which include immigrants from North Africa,
West Africa, Portugal, Asia and Caribbean (Doran, 2006). This language can be viewed as an
alternative code which serves as a tool for the minority youths to enact social realities and
perform identities which diverge from the models offered by mainstream French society and its
language (Doran, 2006).
2.7.3: Reasons for code switching
There are different perspectives on code switching. Code-switching sometimes shows an
alteration in the arrangement of participants, i.e. a shift of receiver or the incorporation of a
new interlocutor. It can also be related to group membership in particular types of bilingual
speech communities. For example, it can help an ethnic minority community retain a sense of
cultural identity.
In the Markedness Model, developed by Carol Myers Scotton (2006), language users are
rational and choose a language that marks their rights and obligations relative to others in a
conversational setting (Pavlenko, 2004: 8). Here code switching is used to explore possible
choices. Scholars such as Heller (1998, 1992, 1995), and Rampton (1995, 2007) describe the
effects that the use of multiple language varieties has on class, ethnicity, gender, or other
identity options. Analysts such as Auer (1998) suggest that in code switching social situations
are both reflected and created. This corresponds with agentive understandings of space.

2.7.4: Audibility
Hornberger (2006) is of the opinion that making space in classroom literacy practices for
dissimilar and divergent language varieties and orthographies promotes inclusion of learners’
voices and, simultaneously, their active participation in their identity and knowledge
construction. Thus she proposes the use of standard and nonstandard language varieties in the
bilingual classroom.
2.8: Language maintenance and shift: The codes in code switching
As discussed above, migration is seen as a phenomenon involving complex relations of
semiotic exchange. When immigrants inhabit new semiotic spheres they are confronted with at
least two problems related to the use of codes: a) the literacy in the cultural codes pertaining to
the host culture, and b) the preservation of cultural codes pertaining to their culture of origin. A
language is often seen as defining a culture and way of thinking. This means that the
disappearance of a language is perceived as the death of its speakers' culture. Thus when a
language holds its ground despite the presence of other powerful languages, we describe the
tendency as language maintenance.
Economic, social, political, and demographic attitudes and values can also account for language
maintenance. For example in post apartheid South Africa, Afrikaans lost prestige and power
when the nine other local languages joined it in 1994 to become the official languages, but
because it had a community of speakers it was maintained. Coulmas (2005, citing Fishman,
1964) argues that people can both be loyal to their language and want to shift from it. He uses
the notion of loyalty in terms of group maintenance of the language.
Anchimbe (2007) argues the fate of languages, if looked upon as attached to that of those who
speak them, is to be evaluated in terms of the changes that take place within their speakers and
in the societies they form. Such evaluations he continues must take into account the
relationships between speakers within the community, their relations to the languages they
speak, the statuses of the languages in the community which might be the majority or minority
language, and above all else, the economic power of the language. Given that English is the
language or the lingua franca in the global village for jobs, education, business and even

politics, there has been a huge demand for the study of English and most parents are seeing to it
that their children are educated in English. In multilingual societies, as Mufwene (2001b) in
Anchimbe (2007) asserts speakers move forth and back several languages and may end up
abandoning their own first or indigenous languages for the economic prowess of another
(sometimes opposing) language. The impact of such a switch or shift, he continues, is not to be
evaluated in terms of the future of the speaker, since the new language is more lucrative, but
rather in terms of the survival of the language which is now denigrated both in the society and
the speaker’s repertoire.
2.9: Language attitudes and investments
Pierre Bourdieu (1977) argued that linguistic exchanges “invoke a complex network of power
relations in which the producer, by producing an utterance or text makes a bid for social
authority, and the recipient or audience decides to what degree to recognise that claim to
authority”. In more simple terms, this can be understood as language attitude which may be
defined as the feelings people have about their own language variety or the language varieties
of others (Crystal, 1992). For example, a mother tongue speaker may feel secure about their
language and take pride in using it. If so, they may want their autography (a language specifies
the correct way of using a specific writing system) to be very distinct from other languages.
Language attitudes may affect whether or not varieties are mutually intelligible.
Myers-Scotton (2006) defines attitudes as subjective evaluations of both language varieties and
their speakers, whether the attitudes are held by individuals or by groups. She argues that
political and socio-economic forces can change a community’s attitude toward a particular
language or a variety of a language. For example, immigrants coming from poorer countries
will meet a situation where the language of instruction or the language of wider communication
is the language they also hear around them all day, which might not be their home language or
a language they had been exposed to, but it is a language they can relatively easily pick up,
especially if they have friends among the people living in the country they have migrated to. It
will be an advantage for them pedagogically and culturally to learn the language of their
immediate surroundings. This of course is especially important if they intend to stay on in the
country they have come to.

Attitudes go hand in hand with motivation that learners bring to the language learning situation.
Gardner and Lambert (1972: 22) conclude that an individual successfully acquiring a second
language gradually adopts various features of behaviour which characterise another linguistic
and often cultural group. The learner's ethnocentric disposition and his attitude toward the other
group are believed to influence his success in learning the new language.
Thus investment in a language is considered to be determined both by speakers’ attitudes
toward the other group and by their orientation toward learning a second language. An
individual could hold positive attitudes, but will not be motivated to study the language in
school because of a dislike for the teacher or community of users.
In South Africa, the attitude held towards English is a very positive one, although, there is a
value for this investment. In her study, Dyers (2001:5) argues that black South Africans believe
that “… English is the key to unlocking future prospects for their children. English is
dominating in all official domains like education, business, parliamentary sessions, and even
communication units.” New trends like globalization and transnational migration have led to a
significant spread of English worldwide, with groups of speakers of English as a second,
foreign, or other language outnumbering native speakers (Jenkins, 2006; McKay, 2003).
2.9.1: Language ideology
The idea of attitudes towards language embodies much more than speech differences between
groups of people. These differences can be reflected economically and politically in such a way
that our reaction to someone's speech with a positive or negative attitude may represent a whole
complex of social, economic, and political connotations which we have associated with that
speech variety. When one group is very powerful they may then use their power,
unintentionally or deliberately, to attempt to eliminate the speakers of another language or their
speech variety. Power relations come into play here for economic or political power and
prestige almost always put the speakers of the minority language at a disadvantage. People may
decide to stop speaking or have inferiority complex in order to avoid the social stigma of being
part of the less-powerful group. Sometimes, however, speakers of such a language cling to their

identity and may react to the pressures to use the more prestigious language by working all the
harder to preserve, protect and develop their traditional language.
2.10: Conclusion
This chapter has focused on theories of how space patterns regimes of communication in shared
spaces. It has discussed key concepts underlying the study, which include migration,
globalization, space, identity, culture, as well as themes arising from the data which include
language maintenance and language shift, language attitudes, variation in languages,
motivations in language learning and use, and finally the spread of English as a global
language. The next chapter describes the research design and methodology.

CHAPTER THREE METHODOLOGY

3.1: Research design and methods of data collection
Choosing a study design requires understanding the philosophical foundations underlying the
type of research. Merriam (1988) compares the plan of a research program to planning a
vacation trip, for you always start by considering what sort of trip appeals to you most, what
you like, how much it might cost, where you want to go, how best to get there, how long to stay
and the list continues. Also involved is our spiritual orientation: what we believe about the
nature of reality, about knowledge, and finally about the production of knowledge. Research is
after all, as Merriam argues the production of knowledge.

Qualitative research falls under one of these paradigms and three orientations are
distinguishable in qualitative research: positivist, interpretive and critical research. Merriam
describes the positivist form of research as considering education or schooling as its object,
phenomenon, or delivery system to be studied (1988). Knowledge gained here is objective and
quantifiable. In interpretive research, education is considered to be a process and school is a
lived experience. Understanding the meaning of the process or experience as she puts,
constitutes the knowledge to be gained from an inductive, hypothesis or theory generating
mode of inquiry. Multiple realities are constructed socially by individuals. The third form of
research education is considered to be a social institution designed for social and cultural
reproduction, and transformation. Many theorists believe that theory generated through this
mode of research, is an ideological critique of power, privilege and oppression in areas of
educational practice.

The form used in this study is interpretive because it is an inductive, hypothesis or theorygenerating mode of inquiry based on an ethnographic study of immigrant learners’ interaction
in a selected primary school in Cape Town, and how their multilingualism contributes to their
interaction and academic success and their ability to integrate new linguistic resources into

their repertoires. Conversation Analysis (CA),

Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) and

Discourse Analysis (DA) were used as conceptual and analytical frames: CA complemented by
SFL to analyse learners spoken conversation and DA to analyse broader patterns of language in
use. The central part of the paper presents my analysis and interpretation of the teacher's
discourse about her learners’ socio-linguistic repertoires along with my analysis of the learners’
own accounts of their socio-linguistic repertoires and use. A conclusion is then advanced in
terms of the possible implications that this study may hold for the practice of teachers in
culturally and linguistically heterogeneous (primary) classrooms.

3.2: Qualitative Analysis
Qualitative research is defined as being concerned with human beings, interpersonal
relationships, personal values, meanings, beliefs, thoughts and feelings. It is inductive in
approach and attempts to attain rich, deep data. Key (1997) postulates that this paradigm
emphasises the importance of looking at variables in the natural setting in which they are
found, and of considering the interaction between variables. Ethnographic study means
describing the social scene or more broadly a group of people in a particular environment. It is
a description that includes, people, language, behaviour, customs, beliefs, physical environment
and other aspects of setting that is studied. It involves long term investigation of a group (often
a culture) that is based on immersion and, ideally, participation in that group. Ethnography thus
provides a detailed exploration of group activity: it is an approach which employs multiple
methodologies (interviews, both individual and focus group) and observation. The issue for the
observer is how the particulars in a given situation are interrelated. In other words, ethnography
attempts to explain the web of interdependence of group behaviours and interactions.

Qualitative observational research is naturalistic because it studies a group in its natural setting.
Patton (2002: 42) explains, "Naturalistic inquiry is thus contrasted to experimental research
where the investigator attempts to completely control the condition of the study". This
characteristic is prevalent in qualitative research because it allows the observer to become
immersed in a group. The researcher starts with answers, but forms questions throughout the
research process. Hypotheses and theories can continuously change depending on what the

observer wants to know. A “holistic approach assumes that the whole is greater than the sum of
its parts" (Patton, 2002: 40). In other words, almost every action or communication must be
taken as a part of the whole phenomenon of a certain community or culture. The quality of the
findings of from such research is therefore “directly dependent upon the skills, experience and
sensitiveness of the interviewer or group moderators. It aims at an in-depth description of the
subject” (Leedy, 1997: 143). Quantitative research, on the other hand, gathers data by objective
methods to provide information about relations, comparisons and predictions and attempts to
remove the investigator from the investigation.

Key (1997) lists a few advantages of qualitative research which make it more down to earth and
a better methodology to work with in the kind of investigation that I undertook. He argues that
qualitative research produces more in depth, comprehensive information, because it is
exploratory, inductive and uses subjective information and participant observation to describe
the context or natural setting of the variables under consideration.

It seeks a wide

understanding of the entire situation. It is for this reason that a holistic description of events,
procedures and philosophies occurring in a natural setting is needed. This opposes quantitative
methods in which selected, predefined variables are studied. Corroboration and triangulation
are also used in qualitative research to help increase researchers’ understanding of the
probability that findings will be seen as credible or worthy of consideration by others
(Stainback & Stainback, 1988), as cited by (Key, 1997).
3.3: Conversation Analysis
This study is concerned with interaction in different spaces in order to understand the language
patterns that Cameroonian learners have to assimilate and appropriate in order to find their
voices in these new spaces. In order to achieve this, the study used conversation analysis to
understand the language patterns in relation to the construction of new identities. These
language patterns were investigated in spaces such as the school, inside and outside the
classroom, the home environment and Cameroonian community spaces. Therefore, casual
communication became an important means of collecting data.
Casual communication is a critical linguistic site for the “negotiation of such important
dimensions of our social identities as gender, generational location, sexuality, social class

membership, ethnicity and sub cultural and group affiliations” (Eggins & Slade, 2006: 6).
Sociologists ask questions like, ‘How do we do conversation?’, for they recognise that
conversation is talk about social life. Linguists on the other hand ask ‘How is language
structured to enable us to do conversation?’ and recognise that conversation tells us something
about the nature of language as a resource for doing social life. Eggins and Slade say we should
treat conversation as exchange of meanings, as text, and recognise its privileged role in the
construction of social ideas and interpersonal relations. Halliday best puts this position when he
points out that:
It is natural to conceive of text first and foremost as conversation: as the spontaneous
interchange of meaning in ordinary, everyday interaction. It is in such context that
reality is constructed in micro semiotic encounters of daily life. (1978: 40).
Furthermore, casual conversation is motivated by interpersonal needs to continually establish
who we are, how we relate to others, and what we think is going on in the world (Eggins &
Slade, 2006: 6). Thus in casual conversation language is being used as a resource to negotiate
social identity and interpersonal relations. Data used here was collected through recordings of
casual conversations of immigrants and nothing that occurs in interaction was ruled out. The
invention of tape recorders has made it possible for natural conversation to be captured and
made accessible to systematic study (Halliday, 1994: xxіііі).
Consequently, the conversations of these learners was analysed at two levels: for content and
language use. Through language use, individuals construct different identities. Cameron (2001:
176) refers to this as the “co-construction” of the self: “our identities emerge not only from
what we do ourselves, but also from the way others position us in what they say to and/or about
us”. Le Page and Tabouret-Keller (1985) also believe that linguistic behaviour involves “shifts
of identity” on the part of the speaker and that people can shift their identity according to the
company that they are in. They describe such behaviour as “acts of identity”. Like Eggins and
Slade (2006), I draw on a range of functional and semiotic approaches to language to provide
theoretical and analytical techniques to describe and explain how language enables learners to
initiate and sustain casual conversation in different contexts.
However, conversational analysis can also be extremely challenging for novice researchers as
they have to deal with interactants who might perceive the research as a trivial undertaking and

thus result in a researcher having chunks of irrelevant data. This was partly the case in my
study. In this regard conversational analysis can be time consuming and costly, Moreover, the
researcher is dependent on audio data and if the technical device is not of good quality, it might
also be labour intensive to transcribe data.
3.3.1: The context of casual conversation
Interactions between strangers and friends differ in the degree of shared knowledge. Strangers
spend more time establishing common ground and exploring boundaries. Coulthard (1996: 8)
writes of the “crucial importance of shared knowledge in conversation” and how speakers draw
on their knowledge and understanding of the world, as well as linguistic knowledge, in
exchanges. In casual conversation between friends, both participants assume a “shared awareness
of the language system, a shared awareness of what has been said before, a shared awareness of
cultural events and a shared awareness of very local events/circumstances” (Cauldwell & Allen,
1997: 21). In unmarked casual conversations, listener and speaker roles are exchanged regularly,
with equal speaking rights. Participants can enter or exit the conversation, choose the next
speaker, or pass the turn to someone else. However, in situations of disparate linguistic
repertoires, there may be an unequal distribution of conversational rights.
This study therefore made use of recorded data collected from naturally occurring
investigations of everyday interaction in order to describe conversational events and thus
expose the procedures and expectations in terms of which speakers produce their own
behaviour and interpret the behaviour of others. It also attempted to highlight the ways in which
the participants in conversation used language to negotiate participation and group roles.
3.3.3: The discourse structure of conversation
It was pre-eminently Halliday (1978) who showed how meaning correlates with situation-type.
A domain is charged with meaning-potential, which is realised by uttering of words, and which
reciprocally determines what those words can mean. A simple illustration of the principle is the
shout of “Fire!” in battle and in a crowded cinema: what can be meant in each domain is
decidedly different; so it could be no excuse for alarming the patrons to explain that you were
vociferously enjoying the shooting on screen

3.3.4: Negotiating attitudes
The interactive nature of discourse, whether spoken or written can be termed as negotiation.
Attitudes have to do with evaluating things, people’s character and feelings (Martin and Rose,
2006) and this can be more or less intense. While Eggins and Slade (2006) views appraisal, as a
system of interpersonal meaning, attitudes, how they are amplified and their source, which is
the focus that will be explored here. Appraisal analysis examines then the attitudinal meaning
of words in conversation
3.4: Discourse Analysis
Gee (1990, 2003) highlights the concept of social literacies and refers to the term ‘Discourse’ defining
it as:
a socially accepted association amongst ways of using language, other symbolic expressions
and artefacts of thinking, feeling, believing, valuing and acting that can be used to identify
oneself as a member of a socially meaningful group or social network or to signal that one is
playing a socially meaningful role. (2003: 131).
Thus Discourse is a social process, through which people interact with one another to create
relationships and share ideas. Discourse Analysis (DA) is therefore the study of language, in
the everyday sense in which people use the word, which entails the notions of “language”, is
talk, communication, discourse. To discourse analysts “discourse” usually means actual
instances of communicative action in the medium of language, although not all linguistic
communication is spoken or written.
In the field of Discourse Analysis research spans three paradigms noted by Kress (2001, as
cited by Bock, 2008) which include his notions of language as correlation, choice and critique
and has resulted in a wide array of approaches, ranging from those who focus on “language
beyond the sentence” to “language in use” to “language as social practice” (Jaworski &
Coupland 1999, Schiffrin et al. 2001, as cited by Bock 2008). Fairclough (2003: 2) stated that
discourse is “an irreducible part of social life, dialectically interconnected with other elements
of social life”.
Cameron (2001: 7) refers to “Discourse Analysis” as an “umbrella term” which covers a wide
range of approaches in a variety of disciplines. In Applied Linguistics, Discourse Analysis
involves the analysis of authentic forms of communication: spoken, written or visual texts

which have real communicative purposes. There is sign language whose speaker use gesture
rather than sound or graphic signs. In South Africa for example sign language is considered to
be the twelfth official language, because it is broadcasted over the media and there is a lot of
sign language communication here. Johnstone (2008) argues calling what they do “discourse
analysis” rather than “language analysis” underscores the fact that analysts do not focus on
language as an abstract system. Their focus is on what happens when people draw on the
knowledge they have about language, knowledge based on the memories of things they have
said, heard, seen, or written before, to do things in the world like exchanging information,
express feelings, make things happen, create beauty, entertain themselves and others, and so on.
Any language use serves to construct some aspect of experience, to negotiate relationships and
to organise the language successfully so that it realises a satisfactory message (Halliday 1994).
It answers questions about social relations, such as dominance and oppression or solidarity and
also in issues of personal identity and social stratification. The notion of discourse related to
language use in a manner that signifies ‘a particular domain of social practice from a particular
perspective’ (Fairclough 1995: 14).

Aspects of DA, particularly those dealing with conversation analyses, interactional
sociolinguistics and ethnography of communication will be looked into. In the process aspects
like ideology, values, attitudes and power relations, usually embedded in discursive practices
and thus associated with language use will be analysed. In relation to this study the choices
immigrant learners and their parents make between languages in multilingual contexts, as well
as how they interact, will reveal something of values and attitudes towards these languages, as
well as the ideology behind the choices between the languages. As we have realised so far DA
continues to answer questions posed in many fields that traditionally focus on human life and
communication, such as anthropology, cultural studies, psychology, communications, and
sociology, as well as in fields in which the details of discourse have not been thought relevant
such as geography, psychology, human computer interaction, medicine, law, public policy, and
business (Johnstone 2008).
Nonetheless of paramount interest in this study is assumptions about language which are
central in any form of communication and thus conversational and discourse analysis would

provide a lens from which to analyse language patterns in context and the impact of this on
communication as language always occurs in context, is context sensitive, always
communicative and designed for communication (Schiffrin, 1988).
The semantics of communication
Using one language variety over another is not determined by the physical setting alone, but the
general activity or event conventionally associated with the setting. For example, classroom
talk is determined by the language of learning and teaching (LOLT) as well as the home
languages of the teachers and learners. Thus, a language used in a certain domain is influenced
by the context.
3.5: Description of the setting
The school is situated in a low income suburb in Cape Town, Western Cape. The school started
in a building that is now the tuck-shop. There was one teacher, a headmistress and eleven
children in a combined grade 1 and 2 class. From such humble beginnings the school has
grown up to be an established institution with 1400 children at the beginning of 2008. It is
made up of seven classes in each grade and each has a grade head that co-ordinate all the
activities in that grade. It has enough comfortable classes and the teachers have a comfortable
staff room and tea room where they work and relax regularly.
The learner teacher ratio is about 1:30. For children who experience language barriers or
difficulties, there are extra classes in language and mathematics. All the learners in the school
do not live in the school neighbourhood. Many come from the townships and other
neighbouring suburbs. Although the school is situated in a lower middle class neighbourhood
with fairly average economic backgrounds, many learners come from working class families
who are struggling financially. A typical example of this, are the immigrant learners whose
parents sacrifice a lot to see them through such an institution so that their future might be better
than theirs. Of the seven classes to for each grade, five are for English speaking learners and
two are for Afrikaans learners. Even though it is one of the biggest schools in the region, it
strives to provide each child with excellent, balanced, outcomes- based education. This can be
seen in the mission statement of the school: which goes
We will by means of:

A Christian based education,
A child- centred education,
With the latest teaching strategies,
Supported by a positive and involved management,
Strive to prepare the child to be a balanced, well-principled individual”.
The school embraces an outcomes- based curriculum and offers standard learning areas
applicable to children in primary school, ages 7-15, years including technology, art, music,
drama, computer literacy, and well equipped with a variety of sports facilities surrounding the
school. Cultural activities are also organised because in this primary school, culture plays an
important role in the development of the learners. They believe that cultural activities are used
to develop social and interpersonal skills and that they contribute towards a positive selfesteem. The school also has an equipped art centre where grade 4, 5, 6, and 7 learners attend
arts lesson. The grade 6 recently studied “Resistance Art” and learned how powerfully art can
send a message to its audience. The school also has a well- equipped computer room and
library which greatly facilitates learning.
The school is racially mixed, representing learners from different countries and different
language groups. It is a parallel medium school with English and Afrikaans as the languages of
instruction and the learners are taught in either of the languages, although they have different
first languages. Several factors account for this, the most apparent being the language shift in
several communities in the Western Cape. The shift has been on the level of both language
attitudes and language use, and is directly attributable to the increasing dominance of English
in public life and pressure from parents.
3.6.: Research population
For the research project I selected a group of two females and four male learners and all from
Cameroon, with mixed learning experiences.
The profiles were as follows: shows they are all Cameroonians
Learner 1 •

James

L1-CPE_English

Learner 2 •

Aline:

L1-French-English-Frankanglais.

Learner 3 •

Mark;

CPE-English

Learner 4 •

Peter;

CPE-English

Learner 5•

Jim;

L1-English

Learner 6•

Nadine;

L1-French-Frankanglais

These immigrant children’s families left Cameroon for reasons ranging from economic and
political to academic. The young learners in South African schools, like their parents, are
therefore not a homogeneous group as they come from different backgrounds, different parts of
the country and travel through different routes with different reasons for migration although as
deduced from interacting with them, mostly economical as results of high unemployment rates
in Sub-Saharan West Africa. Some took direct flights to SA while majority had to transit for
long periods of time in the different Congos and most of the Southern African countries before
reaching their destination. They embody a heterogeneous group because they come from
different provinces. Some are French speaking and previously used English as medium of
instruction while the Anglophones used English and finally one who came directly from the
village and has neither been instructed in either of the two official languages. The six
participants made up of four males and two females’ learners, with ages between 12 to 15 years
of age then, reflected the language situation in Cameroon. They are distributed from the fifth to
the seventh grade.
3.7: Instruments used
Effective research instruments are very important for any project to be successfully
accomplished. The instruments involved in this research project are interviews, observations in
and out of the classroom, focus groups and recordings of interactional data.
3.7.1: Interviews
An interview is a face to face interaction between an interviewer and interviewee, where the
purpose is to understand the interviewee’s life experiences or situations as expressed in his/her
own words. Through the interview we gain knowledge about people around us, getting to know
them quite intimately, so that we can really understand how they think and feel. Interviews
“involve unstructured and generally open-ended questions that are few in number and intended
to elicit views and opinions from the participants” (Creswell 2003: 188).

Interviewing is a fairly versatile technique for gathering and collecting data on multilingualism
and useful in obtaining both linguistic productions from multilingual speakers and also content
data (Codo, 2003). It is a very useful research tool as it gives the researcher a degree of
flexibility and privileged access to other people’s lives, for it gathers biographical and other
relevant contextualizing information from users of language with their views, values and
attitudes towards their own and others linguistic practices. It is a linguistic data and should not
be used as naturally occurring speech because speakers assess and comment on their language
practices Eggins and Slade (2004). There are often associated with survey-based research used
by many qualitative researchers (Creswell 2003: 186).
Codo (2003) categorises interviews as generators of two data sources: Content and language
use. Interviews primarily designed for speech samples are often used to obtain contextualizing
biographical and language-related information from respondents. Codo cites Pujolar (2001) who
uses the talk produced in group discussions to analyse code switching practices of working class
youngsters living in Barcelona. Interviews for in linguistics and conversation analysis is are a
method of gathering samples of spoken data and this can be done through recordings of naturally
occurring speech. On the other hand, interviews for content analysis is are the most common
purpose for bilingual analysis, for they are used to obtain information which may otherwise be
very difficult to gather. In this case the information obtained in the interview is more relevant to
the interviewer than the samples of spoken data, thus what is said matters and not how it is said.
This study made use of both categories.
3.7.2: Individual interviews
Interviews are useful tools for finding out how respondents feel about certain things. Good
interview skills include the ability to listen well and ask questions in non-threatening manner.
There are different types of interviews, which include questionnaires, checklists and rating
scales. Open-ended is another type, and it is usually like a shared conversation between the
interviewer and the interviewee. It is for this reason that Creswell (2003: 18) describes it as
involving “unstructured and generally open-ended questions that are few in number and
intended to elicit views and opinions from the participants”.
Given that the purpose of interviews is to collect data by actually talking to the participants, the
interviews are therefore personalised and give the researcher a level of in-depth information,

free response and flexibility that cannot be gathered by other techniques (Seliger & Shohamy,
1989). Unstructured interviews can enable the interviewer can to come in at certain levels of
the interview with particular cues that allows for more information to emerge that was not
foreseen at the beginning. S/he can also elicit additional data if initial answers are vague,
incomplete, off-topic, or not specific enough. The interviewees on their part also have the
opportunity to ask questions on what they have not understood.
Open- ended interviews are intended to find out how the participant views the world as
opposed to the structured interviews, which target certain information. It is better to think in
advance the exact purpose of your interview. The better you prepare, the better your interview
will be.
Interviews can help the researcher gain the other person’s experience of their reality- how they
view and interpret what happened or is happening. Jacob (1988,) as cited by Key, (1997) quotes
the interviewer as an integral part of the investigation (qualitative). In analysing the interviews
then what is needed is structuring the large and complex material for analysis. This is done
nowadays by transcription and by qualitative material which is then clarified and coded,
making it amenable for analysis. Deleting ambiguous statements and repetitions is important
here, and distinguishing between essential and nonessential, which depends largely on the
purpose of the study.
Interviews can however have limitations as they are sometimes biased in answers and accuracy.
This can happen when the interviewer and the interviewer are familiar with each other or when
the issue under research is very sensitive. In such cases the interviewee will fail to give the
right information for fear of the unknown. In the case of the learners used in this study, some
were afraid that their interviews could be used against them and thus held back the truth and
rather preferred to give the interviewer positive responses just to please her. On the other hand,
the interviewer can be biased in analyzing the responses given by the interviewee. The
interviewer with a particular impression about an interviewee or certain information can carry
this impression in to the analysis of the data collected. The interviewee on the other hand can
also give biased responses based on the researcher’s attitude or the issue under research. Also,
inaccurate responses can sometimes occur when the interview questions are not written down
and do not follow the same order. By this I mean that the researcher asks the questions

randomly and it sometimes confuses the respondents. The questions should be chronological
such that one question leads to the next. To prevent this, my questions were written down and
were administered in the same order to all those interviewed. Changes only occurred in cases
where the responses of some respondents were inadequate, elicited for more information that
was not envisaged at the beginning of the research. Thus further questions were posed
immediately. These interviews were used to determine the experiences and perception of these
learners.
3.7.3: Focus group interviews
Individual as well as focus group interviews can be conducted. Boeree (1998) describes group
interview or focus group as better known nowadays, as one of the most popular techniques
simply carried out in interviewing a group rather than person at a time and when done in a
phenomenological manner, can be quite revealing. Boeree argues if a researcher is well trained
and open-minded focus groups are good research tool and especially appropriate for beginning
an investigation. They are also often used in consultation work.
Pitfalls of focus groups include susceptibility to being quite popular among researchers with
ideological predispositions. Due to group dynamics, if you discuss something that is
emotionally meaningful to you, it is quite likely that you will steer group to express precisely
what you had in mind. This is not honest as far as research ethics is concerned. The more you
are involved in topic of discussion, the less likely you will be aware of biases. A good
researcher always questions his or her skills.
Secondly groups are always dominated by strong personalities. Boeree argues groups can
generate more emotion than one individual might feel about the issue. They can focus, he
continues so tightly on an issue that they become blind to the others. Groups also often appear
more consistent than they are because individuals who do not agree do not want to disturb the
peace and so on and so forth. Focus groups can degenerate at this point to something
resembling a public talk show especially when topic being discussed is “hot” and group
cohesion strong.
My focus group was made up of eight learners from grade 5-7 and with ages ranging from 1215 years but dominated by strong personalities. Some learners were serious while others were

continuously drawing attention to themselves, an issue which did not bother me as a mother.
Our meetings were usually during the lunch breaks, organised outings in our family home or
MacDonald’s. I also recorded private discussions between the learners by putting the recorder
in one of the learner’s pocket, with their permission, both during the lunch break and in our
group outings. The conversations captured here were the learners’ true self without the
watchful eye of the teachers, researcher or parents.
Discussing interview questions
I decided to interview teachers who taught immigrant children, especially those learners with
language barriers. Three of the teachers were teaching some of the learners used in the study.
All the teachers interviewed were multilingual speakers. Two of the six learners interviewed
were Franco phones while the rest were from the English speaking sector of the country. The
francophone learners are now obliged to attend an English medium school since they had to
follow their parents to an English dominated city. However, they spoke French at home with
their parents and struggled with English in school since it has become their language of
instruction. In the interviews conducted, I wanted to find out the following from the teachers:
- How many immigrant learners do you have in your class? Can you easily describe
them as children with language barriers?
I wanted to find out how many immigrant learners were in their classes (not necessarily
from Cameroon)
language of

and if they were experiencing any difficulties as far as the

instruction was concerned

How do the students react to English as medium of instruction? Is it their first,
second, or third language? Do they participate actively or are they reserved in
class?
This question was to get from the teachers the participation rate of the learners
especially those who were being instructed in English for the first time and also to find
out if they have ever had any formal or informal contact with English.
Do you sometimes use or allow your students to use their immigrant languages in
class? If yes, how do the other learners react to this? Is the multilingualism of the

children valued or not in this environment?
This question was to help the researcher know what language the learners used in class
(If they sometimes shift from English to their languages consciously or unconsciously
in class when answering or asking questions). Experience has shown that as long as a
second or third language teacher starts translating from the target language to the first or
second language of the learners, the learners learning ability drops. The learners will
continuously be asking for these translations and if not given, their attitudes are bound
to change. I also wanted to find out from the teachers and the learners what they thought
of immigrants’ code switching to their languages and whether schools recognise and
value the potential in such multilingualism. Migrant children introduce new cross
cultural and multi-ethnic elements to the host society, but they are also frequently
associated with problems such as academic failure, discrimination, difficult socioeconomic conditions and tensions between ethno linguistic groups (Heller 1999).
Which communicative strategies do you use to enable learners’ participation and talk in
class? Are there distinguishable patterns of participation in your class?
This was to help the researcher understand the different methods used by the teachers in
their lessons and also to know the activities used at the different levels of the lesson to
enable learners talk, especially those with language barriers, because the more you
speak and is exposed to a language the faster you will be proficient in that language.
What do you do when a learner gives a wrong answer to a question in class? How can
interaction and dialogue rather than exclusion and discrimination be achieved in such
multicultural situations?
This was a crucial question and was asked to find out the different techniques used by
the teachers in such cases. Most of the learners interviewed were of the opinion that
they did not want to be made fun of, especially by their classmates so they rather kept
quiet. Thus the researcher wanted to know from the teachers how they reacted to wrong
answers and how they motivated the students to make further attempts to answer
questions in class.
Do you think your learners like English or the other two dominant languages of the
Western Cape? Why? What do you think could be done to change or improve the

attitudes of the students towards these languages?
This helped the researcher to get the opinions of the teachers on the learners’ attitude to
the dominant language they are forced to speak and learn and the other official
languages. This is due to the fact that languages in contact are always the seed for
linguistic tensions. The dominance of English as a lingua franca and a medium of
instruction have led to the decline of many African languages. It is a “killer language”
as described by Phillipson (1999), which threatens not only people’s home languages
but also their culture and customs.
Do you think the language usage of these learners is being maintained or is
experiencing a shift? Are there any distinguishable group memberships in your class?
This is due to the fact that in the post-modern era, there has been a shift in the way
people choose the language in which to study and communicate, and people have more
freedom to exercise their own preferences. Parents prefer to send their children to
schools with languages that will be profitable to them, and these are not necessarily
their first languages. Given that English is the language or the lingua franca in the
South Africa for jobs, education, business and even politics, there has been a huge
demand for the study of English. As a result of this, are the learners maintaining their
languages or shifting to the more dominant, lucrative and prestigious language?
What make schools acknowledge such diversity, practices and skills? What makes
schools impose a normative vision of language as an object of study within a fixed
curriculum?
I wanted to find out here what influences the negotiated multilingualism. How do
schools plan which language will be official and used as medium of instruction and the
role of other language varieties in school?
Are there linguistic features that distinguish these immigrant learners from their SA
counterparts?
Here my target was to find out whether there was any linguistic variation in the
communication of these learners. These choices of words involve different dialects of
the same language. These variations involve vocabulary or choice of words,
pronunciation and grammar.

Do you think the language policy in place favours or disfavours the immigrants? What
do you think can be done to ameliorate the problems of the immigrants? This helped me
to gain insights into the plight of the immigrants and what survival strategies can be
proposed to them. Some of the teachers were of the opinion that the Government is not
helping these learners, by not opening schools with other African languages like
Swahili, Shona, Yoruba and other official languages like French and Portuguese. The
teachers also think that their presence in the classroom is inhibiting the progress of the
other learners. Can their sociocultural and linguistic potential be realised with such a
language policy?
The findings from these interviews gave me information on the situation of the immigrants
concerning language issues and integration, and teachers’ teaching methods. I also
investigated learners’ attitudes and some of the reasons for these.
With the learners’ interviews, I wanted to find out:
Do you like your new school and environment? This was to know if the learners liked
the environment since migration entails crossing national boundaries, entering new
discursive spaces and socially stratified organizations (Vigouroux, 2008).This affects
learners management of their repertoires, as they have to reshuffle their language
resources, learn new ways and languages of the host country and change language
function in new ecology.
What language do you commonly use with your family, friends and at school? This
question was to know the learner’s choices of language as it greatly determines their
attitudes and orientations when in interaction. This brings to surface their multilingual
abilities, domains of language use, the different identity options available to them and
also the different language ideologies.
Do you participate in class? Why or why not? This was also to determine their
participation rate and to see if any language issues or the space they find themselves
inhibits their participation. It is believed that some learners are generally shy while
others are scared of the teachers or their classmates or the environment they find
themselves.

What do you think could be done to help you improve in English? Since English is the
language of instruction to these learners especially those from the francophone sector of
the country, I wanted to get their opinions on the weaknesses around the teaching and
learning of English.
The interviews with the learners illuminated their experiences in a new environment and the
strategies they used to survive against the forces of alienation. They also gave me their different
views on the languages of instruction, including their attitudes towards the languages, and their
needs and expectations. Some of the learners also suggested what they thought could help them
improve in the language of instruction or change their attitudes toward the language.
In fact the face-to-face interviews were very important as it helped me to probe participants for
more information. This helped me to get more data as far as the orientation and attitudes of the
learners were concerned. Some of these interviews were recorded and later transcribed. Some
of the learners could not express themselves well in English and thus spoke in French. Parents
occasionally spoke in CPE or other local Cameroonian languages. These interviews were later
translated and also transcribed.
In conducting my interviews, I usually engaged the participants in conversation, before asking
them for an hour or two of their time, explaining the purpose of my interview. First of all, I
obtained permission from the Western Cape education Department, school, teachers, parents, and
finally the learners before recording conversations (See Appendix 10). Participants were always
given the option of being tape-recorded or not. Permission to tape-record an interview was
obtained from the participant especially if any of the information was to be published. I also had
pen and paper handy to take note of non-verbal aspects of the interview. By giving participants
control over their interview experiences, I hoped that some of their concerns would be
ameliorated. All participants were given false names. I made sure I gave them rights of
confidentiality before an interview, thus none of their details will be made public to any
researcher or otherwise. I tried to avoid imposing any ideas on the participants’ responses and
putting them in a position that was not theirs, but to remain focused and to keep the focus of the
participant on the topic under discussion.

3.7.4: Observation
This thesis includes a narrative description of classroom observations. The classroom is the
primary site where teaching and learning takes place. Observation is very important in research
as the researcher takes notes of the behaviour and activities of the researched. It refers to
methods of data generation which involves the researcher immersing him/herself in a research
setting, and observing the different dimensions of that setting (Creswell, 2003:186). The
researcher may record the speech act or language of the learning activities. The observation is
done by a participant observer who later becomes a participant and observes what is happening
in the field. The researcher thus gets first hand information and can judge what he or she sees
based on the theories studied. This system of data collection is very important as it allows the
researcher to study the phenomenon at a close range with many of the contextual variables
present. This is very important in the study of communication. This is because through
observation, the researcher’s aim is to provide careful description of the learners’
communicative patterns without unduly influencing the events in which the learners are
engaged. Participant observation can go from several months to many years. An extended
research time enables the researcher to be able to obtain more detailed and accurate information
about the people she is investigating. Observing and interacting with the researched group over
a long time also enables the researchers to discover discrepancies between what participants
say and believe should happen and what actually does happen. This is usually done through the
combination of field notes and audio/ visual recordings which later help the researcher to
analyze the language use in greater depth.
Although observation has the above important advantages which makes it suitable for this
research, it is also limited in that sometimes the results do not reflect the actual behaviour of the
learners. The closeness and presence of the researcher alters the behaviour of the learners and
may also result in biases which may later affect the researcher’s objectivity in the analysis of
the data.
Classroom observation was chosen to supplement the interviews and the interactional data.
Three classes were observed and six Cameroonian learners from grades 5-7 were chosen as the
focus of the study. These classes were observed twice a week: Mondays and Thursdays. My
observation took the form of a four hour 8.00am to 12.00 pm session, although at times it

extended to the close of the day, when I attended the classes organised for learners with
language barriers. Thus countless visits were done in each class given that SA has four school
terms in a year and two semesters. In the classes, my attention was on the learners and their
activities, the lesson and the method used to encourage learner talk. Most of the teachers
experienced difficulties with racial integration and discipline in their classes. The school, as I
learned, tries to manage the racial issue, but this is difficult as the learners appear to stick to
their groupings. It was particularly evident during the lunch breaks, and there were always
conflicts and antagonistic behaviours between groupings. I was also interested in the different
activities used at the different stages of the lesson. I also focused on the distribution of
questions in class and the ways in which the teachers reacted to the learners’ responses,
especially to wrong answers. I usually mingled with the learners during the breaks since I was
already a familiar face to them. The mingling also extended to the staff members during the
lunch break for I was usually invited to have tea and most of them supplied me with vital
information when they discovered what my research was all about. In such discussions, I
obtained data for content analysis, which is the most common purpose for bilingual analysis,
and also vital information which may otherwise have been very difficult to gather. The
findings from the observation were very important as they helped to confirm some of the data
collected through interviews, focus group and other sources.
3.8: Data analysis
Analysis is tied to collection and continues through collection. In analysing from the beginning,
facilitation of decision-making concerning purpose of study, which include the research
question, and setting are achieved. Secondly, the research is also informed about developing new
themes, patterns and issues that require probing, and answers given to unanswered questions.
Thus at the end of your fieldwork one would have transcribed volumes of notes from records and
observations, information from recorders and artefacts collected. I recorded and transcribed the
data, and preparing the transcripts was very time-consuming but worthwhile as it provided the
opportunity for an in-depth analysis of both teacher, learners talk both at home and in school.
Before data can be analysed it needs to be suitably prepared and organised. Knobel and
Lankshear (2004) define data analysis as the process of organising these pieces of information,
systematically identifying their keys features or relationship (themes, concepts, beliefs etc) and

interpreting them. In this case preparing spoken data for analysis requires putting it down in
words turning it into a written script (transcript). The process of systematically identifying
significant features in data is always informed by theory and is directly related to one’s
research question. It involves as Knobel and Lankshear (2004) continues applying categories
developed from a particular theory, using concepts identified as important by one’s literature
review or applying a particular method of interpreting data set in order to respond to a research
question. This involves playing around with collected data, to make sense of it. In the process
of interpretation questions like: What is going on here? What does it all mean? What is to be
made of it? (Schwandt, 1997: 4), as cited by (Knobel and Lankshear, 2004).

Organising one’s data refers to the process of preparing data in ways that enable the researcher
to readily retrieve specific pieces from the overall data set. Typically spoken data that has been
audio or video-recorded is converted into a written text called a transcript, which are visual
representation of verbal interactions. The shape and form of spoken data prepared for analysis
is maintained in written text.
Kvale (1999) introduces us to two contracting metaphors of the interviewer as a traveller who
goes a long way to illustrate the implications of different theoretical understandings of
interview research. In the miner metaphor, he is implying that the interviewer is a miner who
unearths valuable metal. Some seek objective facts to be quantified, while others seek nuggets
of essential meaning. He goes on to say that while the interviewer strips the surface of
conscious experiences, the therapeutic interviewer mines the deeper unconscious layers. The
precious facts are transcribed from oral to written mode. In reading them we are able to bring
out the various themes, power relations and language used in the interview.
Kvale (1999) argues that real analysis involves developing the meaning of the interviews,
bringing the subject’s own understanding into light as well as providing new perspectives from
the researcher and the phenomenon. He outlines five categories for the analysis of meaning,
which includes condensation, categorisation, narrative structuring, interpretation, and ad hoc
methods. In condensing, shorter formulations are used while categorisation implies interview is
coded into categories.

The analyzed data is derived from data collected through focus groups, interviews, interactions,
and classroom observation. The researcher begins the analysis with a description of evidence
gathered from the data supporting or differing from claims of other scholars. The warrant for
the claims can be established through a variety of procedures including triangulation. The
descriptions follow the course of decisions about the pattern of descriptions, claims and
interpretation from the beginning to the end of the analysis process.
3.9: Validity in qualitative research methods
Triangulation was used in the method of data collection to ensure the reliability of the
information gathered. Triangulation may either involve multiple sources or multiple researchers
and researcher-participant corroboration, which are also referred to as cross-examination. In
this study I opted for multiple sources and some researcher-participant corroboration.
The qualitative observational researcher must attempt to maintain a non-judgmental bias
throughout the study. In addition, preconceived expectations inhibit the researcher from
observing character and speech that may be important to understand group behaviours or
interactions. Although it is impossible to be a hundred percent objective, it is important that
researchers enter the field or study group with an open mind, an awareness of their own biases,
and a commitment to detach from those biases as much as possible while observing and
representing the group.
3.10: Limitations of the research
There is always a limit to the kind of detail a researcher is able to gather. To say that this study
was carried out without any problem will not be true. A good number of problems were
encountered in the realization of this work although I tried to overcome them. When doing
research in societies other than one’s own, it is necessary to take into account that asking
questions may not be considered appropriate in certain social situations, and there may be
issues that it is better not to enquire about. At one point I had the feeling that the learners were
not divulging all, maybe because you never really know who is trying to dig out information
from you. This could have been influenced by the fact that I was not a teacher and some of the
learners were cautioned by their parents not to give too much information to strangers.

Some of the learners were happy to talk to me while others were at first scared that I was going
to take the information to their teachers. Another problem with interviews was that sometimes
learners were very conscious of the recorder so that they did not converse naturally and also
could not give their true feelings. Some learners would not allow me to use the recorded data
but preferred that I wrote their given responses to their questions. I had to do that but the
unfortunate thing was that I could not sometimes successfully write down vital information.
Severally, my recorder also disappointed me and I had to resort to writing which is always
strenuous and also leads to loss of vital information. The battery was also an issue in class
recordings and sometimes failed in the middle of good discussions. It was also observed that,
unlike the boys, the girls were less inclined to be interviewed as they were very shy.

At the level of observation, I found it a bit difficult at the beginning to actually understand the
learners’ real attitude as they often misbehaved in class. Some learners were serious while
others were attention seekers. Also the conclusion drawn at the beginning as regards my
presence in class was that I was a distracting influence to the restless learners because most of
their time was spent sneaking glances at me until they got used to my presence in class.
Midway through my observation period I was already a familiar face and part of their lives and
shouts on the school premises like “Hi miss Tatarha” was reminiscent of the learners; the entire
class and not just the Cameroonians. Thus at a later stage I became a second teacher to them.
3.11: Conclusion
This chapter has focused on the methodology used in this thesis. It discussed the qualitative
research design and the analytical frames used for the analysis of data. The research setting and
population were also discussed in detail. Despite the challenges encountered, I gathered a large
amount of useful and fascinating data that will be presented in the next chapter.

CHAPTER FOUR PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS
4. 0. Introduction
As discussed in chapter three, the study is qualitative and uses the ethnographic tools of
interviews with learners, their families and teachers, participant observations of home and
school literacy practices as well as audio recordings of interactions in order to ensure the
validity of the information gathered. The data is analysed using two complementary analytical
frames, Conversation Analysis and Discourse Analysis, which enable a focus on the meanings
created at both micro- and macro-level. Thus my focus will be on the linguistic forms and their
social functions. Discourse analysts employ the tools of grammarians to identify the role of
wordings in passages of text and employ the tools of social theorists to explain why they make
the meanings they do (Martin & Rose, 2003: 4). In order to uncover different kinds of
relationships and social patterns interactants are constructing with each other, our focus should
not only be on what and who, but on how participants talked to each other, and how they
interacted.
In this chapter, I will first discuss and analyse data that answers the research questions. I will
then focus on the linguistic forms and their social functions using two analytical frames: CA
and DA, analysing data collected from naturally occurring investigations of everyday
interaction, interviews and observations, which warrants a concentration both on the formal
properties of language and on the purposes for which language is used. Finally I will present an
analysis of the data in relation to themes that arise.
4.1 Some framing issues
4.1.1: Selection of population
In Chapter Three, I explained how I selected my focus group. The selection of the population for
the study was limited to the few immigrant learners available in the required classes and their
willingness to participate in my project. The learning group was characterised by a rather mixed
ability to speak English spontaneously with learners from different backgrounds.

The study is situated within the theoretical framework of interactional sociolinguistics and
proposes a micro-ethnographic approach. It builds from a qualitative study conducted with six
learners from Grade 5 to7 from Cameroon and their teachers in the selected school. For the
two years of my observation, learners and teacher encountered linguistic and cultural diversity
during classroom and out of classroom activities and I used this to explore their language
interactions and attitudes toward languages and their speakers.

In-depth interviews with

immigrant children and their linguistic backgrounds were held to explore their language use
and preferences, their social networks, and their various positionings within events and
situations to understand the shaping of their discursive identities.
4.1.2: Transcription conventions
The transcription conventions I used are based on Eggins and Slade (1997: 2-3) and generally
rely on conventional punctuation marks.

Commas (,) indicate “breathing time” or the

“parcelling of talk” and three dots indicate short hesitations. In cases where the

pauses are

longer than three seconds the length is shown in brackets (e. g. ‘4. 0’ for four seconds).
Question intonation is indicated by question marks (?), and false starts by hyphens (-).I have
not indicated voice quality or tone, except occasionally when it was important for the argument
(for example, words spoken emphatically are written in CAPITAL letters).

Non-verbal

behaviour (not visible on the audio- recordings) are indicated in square brackets [ ] when I
judged such information significant to the argument.
4.1.3: Setting and linguistic identity of the learners
The primary school is situated in a low income suburb in Western Cape which has a strong
white Afrikaans profile but increasing numbers of learners from other race and language groups
and also from immigrant or asylum seeker groups. Many learners come from working class
families and are struggling financially. When it started, there was one teacher, a headmistress
and eleven children in a combined grade 1 and 2 class. From such humble beginnings, the
school has grown to be an established institution with 1400 children at the beginning of 2008.
The focus group was made up of six learners, 4 boys and 2 girls. Their ages ranged from 12 to
15 years. All of them were from Cameroon and only came here at a later stage of their primary

education. They have diverse home language situations. With the exception of James and Jim
who are brothers, they all have different first languages. James together with his brother was
educated in the English medium. Aline and Nadine on the other hand was born to Francophone
parents. Aline was previously in a French dominated city. During Aline’s early literacy
encounters she was exposed to French and to Duala as her first language. The lingua franca in
her school life was French and she was a very competent speaker as a result of the fact that
there was no variety like CPE which could interfere with the variety of French she spoke. At
home, both French and Duala were used. Because of emigration to South Africa, she was
obliged to be instructed in a language other than the languages she had been exposed to so far.
The learners under investigation have spent a maximum of three years in South Africa
although the fathers and at times also the mothers had preceded them in order to pave the way
for their families. Following the regulations provided by the school educational council, the
learners had to undergo an evaluation exercise before being deemed fit to be admitted into the
school. The repertoires of these learners included one or both official languages in their
country of origin (with varying degrees of proficiency), as well as their home languages in
which few had competences. In most African countries, there is the present pressure for
youngsters to learn in English as opposed to their indigenous languages. Children in primary
schools are even beaten if they do not abide to the all English rule coupled with the fact that
most of these learners grow up in the urban areas. These kids also grow up in the middle of two
L1s that they end up not inheriting, no expertise and no affiliation in their mother tongues as a
result of being offspring of mixed marriages, linguistically speaking.
4.1.4: Rampton’s contributions
At the outset of this study, Rampton’s (1995: 555) notions of inheritance, expertise and
affiliation of languages served as a point of departure:
The term ‘language expertise’ refers to how proficient people are in a language;
‘language affiliation’ refers to the attachment or identification they feel for a language
whether or not they nominally belong to the social group customarily associated with it;
and ‘language inheritance’ refers to the ways in which individuals can be born into a

language tradition that is prominent within the family and community setting, whether
or not they claim expertise in or affiliation to that language.
As Williams (1977) suggests, any analysis of cultural and linguistic affiliations must struggle in
defining dominant, residual, and emergent cultural elements in people’s lives. What is being
implied here is that the meanings constituting a culture are continuously being created,
moulded, and negotiated by people while they interact with others (Gee, 1999). Thus the limits
in trying to find out what constitutes cultural and linguistic affiliations is not just on what is
new but rather involves grasping how the different cultural elements that a person may possess
are combined and used and how they may give way to new meanings that the person may
attach to his or her cultural and linguistic belongings (Maguire, 2006). Thus my analysis will
focus on ‘acts of speaking ’, described by Le Page and Tabouret-Keller (1998) as ‘acts of
identity’.
4. 2: Presentation of ethnographic data
4. 2. 1: Presenting data from observations
Classroom observation was carried out to, initially, to gain an understanding of the context and
to refine my research questions. It was complemented by interviews and interactional data.
Three classes were observed involving six learners from grades 5-7 and the purpose was to
observe if their multilingual abilities were valuable in the classroom and contributed to their
academic success. Thus every detail of what was happening in the classes, what languages the
learners used in class, what communicative strategies the teachers used and how they managed
the learners in order to get them involved in the lesson was taken note of.
These classes were observed twice a week: Mondays and Thursdays. Thus countless visits
were made in each class, given that South Africa has four school terms in a year and two
semesters. The classrooms were healthy and comfortable, with a variety of teaching equipment
on display supplied by the school.
In the classes, my attention was on the learners and their activities, the lesson and the methods
used to encourage learner talk.

Most of the teachers experienced difficulties with racial

integration and discipline in their classes. The school as I learned tried to manage the racial
issue, but this was difficult as the learners appeared to stick to their groupings.

It was

particularly evident during the lunch breaks, and there were always conflicts and antagonistic
behaviours between groupings.
I was also interested in the different activities used at the different stages of the lesson. I
focused on the distribution of questions in class and the ways in which the teachers reacted to
the learners’ responses, especially to wrong answers. I usually mingled with the learners
during the breaks since I was already a familiar face to them. The mingling also extended to
the staff members during the lunch break for I was usually invited to have tea and most of them
supplied me with vital information when they discovered what my research was all about. In
such discussions, I obtained data for content analysis, which is the most common purpose for
bilingual analysis, and obtained information which might otherwise have been very difficult to
gather. The findings from observation were very important as they helped to confirm some of
the data collected through interviews, focus groups, and other sources.
I discovered at this stage that teaching learners in what amounts to an English Foreign
Language (EFL) context, as most of the learners were learning English as a third language,
involves certain difficulties. The difficulties involved here are what it takes to get such learners
involved, and prepare them to use the target language, which in this case is English, so as to be
able to participate in conversations both in and out of class. Although my research did not aim
at investigating academic performance, my observation proved that it was the language of the
new space that impacted on their performances.
As far as code switching was concerned, the teachers did not share any other language except
English with all the learners in class which meant no code switching but a monolingual mode
of teaching, using only the target language.

The teachers could not explain any

miscommunication or give instructions, questions or explanations.

Except in very few

exceptional cases, learners were not allowed to use any other languages in class.

4. 2. 2: Description of classroom interaction
As far as general class communication and interaction was concerned, they were struggling
with M.O.I and additional language Afrikaans. Most of the immigrant learners especially the
new comers were out place at first, before gradually finding their space. There were also a lot
of orientations towards, “I know you” and “you know me” so let’s sit together and “talk
together” behaviors from the learners, and the teacher puts this to an end by placing them in
rows according to their performances. Also classroom participation was geared towards active
participation of the old versus the silence of the new who were still trying to locate themselves.
4. 2. 3: Data from interviews
Discussion and analysis of teacher interviews
Information obtained from teachers as already mentioned in chapter three, centred on the
presence of migrant learners in their classes, where they come from, classroom communication
and the patterns used. The responses to these were that the immigrants were numerous and
came from all over the world since the world has become a global village. In relation to the
patterns used, there were lots of variations since learners came from all over and had varying
degrees of competences in different languages. Those who came from non-English speaking
countries had to jumble their way through languages to be heard, thus a lot of code switching
took place in conversation. The Markedness Model, developed by Carol Myers-Scotton (1993)
, comes into play here because learners are at one point obliged to choose a language that marks
their rights and obligations relative to others in conversational settings (Pavlenko 2004: 8).
Consequently, there was an affinity for most to stick to the language of inheritance or the
additional second language which might be the language of early literacy as in Aline’s case and
in which she displays a lot of expertise. When there is no unmarked choice, code switching is
used to explore possible choices. The teachers also responded that learners’ affiliation to
English came about as a desperate need to be heard, to socialise and to be regarded as
belonging to the mainstream. It is also affected by duration of stay. Newcomers always prefer
the language of inheritance since they feel lost in this new space, so they create a space that still
links them with the country of origin by using a variety that reminds them of that life.

Teacher:

Those who come from non English speaking countries speak broken
English-but they learn quickly. But usually they form cliques to use their
first languages both in and out of class. They tend to sit together in class
although I try hard to discourage that because I love all my children and
I do not care where they come from; I want us to be like we are a family
no matter where you come from.

Some use those languages at home with their families, although recent studies have shown
there has been a shift in this intimate domain to the widely spoken and media and computer
language, English. As for English being the language of instruction learner from non-English
speaking countries struggle their way through skill development and communication.
Teacher:

Most of them are positive although we have some extreme cases who are
so disgusted that English should be the M. O. I. These are children from
areas where English never used to be the language instruction. That is
understandable.

And she encourages the use of L1 in situation where there is no diversity, although she will
probably prefer a language of wider communication to be the M. O. I.
Teacher:

Yes-It depends on the school they attend…In a Xhosa school, Xhosa
should be the language of instruction. But I think exposure to a more
global language is beneficial to the young learners.

English is an

international language and one of our school’s official instruction
languages. It is a language that will take you to any part of the world; it
is a global language and I think most learners should try to acquire it.
This situation has made them to be less fluent in class and the teacher thinks:
Teacher:

I think so too…they are not confident to answer questions in
class…especially the first months when they still feel out of place…they
are too environment conscious…which negatively impacts their speaking
and receptive skills…Why do I say this? I have noticed most of them

signalling to say “Please ma’am I didn’t get you…or I beg your
pardon”. They complain I speak too fast or not audible enough…but …
It is frustrating for some to be unable to part of the learning process due to language
difficulties, and that is why some of the teachers recommended mother tongue education as
the remedy to this. But since educational settings have become more linguistically and
culturally diverse, I doubt the existence of those monolingual tendencies and thus common
language should be used as the M. O. I. It is due to this that the learners are not given
opportunities to use their first languages in class since it is a diverse population, and the
school also has a policy which stipulates English as the language of instruction and tuition
then is done in English. The teachers also conclude that it is necessary to expose the learners
to as most language as possible, so that they can quickly acquire the language, but it is a
gruesome process because they spend all class time trying to see how much they can do to
help these problem learners, instead of developing other skills for the class as a whole.
Teacher: I introduce interesting topics which provokes active participation and

also

exposing them to as much language as possible, so that they can learn to speak the target
language.
They are not the ones to develop their L1 skills, but their target language skills and their
specific families are responsible in undertaking the development of the L1 skills, if they want
to maintain their heritage.
Teacher: I asked my class and was told although they use their first language… there is
this aspiration for those who are poor in the dominant language to quickly learn and be
part of the mainstream. So there is this tendency to use predominantly English at home.
Interesting!
Researcher:
questions?

Do they switch or mix codes in conversation or when answering

Teacher: Rarely in class because I do not encourage that, but on the play ground or
during lunch break they do; and its either, as I tried to find out to isolate or to explain
something they can’t in English since they are still struggling.*
When it came to attitudes, handling diversity and what the government is doing to help these
immigrant learners, this is what they had to say:
Researcher:

Do you think your learners like English or the other two dominant

languages of the Western Cape?
Teacher: Yes some of them are sharp and learn it quickly to be able to communicate
with their peers and their teachers. We always struggle together without poking fun at
any one. (2). My class is English so I stick to promoting English and no other language
whether official or not. The parents have chosen for their child to be in an English
medium.
Researcher: And do you think they are coping with these languages, culture and
educational system in place?
Teacher:

They struggle to learn fast although some would have preferred to be

instructed in the language they were originally being instructed with, be it mother
tongue or the colonial language. Often the problem is the content matter they have
never been exposed to. But comprehension (verbally and written) is an on-going
learning experience.
Teacher: What do you think could be done to change or improve the attitudes of the
students towards these languages?
8: Teacher: Extra lessons which are also attended by local learners and reading aloud
daily helps with their pronunciation which is another big issue to reckon with;
comprehension; fluency and confidence.
9Reseacher: Do you think their home languages are being maintained or experiencing
a shift?

10: Teacher: It will be sad if they are losing their heritage/home language by not
participating in it through daily communication with their families. The dominancy of
English as an international language is gradually eating its way into this network.
11: Researcher: And do you think the language policy in place meets the need of
immigrants?
I do not think the immigrants are considered in the language policy. But I admire the
children and also thankfully due to their young brains as opposed to English, they pick
up the language in a short space of time.
12: Researcher: Do you think the presence of immigrants in the classroom a drawback
to the other learners?
13: To a certain extent yes, for we usually spend extra time with them at the beginning.
But those are the challenges a teacher faces. The world is so integrated that I love the
diversity of my mixed class. We talk about food, dress, manners religion, customs and
cultures.
14: Researcher: How do the other learners react to their presence in the classroom?
15: Teacher: I insist on respect for any other human beings and discourage any funny
tendencies in my class, although once in a while there are always some bizarre
happenings.
15: Researcher: Do they easily integrate with the other learners or do they isolate
themselves?
16: Teacher: A bit integrated but cultures like to socialise often.
17: Researcher: And do you discourage that? As far as there are no fights then I can
live with that.
18: Researcher: So they usually fight?

19: Teacher: Not bloody but to defend their cause and uphold their values.
20: Researcher: In what ways can their situation be ameliorated?
21:

Teacher:

Encourage them to learn English, help them to make friends and

socialise, show them a map of their country or where they come from, tell the class
something about their country and encourage the rest of the class to befriend them.
Another teacher was very insistent on blaming the government for not doing much to these
learners:
Teacher:

I THINK…NO …SERIOUSLY …the government should be blamed

for this…it is not helping these kids…at all. That is…by admitting them…no I mean not
providing for them.
Researcher: How do you mean?
Teacher: I think that if the government wants to help these children…it should open up
various foreign language schools…than allow them into the mainstream…they do not
only disturb the learners…but us too.
To optimise opportunities for learners to practise, the teacher needs to minimise their roles
and give the learners room to express themselves. It is necessary to listen to them and guide
them properly rather than using her power position to quiet them down although at times
unsuccessfully, as shown below in the extract where she gives Brian, a white South African
and English speaking and Mark, a Cameroonian also from the English speaking sector, a taste
of her managerial skills.
Teacher:

You have ten more minutes [talking to the learners]…you have ten more
minutes to work on chapter three…if chapter three is not done, no chapter
four…you have ten minutes to work in chapter three…I ask you to take out
your math’s …I told you to improve on your writing T…can't see…and
you Brian OUT…I HAVE SPOKEN…GET …OUT…PACK YOUR BAG

AND GET OUT…if I get up…[turns around and addresses the next
learner] you want to go with him?
Mark: No ma’am
T-

THEN SHUT UP…if I get up,…you will see the principal on your way
out…OUT…OUT…and YOU…you …I do not like the fact that you were
not here Yesterday…and you want to spend the whole day on math…if you
are getting 90%, then I will say it is fine…but you are not [learner
mumbles inaudibly]. YOU ARE WHAT? [Teacher shouts]. YOU wouldn’t
eh…you want to be the next…you==

Mark:

= =NO! I…eh

Teacher:

You do not know how to… (Looking at his book) Why haven’t you done
exercise two and three? YOU==

L

==I

Teacher:

YOU HAVE NOT!

R-

(I went up to one of my focus group learner and ask) .
Why are you still doing no. 1? (The class is very quiet now) .

Jim:

It is confusing me…I do not understand

R-

Why didn’t you ask the teacher…tell her you do not understand…?

Jim

Oh oh no no…she will shout at me!

But their intervention at times is critical, in giving the learners instructions on what to do and
just guides then along. As opposed to the above confrontation, this second teacher handles the
outburst diplomatically.
Teacher:

What do we say to Miss Tatah?

Learners:

Good morning Mrs Tatah

R-

Good morning class

Teacher:

Sit down…Let’s go back to our work… why do not you tell me

more or what you think … what do you know want to tell
me…What‘s that? [Points to nearest learner] What was the home

work

about?
Teacher:

It was…the home work about …

Sipho:

I can’t say… explain… {Teacher chooses nearest learner}

Teacher:

How…you know you had a …whole week for that …, you know what you
had to do…and to hand this before class today {writes on blackboard} …
(.)

you had…you are asked to create a resort…you go to the

internet…create a beautiful area for …holidaying (laughter)
James:

Yes ma’am I did mine…see… see

Teacher:

How many did not do the work? (Most hands went up) Explain…
to the others what you did? (Choosing one learner) .

James:

(reads. A resort…a resort is a place used for relaxation and
recreation… (Looks at the teacher saying) …I got that
from…from… the internet…

Teacher:

That’s good… (Turns to next learner) and you… say

something…tell us what you did…
Faraanaz:

(inaudible) A…a rIsot (pronounced wrongly and stares into her

work)
T-

What?
[From my observation this learner is always quiet and very
slow

in her work…and the teacher had told me on several

occasions that she was not qualified to be in Grade Six. I told the

teacher to let her discuss her work in her first language which is
Afrikaans, for she is always speaking only to Afrikaans learners in
and out of class.]
R-

Maybe she will feel more secure using her first language…I mean …tell
her to speak Afrikaans…to explain what she did in…in her first
language. I want to observe something…please

Teacher:

Come my baby…Any problem… (Speaks in Afrikaans)

Faraanaz:

mmm [Remains standing and very quiet]

Teacher:

Wil jy dit sê in onse taal? (Do you want to say it in our

language?)
Faraanaz: [Nods her head]
Teacher:
Faraanaz:

Ok…I am listening
(begins explaining in Afrikaans) ‘ n Vakansie oord is ‘n plek

waar mense gaan om vakansie te hou en te rus. Ek en my familie
was daar. Die oord het ‘n swembad en speel area vir kinders.
Hier is dit (sy wys ‘n prentjie op die voorlegging). Daar is ook ‘n
plek waar mense sit en televisie kyk en ‘n drankie geniet. Dit is
alles in die prentjie. Daar is ook ‘n parkeer area vir motors, dit is
alles. [A holiday resort is a place where people go to have a
holiday and to rest. My family and I were there. The resort has a
swimming pool and a playground for children. Here it is (shows a
picture). There is also a place where people is and watch television
and enjoy a drink. It is all in the picture. There is also a parking
area for cars, that is all.]
Researcher: [Looks around and sees nods of understanding and those of
disapproval-disapproval mostly from the foreign learners from

around the world, and not only Africans, some black South
Africans].
James:

It doesn‘t make sense to me…How do I know what he is talking

about?
Teacher:

I know… that‘s right… with …Let’s do it this way… and together

… do one together … (in Afrikaans) … repeat the first part
Faraanaz:

[Begins talking about her work again]…

Teacher:

Who can give me a good translation of what she said in English …repeat
what she said in English … Can you read me the instructions?

James:

But ma’am . . . not everyone understands Afrikaans. . .

Teacher:

I know that. . . and that is why we are switching back to English.

James:

Can I say that in my own language too?

Teacher:

No!

James:

Why not?

Teacher:

Because English is the language we use for instruction...

James:

But she just used==

Teacher:

Enough James! (2) Ok Jane.

The above extract might not be ethnographically permissible but it enlightens us on how
language users are rational and choose a language that marks their rights and obligations
relative to others in conversational setting (Pavlenko 2004:8).The learner shows she knows her
language of inheritance and her expertise is also evident in the fact that her content is well
explained in a language she is very comfortable with and thus if learners like James and Aline

are also given such opportunities, they might excel has other wise proven. It also shows the
problematic nature of choosing English as a language of learning and teaching. The negative
attitude towards Afrikaans is also portrayed by the learners and this can be seen from James’s
reaction.
Their attitude to Afrikaans was very negative as seen in the above extract. Towards English,
most of them portrayed very positive attitudes. Most of them said they loved English because
it will help them in their future plans, like getting good jobs and travelling round the world.
Most computer and TV programs are in English which make it important to speak the
language. Those were the kind responses most of the learners gave when questioned on how
they felt about English; Very few revealed negative attitudes towards English, and were
investing in English purely for instrumental reasons. Aline showed a lot of negativity when
talking about English Meanwhile as opposed to English, Afrikaans was negatively perceived.
They complained it was not speak able and only good when swearing, which surprised me
coming from such young learners. The teachers even complained that the learners were so
Luke warm when it comes to Afrikaans and when asked to read a passage in Afrikaans, read
English instead.
Discussion and analysis of learners’ interviews
The interview with the learners illuminated me on their experiences in a new environment and
the strategies they use to survive against the forces of alienation and gave me their different
views on the languages of instruction, including their attitudes towards the languages, their
needs and expectations and also their attitudes towards the languages of the host country.
Some of the learners also suggested what they thought could help them improve in the
language or change their attitudes toward the language.
On code switching this is what the learners had to say:
James
I speak two languages (CPE and English) and I do it because I was born in Bamenda where
everybody speaks CPE, so my vocabulary English isn't that great, and when I try to speak
complicated sentences, I find that I do not know the vocabulary and tend to use CPE. At home

my mum speaks to me in our first language, while I reply in English, because I do not speak
our language, which is not good with my mother. She forces us to learn our language because
she argues it is not good that she can’t hide and tell me something since I can speak only
English. Now I hear most of what she argues but, but speaking I can’t.
Aline
We were first in Gabon, which is we left Cameroon gone to Gabon and I was going to a French
school there. Tu sais qu’il n’y a pas, c’est-a- dire qu’il n’y a pas, comme au Cameroun, on ne
parle pas anglais au Gabon. So I was speaking only Duala and French. I have been trying to
speak English since I came here. I have an English teacher at home, extra classes of English
every Wednesday afternoon in school and I watch TV in English. Nothing in French hère …
bon je peux me débrouiller en trois langues. Pas que je m’exprime bien en anglais.
Jim
My reason for code switching is because of the vocabulary. I think in the middle of a
sentence when I can’t find a word in one language I go to the next language where I can easily
find a word.
Mark
In Cameroon many people speak three languages English, mother tongue, CPE and some
other local tongue, different from our mother tongue. People mix languages all the time. My
uncle used to say: “Wu du a Bamenda for do what? Il est malade” (Laughter) (“What is he
going to do in Bamenda? Is he sick?)
Peter
I think, code switching is very natural in the Bamenda. Bamenda people are always, speaking
different languages, their vernaculars. Our madam [teacher] used to call it vernacular, not
mother tongue and English, while many speak more than five languages speaking other local
languages.

Nadine
Being able to speak different languages make me to change depending on where I am and who I
talk to. Although I speak three languages, does not mean I speak all well. I know one better
than the others. I speak both my local language and French at home and tend to speak English in
school. It is not long since I started speaking English. However when I meet with a French
learner I prefer English (and not French) for some reason. I think if I use English all the time, I
will speak faster than trying to speak French. I also think she should imitate me to speak
English. Also when I came most of my friends who use to speak French with me in Cameroon,
spoke only English to me. I understand why now. But at times you cannot help it but speak the
French; in situations where I really want to explain myself well and I do not want to struggle
looking for words as I do when I speak English, it is French all over the place. I do not think
before changing languages, it just happens; just happen and you do not take note. At home my
elder brother speaks a mixture of French and English "Frankanglais” a mix of French and
English. I have noticed that most of the time when speaking one language, I think in another
language. While speaking English at times I think in French. Also while speaking French I
think in French.

The learners’ all identify themselves as novice English speakers and the only option out of that
space is to code switch to a language that marks their right and obligations. Although all have
different perspectives on code switching, the ‘nitty gritty’ is that through code switching, they
become audible. On language of instruction, all except Aline did not have any problems with
English as the language of learning. Aline was negative and contemptuous towards English.
This is revealed in the data that she was still affiliated to her second language which was French
in this case and that impacted negatively on learning a new language in new spaces. She is not
yet ready to disown her language of expertise, so she will not open her doors for a new
language thus she defies the different language spaces by struggling to retain her
francophoneness, thus her French identity. Thus learners then negotiate different identities
through their languages and varieties they speak.

Discussion and analysis of parents’ interviews
I interviewed the parents of James and Aline because I selected the two as my focus of
analyses, although constantly alluding to the other learners. Many parents expressed their
expectations that their children learn to speak their mother tongue which was a stepping stone
towards maintaining their heritage and also not mixing up when speaking the dominant
language as they were currently doing .All parents seemed to believe that different languages
should be spoken without any mixing, each in its proper place. Yet the reality shows that code
switching between several languages is a norm rather than an exception.
Initially a visit to their homes show the parents doing all within their limit to ensure that their
children acquire their first language ,saying they find it strange that in a foreign land like South
Africa, they were unable to discuss privately and confidentially with their children as a result
of the latter’s inability to speak their first language (L1). The mothers consider it their duty to
make sure they speak L1. Women are usually regarded as upholders of tradition. They had
formed the habit of always supplying answers in their first languages even though questions are
asked in English, for the more you are exposed to any language the faster you get to speak or
acquire that language.
But of late there has been a shift of intentions because most parents insist on the children using
the target dominant languages at home in place of the first, so as to avoid their children being
made fun of as a result of not being competent to use the target language in and out of class,
and for academic performance.
Researcher:

Which language do you speak when you are at home?

Aline:

All my family speak…mm French and Duala…but we are trying to speak
English…because everybody in Sud Afrika spik English…my father work
with English piple …my maudar go to English school…so we try English
too…

Researcher:

Do you have opportunities to use other language at school?

Aline:

No…oh no…no person in my school spik Duala…Frens from Congo spik
French too…and my maudar want me to spik Inglish all time…she does
not want… spik French to me…

The space in which Aline and family find themselves has led to a change of language and
secondly identity. They are obliged by the space in which they find themselves to acquire the
dominant language. Being linguistically dynamic and learning the language and language forms
of dominant group or the host country is very essential. Through this, you can easily be
identified, included and transformed which will somehow help you in the new territory.
Knowing and perfecting her English for instance has improved and stabilised James’s mother’s
life. Also Aline alludes repeatedly to Cameroonian ways of life, as an index of variant sense of
Cameroonian identity and secondly, as a means of negotiating both Camerooness and gradual
transformation, in the new space. As experienced by these second generation youths, the
difference between the national identity carried by transnational individuals displaced them into
being “the Cameroonians in SA” as described by the host society and as “the bush faller in
Cameroonian.” when they visit their country of origin.
4. 3: Presentation of data from casual conversations
Many instances of casual conversations were recorded in school, both in and out of class, home
and community spaces. When the conversations were over, the tape was replayed and
transcribed.

This analysis was based on both the recorded casual conversation and the

transcript. The use of linguistic material from different languages, that is to say, what some
language users think of as different languages, may in itself be intricate and complicated, but
still be considered interesting mainly because it differs from monolingual language use. Aline’s
bilingualism enables her to develop her code choice patterns along a comparatively simple line,
beginning at a stage where French was clearly the dominant language in her repertoires to a
place where she had to navigate her way through the dominant language in her spaces of
language use. She created a language space for herself so as to be heard. So her patterns were
characterised by swinging her way through her language of choice and the imposed language.
The use of English in Aline’s patterns is not frequent: she hardly utters any English-based
utterances. Most of her utterances are mixed, for they contain an intrasentential code-switch,

typically between French and English. She codes switches most of the time as a result of lack
of resources in the target language, so she navigates to a language in which she has expertise in,
and which she is being discouraged to use as a result of a more dominant language taking over.
Researcher:

Is that why you never talk in class. . . because it is English?

Aline:

Les mots ne… pas facilement…sorry wod not come easy…other
friends’ spik nicely… I take time to spik… am fulishe…no am
airfried to say sume ting fulishe

2:“the bush faller: Coinage in Cameroon to refer to Cameroonians living abroad.

Researcher:

If you are asked to write, is there any problem

Aline:

I rite… I beta riting…not tuking…

There are also instances where the speakers code-switch to emphasise a statement or attract
attention through using another language. Aline is always incoherent while speaking to peers
and thus always code switches to French, which is not spoken by the other learners, and
eventually leads to communication breakdown. As a result of this incompetence in the target
language, she becomes inaudible in some settings while her audibility is mostly felt in her
challenges. In turns 29, 34, 40 and 42 in appendix xxx Aline challenges Simon to a battle of
words for she feels her mum’s image was being castrated and also her encounter with Michelle
is also defensive and challenging for Michelle was very critical of her academic performance,
and thus her academic identity. See text 4
The most common pattern in the other learners’ language use was characterised by the
appropriation of indigenous language lexical items by English and French speakers which stems
from the desire not just to communicate particular ideas, concepts or realities but to do so more
vividly. Cameroonian users of English and French unavoidably find themselves in situations
where they practise a type of 'textual bilingualism', the indigenous language lexical items being
used side by side with those of the official language/s in the same text (Echu, 2003). Lacking the

linguistic resources to be explaining or translate expressions representing ideas, objects and
concepts from the indigenous languages into the official language/s, borrowing stands out in
such cases as a ready and appropriate solution.

Relexification thus contributes to the

indigenisation or, better still, Cameroonisation of English and French (Echu, 2003). In turns 4, 8,
35, 43, 80, 113, 184, and 187 instances of such transfers is evident. These words and concepts
cut across several indigenous languages, they thus belong to a set of commonly shared cultural
values by Cameroonians and undoubtedly of national value and identity to them, and thus the
expression of a national culture. In other words, cultural concepts or notions are shared at the
national level through the two official languages, which will be meaningless in the new language
spaces. Further, Echu (2003) comes in here to say at one point these concepts or notions cease to
be considered simply from an ethnic perspective. They go beyond the ethnic level to represent
national culture. This is the case of the different food species or dishes like Ekwang, eru, noel,
achu, coco, nkwi, mbongo tchopi, etc., which have come to assume the status of national dishes
and are consequently not only shared by everyone, but henceforth also represent the Cameroon
national culture. They have undoubtedly enriched the national cultural heritage and represent
Cameroon cultural identity. If the learners are left on their own to use language the way they
choose they exploit rich vocabulary in expressing themselves in their languages of choice and the
poor vocabulary they have when they express themselves in English. Different cultures have
different ways of addressing in public situations.
4. 4: Analysis of interactional data
4. 4. 1: Settings: The different domains
Context determines content at level of choice of language, such as lexical choice, grammatical
function and discourse. While attention is brought to this vital aspect of conversation, further
attention could be given to the central role human actions play in conversation. People use
gesture, posture and a whole range of actions to communicate during casual conversation.
Indeed, it is often this aspect of conversation that causes misunderstanding when space and
action are not used appropriately. Conversation setting affects language usage, which in this
study include the class, the playground, the home and the community space. Environmental
factors, social conventions, relationships between participants, and shared experience are
important factors to consider in the analysis of discourse.

4. 4. 2: The context of casual conversation
Conversational contexts in this study involve home, classroom or playground. The difference in
the above is that family members or schoolmates are brought together by circumstances over
which they have no control while friends can spend time chatting in contexts of their own
choosing. My analysis here will involve classroom, playground, home and community spaces.
Halliday (1994) points out that whenever an individual uses language to interact with others
one of the thing they are doing is establishing a relationship which might involve either being a
sender or a recipient.

These contexts might involve the interacting patterns in which

contributes to the achievements of casual conversation: grammatical, semantic, discourse and
generic patterns.
4. 4. 3: Grammaticality
This involves studying the kind of clause structures chosen by interactants and displayed within
each speaker turn.
4. 4. 4: Analyzing moods in casual conversation
Looking through the different moods in conversation, we realise that there are discourse
differences between the interactants because each contributes differently to the conversation.
The analyses of the different moods will follow in the footsteps of analysis undertaken by
Eggins and Slade (2006, Ch 3, 4, and 5), Martin and Rose (2003) and Halliday (1994, Ch 3).
Mood as indicated above is the clause type and includes declaratives, interrogatives and
imperatives. A clause is defined by Eggins and Slade (2006) as being made up of subject and a
finite and /or predicator, together with complements and adjuncts. A full clause is one which
does not have any of its components left out or “ellipsed” and will generally have two pivotal
components: a subject and a finite.
The table below is indicative of the mood types this study uses to explore identity construction.
Mood types are analysed as either full or elliptical. Elliptical are indicative of either gender
roles (females not wanting to compete with the men) or the inability of the learner to produce

patterns suitable for the interaction or fear of being labelled as stupid as expressed by Aline in
one of her interviews or being interrupted Turns are indicated by 1, 2, 3, etc while clauses are
numbered in roman figures. The language choices interactants make give clues to the different
social roles they play in the interaction.
Table 1 Mood analysis Interactional Sequence 1

Turn/speaker

No of

Subject

Mood

cl.
1

Simon

I

i) Your mum is scary…

Declarative ( full)

2

John

I

ii) Moh what?

Interrogative
(elliptical)

3

Edi

(Inaudible whispering ) mmm

minor

4

John

I

i) What is molongo?

Wh-interrogative-Full

5

Aline

I

i) Scary veut dire quoi?

Wh-interrogative-Full

6

John

I

) What is molongo?

Wh-interrogative

7

James

i,ii,iii,

i) Scary means…the undertaker…ii)

Declarative,

iv

you know… [Indicating arms]iii)

Declarative=Ellipsed,

fear…iv) frighten…

Declarative-Ellipsed,
Declarative-Ellipsed

8

John

I

(Insisting) i) What is molongo?

Wh-interrogative

9

James

i,ii,iii

i) Cane…ii) sticks…iii) Our teacher

Declarative-Ellipsed,

used to beat us with molongo…

Declarative-Ellipsed,

ii
1
0

Aline

I

Declarative-Full
i) Un bâton pour frapper les mal
élevés comme toi… (Pointing to
3).you

Declarative-Full

1

Simon

i,ii

1
1

i) What was that? Ii) What did she

Wh-interro (2)

say?
James

I

I) I think she was insulting you…

Declarative

John

I

ii) How do you know?

Wh-interro

James

i

i) I do not speak French …ii) but I

Declarative

2
1
3
1
4

think==
ii

1

Mark

i,ii

5

==i) I know…ii) she argues you have

Declarative-

no manners

Ellipsed,DeclarativeFull

1

Aline

i,ii

6
1

i) You rude to ma mere…ii) n’insulte

Declarative

plus ma mere…
Simon

Iii

7

i)

That

was

being

honest

not

Declarative

rude…iii) she scared the hell …
(laughing) iii) out of me

1

Aline

i,ii,iii

8

1

John

i,ii

1

mère

aussi…ii)

elle

est

Declarative

i) Ok, that’s enough…ii) you can’t do

imperative

that…

Simon

,i,ii,

0

2

Ta

costaud…iii) FAT!

9

2

i)

James

i,ii,iii

i) Foolish girl…ii) let her speak… and in

Declarative-Elliptical,

English…

Declarative-Full

i) She can’t really speak English...ii)

Declaratives

only tries (2) iii) do not you dare try

ellipsed, Imperative

to...

–full,

2

John’s

2

mum

2

John

I

John’s

4

mum

attracts

attention

of

Wh-interrogative

hostess).==i) Eghain yah P?
Ii

3
2

M-(shouting

i,ii,iii

i) Do not (interrupted) ii) Two are

Imperative ( Ellipsed)

fighting

Declarative

i) And you can’t control them eh? Ii)

Interrogatives

You do weti like big man? (2) iii)
Yes

what

did

you

do

as

the

Wh-interrogative

eldest?(Shouting
2

John

I

(Murmuring) i).So it is my fault now?

Interrogative-full

5
me
2

John’s

i,ii,iii,

i)

Cover that your latrine…ii) if I

6

mum

iv

hear weik again…iii) a ma shrev

Imperatives
Declarative-full

wol…I go kill somebody …
2

John

I

i) But=

minor

J. M

Ii

==i) QUIET! ii) Let me …(Walks

Imperative

7
2
8

out)
i,ii,iii

i) I told you guys…ii) now its my

Declaratives

fault… iii) continue
2

Simon

I

James

i,ii,iii

i) She is to blame…

8
2
9

i) Stop it moss… ii) oversabi…iii) I

Imperative,

do not know what they teach you in

Declarative,

that your school…
3

John

i,ii,iii

0

i) Do not talk about my school…ii)

Imperative,

you know I go to a better school than

Declarative

yours…
3

James

I

i) Who argues… ii) your school is full

Declarative

1

ii

of

This exchange demonstrates the interactive nature of role negotiation in learners’ talk. The
table below summarises mood choices interactants make in order to highlight cues to different
social roles that can be found in the linguistic choices interactants make.
Table 2 Summary of mood analysis Interactional Sequence 1

Simon

John

Edi

Aline

James

Mark

JM

No of turns

5

9

1

4

6

1

4

No of clause

10

14

1

7

15

2

9

Declaratives

10

5

4

16

2

4

Full

8

2

1

7

3

1

7

6

1

Elliptical

Full

Polar
Interrogatives
Full

2

Elliptical

5
1

4

Whinterrogatives
Full

2

Elliptical

1

Imperatives

1

3

1

3

1

Minor
Most Frequent

2

3

1
I,you,she

Negation

Quantitatively, John and James produce the most clauses showing their dominant role in the
interaction thus bringing to the conversation patterns of unequal power. There is a lot of
competition between Simon, John and James but John produces the highest number of clauses

because he is not only the eldest, but he is the host of all the learners (metaphorically speaking).
Thus John’s number of clauses is indicative of the power and the relevance of what he
contributes in the conversation. As a host who cares for the wellbeing of all his visitors, he also
positions himself as pacifier as a result of the critical or judgemental stance in which Simon
positions himself towards others. He takes advantage of his space and his age to dominate the
interaction. Although our focus is on Aline and James we will not sidestep the complementary
roles played by the other learners to negotiate various identities.
Number of incomplete clauses
John and James dominate the interaction through the use of clauses. For example, John has 9
turns and James 6 as compared to Edi and Mark who both have one. It also shows the big
difference in the amount of clauses produced by Aline, Edi and Mark as opposed to the other
interactants. Aline speaks the least interactively of all and produces a series of incomplete
clauses which seems to indicate that she is hesitant to assert herself in this setting and seems
content to allow others to speak. Unintentionally she comes out in the position of supportive
role that many females play in the African context when in a conversation with men. This
reinforces the interpretation that she lacks the linguistic resources to be an active participant in
the production of talk. The table indicates that Aline less interactive and only comes in when an
attack is launched on her mum’s character by Simon.
Declaratives
John and James produces more declaratives which is an indication that they control the
interaction and initiate exchanges by giving information more often than other interactants
(Eggins & Slade, 1997). Later on in the conversation Bih comes in and completely
overshadows the men, which goes against her ‘traditional’ feminine identity. She does not play
the role that is expected of her as a woman especially in the African context` where woman are
supposed to play only supporting roles. She presents herself as the modern woman who
competes with men and claims her rights. (See Appendix 1 for full transcript.)

Polar interrogatives
These are also known as ‘yes/no’ interrogatives and are typically fashioned to request
information from others, thus making the initiator dependent on the response of the other
speaker in conversation (Eggins and Slade, 1997). As in other kinds of request types, a polar
interrogative divests the speaker of the right of the floor. Thus, ‘dependence on’ is also seen in
the fact that Aline initiates a number of polar interrogative (for example, turns 29,105,151).
Wh-interrogatives
The wh-interrogatives comprise a wh-question word such as ‘who’ when’, ‘how’, ‘for what
reason’, ‘which’ and so on, typically meant to elicit circumstantial information. As discussed
elsewhere, John uses a lot of questioning moves as a result of his lack of linguistic resources in
Aline’s L1 and is dependent on those who can interpret her contributions.
Number of incomplete clauses
Minor: They do not have normal mood structure. They do not have negotiation status so the
speaker always comes in as or plays a supportive role. Aline for example only comes in when
the turn has been initiated. She tags along by asking for clarification on certain issues and
challenges when the topic of discussion invades her territory.
Most frequent subject choices
Participants talk mostly about themselves and their various positionings in different contexts
which are indicative of their various identities in time and place. The frequency of use of first,
second and third person pronouns are indicative of this. The constant allusion to Cameroon is
an indication of their national and cultural identity highlighting Rampton’s notion of
inheritance and the reason why Aline code switches to french all the time as reminiscent of her
ties to Cameroon and her language of expertise. It also comes up constantly when for
clarification James insists on asking for explanations of clauses or words in other languages,
showing that although these participants are all Cameroonians, they do not speak the same
languages and therefore have different orientations towards new imposed languages.

Code switching as an indication of bilingual language use
From the ongoing interaction, it is clear that there is a status difference between Aline and the
other learners. Apart from very few exceptional cases, Aline is the only one who switches
between French and English. Although her language of expertise is French, she is socially
hindered in using it because no one speaks it but her. English is the dominant language in the
interaction, so there is no privilege to using her language of allegiance. There are also instances
of code switching by the English learners, who uses their little knowledge of Pidgin English to
open up new linguistic spaces. The adults are expert CPE users because it is a language they
grew up with and used in their intimate domains, but although adults use CPE, they do not
allow their young ones to use it claiming it will spoil their English. There are also instances
where these learners make use of phrases or lexical items from their first language during
conversations.
4. 5: Analysing patterns in Aline’s speech
As a result of globalisation and transnational migration, Aline finds herself caught between two
worlds, two cultures and various languages in which the dominant language of her new world is
different from the dominant language of her old world. Aspects of grammaticality in Aline's
patterns in the casual conversation are influenced by the language of her early literacy encounters
which is French. At home, both French and Duala were used. With globalization and the
process of relocation, she is now obliged to be instructed in a language other than the language
she has been exposed to so far. So her language of expertise and inheritance is side stepped for a
new linguistic code she has little knowledge of and which will probably impact a lot on her
academic identity.

Table 3 Analysing mood choices in Interactional Sequence 2: Aline's speech patterns

1)

Speaker

Talk

Clauses

Research

R: (Going towards tea room with i) Full

er

teacher) .i)

I like the way you ii) Full

interact with this children...ii) you

make them feel comfortable
2)

Teacher

i) Oh thank you Gwen

i) Elliptical

3)

R

i) No I am serious...ii) when I talk i) Elliptical
to them it seems as if they are ii) Full-Textual adjunct
making a comparison with last iii) Full
year..iii).Mrs. Joe used to shout at iv) Full
them

and

scare

them...iv) v) Full

meanwhile you are so nice and
understanding. V) You give them
gifts to spur them and that your
row thing really pushes them to
work
4)

T

i) And that is exactly the point…

i) Elliptical

5)

Aline

(Comes from behind).i) Hi auntie

i) minor

6)

R

R: i) Hi sweetheart, how are you i) Interrogative-Full
today?...ii) I saw==

ii) Declarative-Elliptical
i) Minor

7)

Michelle

==Hi...

8)

R

How

are

you?

And

your i) Interrogative-Full

name...what's your name?(Turns ii) Interrogative-Full
to teacher) This is my friends iii) Declarative-Ellip
daughter and one of my kids...you
know the==
9)

Michelle

Michelle

i) Minor

10)

Te

I will see you at the coffee room...

i) Full

11)

Re

Now now (3) lovely name…and i) Minor
you sweetheart, what's yours?

12)

Kelly

ii) Declarative-Elliptical

Kelly [inaudible for she was the i) Minor
shy and insecure type]

13)

R

Where have you been?

i) Wh-Interrogative-Full

14)

Aline

I had fièvre==

i) Declarative-Full

(I had fever)
15)

Re

==Not malaria I hope?

i) Polar interrogative

16)

Aline

Non...just cold, bon I stay home...

i) Minor
ii) Declarative-Full

17)

Michelle

Is this your mummy?

i) Interrogative-Full

18)

Aline

Non ...ma mum auntie...non non i) Minor
fren

19)

R

ii) Declarative-Elliptical

Talking of your mum, I saw her i) Declarative-Full
here the other day...your papa ii) Declarative-Elliptical
too...problems?

20)

Aline

iii) Polar interrogative

i) Non...ii) Le professeur voulait i) Minor
parler

avec

eux...(No…The ii) Declarative-Full

teacher wanted to talk to them)
21)

Michelle

i) There she goes again...pakler i) Declarative-not complete
pakler…ii).she

is

always ii) Declarative-full

paklaying...(Laughter) iii) Argues iii) Declarative-Elliptical
she speaks French…iv).do you iv) interrogative-full
speak

French

also?(talk...talk...talking...used as
if it continuous tense)
22)

R

i) Mais oui bien sur...yes of i) Minor
course...ii).I did French in school ii) Minor
and I am a Cameroonian also...iii) iii) Declarative-Full
enough about me. Iv) How is iv) Imperative

23)

Chorus

everything?

v) Interrogative-Full

Fine

i) minor

24)

Michelle

i) Are you sure?ii) You were just
complaining a moment ago...

i) Interrogative-elliptical
Declarative-full

25)

R

i) About what?ii) Schoolwork?

i) interrogative –not complete
ii) interrogative-Elliptical

26)

Michelle

i) She was saying its boring here i) Declarative-Full
and she hates the fact that ==

27)

Aline

:==i) N'écoute pas..ii) je n'ai rien i) Imperative
dit...iii) She lie too much...(Do not ii) Declarative-full
listen… I didn’t say anything)

28)

Michelle

iii) Declarative-full

i) Oh no! ii) You know I am not i) minor
lying...iii) tell her the truth...

ii) Declarative
iii) Imperative

29)

Aline

i) Quoi… ii) What?

i) Wh-Polar interrogative
ii) Wh-polar interrogative

30)

R

i) I am listening...

i) Declarative

31)

Aline

i) Ye

i) Minor

32)

Michelle

i) Ok let me help her...ii) she hates i) Declarative-Elliptical
Afrikaans and Math...iii) she is ii) Declarative-Full
trying in English now...iv) she iii) Declarative-Full
never

spoke

when

she

first iv) Declarative-Full

came..v) I also do not like v) Declarative-Full
Afrikaans...
33)

Re

i) Are you Afrikaner?(2) I mean is i) Interrogative-Full
Afrikaans your first language? Do ii) interrogative
you speak it at home (2) with your
family?

34)

Michelle

i) Yes and I am from Cape i) Declarative

town..ii).here
35)

R

ii) minor

i) And you Kelly...why are you so i) Interrogative
quiet?

36)

Michelle

i) You do not know that...she is i) Declarative
one of its kind...ii) the shy type...

37)

Kelly

ii) Declarative-Elliptical

:(Hesitates) i) Yes I am from Cape i) Declarative
Town (inaudibly)

38)

Aline

i) Quoi?...ii) Cape Town

i) Wh-polar

39)

R

i) Have you always been in Cape i) Interrogative
Town?(To L2 and L3)

40)

Michelle

i)

Never left Cape Town...and i) Declarative

Kelly too==
41)

Aline

==i) Me?...two years now ...ii) I i) Polar
come in grade 4 a douze ans....iii) ii) Declarative-Circumstantial adjunct
Au Cameroon I was in Cours iii) Declarative-Circumstantial
moyen

deux...classe

Six...au iv) Declarative-Circumstantial

Gabon cour moyen un…classe v) Declarative
seven() iv) laste year j’etais

in

Milliton and mes parènts arrive to
Pack

lands...v)

Je

devais

changer...change
42)

Michelle

i) How old are you?.

i) Wh-interrogative

43)

Aline

i) Presque quatorze ans...old en i) Declarative
premarry school.

44)

Michelle

i) And you? ii) How old are you?

i) Interrogative-tagged
ii) Interrogative

45)

Aline

i)

Tu

ne

dois

pas…she

is i) Declarative

big…adulte
46)

Michelle

i) So you have been here for ten i) Interrogative

years?
47)

R

i) No She said two, three years...ii) i) Declarative
she was born in Cameroon and she ii) Declarative
just came here...iii) so can't be ten iii) Declarative-not full
...

48)

Michelle

i)

I

was

joking..ii).where

is i) Declarative

Cameroon?

ii) Wh-interrogative
Imperative

49)

R

i) Ask your friend...

50)

Michelle

i) She will never succeed in that i) Declarative-Full
her broken English...

51)

Aline

i) You foolish eh...==

i) Minor

52)

Michelle

==i) See who is calling names...ii) i) Imperative
you were two years in grade four... ii) Declarative-Full

53)

Aline

i) Et puis...i) so?==

i) Textual adjunct
ii) Textual adjunct(conjunctive)

54)

R

==i) Its alright..ii).how are you i) Declarative
coping?

ii) Wh-interrogative
i) Minor

55)

Aline

i) Fine==.

56)

Michelle

i) She is a bit slow in math’s..ii) i) Declarative
very slow I mean in her work [all ii) Declarative-Interrupted
came in exclaiming] iii) NO! OH iii) Minor
NO...YOU DO NOT [2x]

57)

R

i) Do you have any particular i) Interrogative
problems? ii) I can help you..

ii) Declarative-Not complete

58)

Aline

i) I hate Afrikaans==

i) Declarative

59)

Michelle

== i) Oh no...ii) tell her the truth

i) Exclamation
ii) Imperative

60)

Kelly

i) Do not you dare M...

i) Imperative

61)

Michelle

i) Only Afrikaans?...ii) you make i) Interrogative-Elliptical
mistakes

62)

Aline

ii) declarative-interrupted

i) Je suis... ii) am un peu...iii) I i) Declarative-Elliptical;
mean..iv).ha...v) problems in some ii) Declarative-Elliptical
place

(Struggles

with

her iii) Declarative-Elliptical

explanation) I am…am a bit…

iv) Minor
v) Declarative-Elliptical

63)

R

i) On what?

Wh-interrogative-Elliptical

64)

Kelly

i) Mostly Afrikaans

i) Declarative-Not complete

65)

Michelle

i) NO! ii) She is also slow in i) Declarative-Full
maths...iii) and in doing her home ii) Declarative-Elliptical
work (Laughs)

66)

Aline

i) Shot up

i) Imperative-full

67)

Michelle

i) I am concerned...ii) really i) Declarative-not complete
concerned for her(2) iii) doesn’t ii) Not complete
ask for help(receives a punch)

68)

Aline

i) You lie...ii) I ask teacher

i) Declarative-Elliptical
ii) Not complete

69)

R

i) Ok do not worry we will sort i) declarative-full
you out. Ii) You need to see your ii) Declarative-full
teachers or friends who can iii) Declarative-Elliptical
help...iii)

when

you

have

problems...iv) Have you all eaten?
70)

All

i) YES

i) minor

71)

R

i) Good...ii).break will soon be i) Minor
over...iii) why do not you just go ii) Declarative
relax in front of your class while I iii) Declarative-Full

catch up with Ms. Brian?
72)

Aline

i) Ok..ii).bye auntie

i) minor
ii) Declarative-Elliptical

73)

Michelle

i) She is not your auntie

i) Declarative

74)

Aline

i) Yes she is

i) Declarative-Elliptical

75)

Re

i) Yes Michelle .I might not be her i) Declarative-Full(Circumstantial adjunct)
blood auntie, but in Cameroon its ii) Declarative-Elliptical
normal to address me like that iii) Polar interrogative
because of respect as her mum's
friend ..ii).and here we consider
each

Cameroonian

family...iii)

Understood?
76)

Michelle

i) Whatever...

i) minor

77)

Re

i) As you wish ii) and see you

i) Decl -Elliptical

later my dears..iii).I need to ii) Decl -Full)
78)

All

run...Bye!

ii) Decl -Full)

i) Bye...

i) Minor

In text 4. 2 Michelle describes Aline as very slow in her work, which implies that her behaviour
is being sanctioned. She uses high levels of attitudinal colouring with respect to Aline. Further
aspects of participants’ inter-relationships are illuminated in Table 4. Percentages are calculated
by person rather than by feature.
Table 4 Summary of mood choices in Interactional Sequence 2

Aline

Researcher Michelle

Kelly

Teacher

No of turns 70

22

23

25

4

3

No of clauses -143

35

59

46

4

3

Declaratives

36

35

3

3

(25. 2%)
Decl. Full

(22. 4%)

22(15. 4%)

(2. 1%) (2. 1%)
27 (18. 9)
19

(13.

Decl. Elliptical

14(9. 8%)

Polar Interrogatives

2(1. 4%)

20(14%)

7(4. 9%)

2(1. 4%)

-

6(4. 2%)

-

3(2. 1%)

2(1. 4%)

4(2. 8%)

3(2. 1%)

Full

-

2(1. 4%)

Elliptical

21. 4%)

2(1. 4%)

Elliptical
Full
Wh- interrogatives

3(2. 1%)

3%)

1(0. 7%)
1

Imperative

-

(0. 7%)
1

Minor

(0. 7%)

Most Frequent
Subject choice

The above table shows Michelle dominates the interaction although my focus is on Aline. Thus
the mood choices are not evenly distributed for Michelle has more turns, clauses and produces
more declaratives and interrogatives than the rest of the learners. Her number of declaratives is
an indication that she controls the interaction and initiates exchanges by giving information more
often than other interactants. This is an indication of Michelle’s dominance in this friendship ring
and the power position she maintains over the others. This is followed by Aline and then Kelly
with very few turns, who, is described by ‘judgemental’ Michelle as the shy type.
Aline’s current linguistic repertoire and low confidence in the use of the English leads to lack of
mastery of the target language and this is obvious from her use of tenses and articulation of
English words as under the influence of the French counterpart. For example, the extract above
demonstrates Aline's mixing of the rules of French in English grammar. She does not have
sufficient syntactic or lexical knowledge of English to communicate in this language with the

others. Nevertheless, she has a strong presence in the interaction and uses various strategies to
get herself heard. In her efforts to be a participant in the interaction, she translates directly
without considering her sentence structure. “They are ride their becyclet (mispronounces as in
French it is called bicyclette). In the French language the “Tu bois quoi?” is directly translated
in English as “You drink what?”. To compensate, she uses gestures and repeats the elliptical
‘this’ to indicate what she means. In multilingual societies, as Mufwene (2001b, cited in
Anchimbe, 2007) states, speakers move forth and back among several languages and may end
up abandoning their own first or indigenous languages for the economic prowess of another (and
sometimes that of a group opposed to theirs). Aline’s navigation between the two languages in
this particular space is an indication that identity is a dialogic phenomenon, constantly open to
construction and reevaluation within and through communicative interaction (Pavlenko &
Blackledge, 2004).

4.5.1 Negotiating attitudes and roles
Social constructionists conceptualise identities as interactional and negotiated in discourse.
Conversation in social gatherings which is not motivated by any pragmatic purpose provides an
opportunity to explore affective involvement and to find out who is aligned with whom and what
new alignments could be negotiated. Eggins and Slade (2006) describe casual conversation as
the type of talk we engage in when we are talking for the sake of talking, identity and
interpersonal relationships. Different levels of familiarity exist amongst interactants; their talk
signals the kinds of ties that exist or the involvement they have with each participant. Further,
their choice of words signals either the status of the participant as insider or on the periphery and
thus excluded from full participation (Eggins & Slade, 2006). I use these understandings to
analyse the grammar, the semantics and discourse functions of casual conversations. The above
analyses focused on how interactants enact and construct relations of power through talk, using
the analytical frame CA which warranted us to concentrate on the formal properties of language.
The next step in the analyses is to what language is used for. I will now explore the ways in
which discourse analysts employ the tools of grammarians to identify the role of wordings in
passages of text and employ the tools of social theorists to explain why they make the meanings

they do (Martin & Rose, 2003:4). In order to uncover the different kinds of relationships and
social patterns interactants are constructing with each other, my focus is not only on “what” and
“who” but on “how”. CA in its microfocus enables detailed understanding of how linguistic
resources are used to enact social roles, but we also need a more macro discourse perspective in
order to understand why learners make the meanings they do.

4.5.2 Constructing solidarity in difference
The focus here is to analyse the attitudes that interactants portray towards each other and the
world and how they make of that in creating relations. These meanings are expressed towards
other interactants through lexical selections. Eggins and Slade (2006) identify some linguistic
resources interactants draw on to explore these alignments. Here below are the ones used in the
study:
− Attitudinal vocabulary to appraise and evaluate others behaviour
− In-group words or anti- language to indicate group boundaries
− Slang, swearing, and drawing on shared past history.
Examples of these can be found in the following extract.
162: Bih

i) In Cameroon…they call you MBONGO (. ) he ate too much…
(Laughter) … ii) Here…they call you ‘ma kweri-kweri’

163: Peter

i) Who said==

164: Bih

i) == Hey not you…all of us… ii) they call all foreigners ‘KweriKweri’…

165: Peter

i) I do not look like Kweri-kweri… ii) no one has never… ever
called me that

166: James

i) They make fun of me… in school

167: Bih

i) Who?

168: James

i) The colour people… but am sure they are tired now… ii) Those
ones… they think they are very…I mean the best…

169: Tasneema

i) Remember I am coloured…

170: James

i) The girls think they are…

171: Bih

i) I hate this your mmm…colour thing here…

172: James

i) What?

173: Bih

i) Call them métisse…

175: Tasneema i) Remember I am coloured?
176: James

i) Only your mother…your papa is Cameroonian…

177: Tasneema i) So?
178: James

i) You are Cameroonian

179: John

i) Ok no more Para Para… we are all ‘Kweri-kweri’ FULL STOP.

The main social psychological theory of how individuals in subcultures create identities is ‘social
identity theory’ (Tajfel & Turner, 1979). In poststructuralist perspectives on social identity, a
person has not one “personal self” but rather several selves that correspond to widening circles of
group membership. The different social contexts to which individuals are exposed may trigger
them to think, feel and act on the basis of their personal, family or national “level of self”
(Turner et al., 1987).The extract indicate that the learners are acting on their national level of
selves because they all know they are Cameroonians but as foreigners in this space in time, they
are also described as “Kweri-Kweri” and they playfully acknowledge that. On their part, they
also describe Tasneema as a coloured and an allusion is made to how the coloured are called in
Cameroon, métisse which is a French word. When Tasneema insist on the fact that she is
coloured James reacts by saying only your mother because your “papa” is Cameroonian. This
suggests that people often organise their perceptions of themselves and others by a process of

categorising others into groups, and then identifying with one group as opposed to another. Also
as a result of this is this change of scenery brought by these learners’ experience of
“displacement” (Bammer, 1994) for there is frequent allusion to their country, friends, schools
and way of life.
From turns 162 to 179 when the learners started talking about Cameroon, most showed
affective involvement. The above example clearly shows that participants’ conversational
behaviours express dimensions of their social identities. From a CA perspective, each turn
taken by each learner enacts who they are. A broader discourse perspective enables an analysis
of strategies such as taunting which run throughout the interaction, for example, in turns 20, 25,
35, 41, 44, 117, 139, and 145 (See Appendix for full transcript). Eggins and Slade (2006), in
regard to the above, state that casual conversations between peers involve as much probing of
differences as confirming of the similarities which brought them together in the first place.
Here the use of taunting does not serve to accentuate difference but rather to build solidarity. A
further solidarity building strategy is the frequent use of conversational strategies such as
humour or banter (“We are kweri- kweri FULL STOP” by John in turn 179), teasing and joking
(Eggins & Slade, 2006). These differences between group members are not presented as serious
challenges to the consensus and similarity of the group but rather to build relationships. They
are doing interpersonal work, while not appearing to be doing anything but having fun.
In turn 34 (See appendix 1) Aline describes Simon as un “mal elevé” which denotes “badly
brought up” because he was rude about her mother, while James in turn 69 calls John a “chien”
[dog] because he is nagging him with questions he replies by saying “Toi aussi” (Same to you).
Further down in turn 79 John also calls Bih a liar. They all have a relationship here as
Cameroonians and then friends but they semi-jokingly construct negative images of each other
through their lexical choices.
Finally humour is a consistent feature of casual conversation. Here ties of solidarity are created
through teasing. Instances of humour can also be seen when Awah teases Tasneema as Britney
Spoon as opposed to American pop star (Britney Spears) “who sings but you eat”.

Another strategy used in the same way is the use of highlighting social and racial differences by
a friend, who is not considered to belong (from an ethnic perspective). This is read differently
by Aline who already stomachs a lot of grievances against her new space. In the extract below,
Tony jokingly explores the similarity between James and Aline as foreigners in a new space
because they are his friends but they interpret this differently because they have already
positioned themselves as different from the others.
8-James:

Ok…I will call it cup cake…that’s how we use to …to call it. . . I
hate it when you think you ‘over know’ . . . always-correcting
people. . .

9-Tony:

It is for your own good. . .

10-James:

You always do it as if . . . as if…mm you laughing at me

11-Tony:

Why should I?

12-James:

You tell me. . .

13-Aline:

Vous aimez trop moquer des gens ici. . . TRUE”

14-Tony:

What was that. . . what language are you speaking?

15-Aline:

En tout cas je vais aller me balader. . . bye
[Anyway I am going for a walk]

16-Tony:

That your sister is full of crap. . .

17-James:

And you. . . what are you full of. . . shit?

18-Tony:

What language was that anyway?

19-James:

And to answer you, she is not my sister. . . yes we are from the
same==

20-Tony:

== At least you acknowledge that==

21-James:

==But does that make us brother and sister?

22-Tony:

By the way what was that all about earlier?

Although this interpersonal work is achieved in a joking manner, it contributes to participants’
negotiation of social roles and relationships. We see from the above that through this casual
talk, the learners enact both racial and national identities. James is angry that Tony has elected
himself as the English teacher because he ‘over corrects’ him all the time. Aline counter-reacts
here by accusing Tony that, “Vous aimez trop moquer des gens ici… TRUE” [You like to
make fun of people here…]. Her language choice truly indicates where her allegiance lies, to
which Tony to show he is not a French speaker responds: “What language was that anyway?”
Tony also positions James and Aline as brother and sister as a result of their ethnicity.
However, James questions this positioning, indicating that they do not speak the same language
even though they are both Cameroonian.
Eggins & Slade (2006: 16) summarise the above as the ‘paradox of casual conversation’ which
lies in the fact that casual conversation is “the type of talk in which we feel most relaxed, most
spontaneous and most ourselves, and yet casual conversations is also a critical site for the
construction of reality”: the fate of languages, if looked upon as attached to that of those who
speak them, is to be evaluated in terms of the changes that take place within their speakers and
in the societies they form (Phillipson, 1992). Such evaluations must take into account the
relationships between speakers within the community, their relations to the languages they
speak, the statuses of the languages in the community, and above all else, the economic power
of the language. On these bases, it can then be questioned whether it is languages that kill one
another or speakers’ attitudes towards their own languages that force them into attrition.
In addition to issues of solidarity and difference, relationship alignment can also be explored
through a monologic pattern which allows for one participant to get far more talking time than
the others. Here Aline’s mother tells her story which is a linguistic task that generally requires
the production of stretches of narrative. Story telling in casual conversation might not be as
entertaining as arguing or gossiping, but it enacts social identities and interpersonal

relationships: in this excerpt of conversation with Aline’s family, I came to know what the
family had been through because of the narration of their history from their mother during this
conversation. I encouraged her with guiding questions from an insider perspective.
R:

Ok mami… remember that tory weh we startam the other day and no

finisham? Wheti wona want talk the other day with teacher? You bi tell me say you
want see this pikin their teacher Noh…as I see wona for school thah other day?
Remember say I see wona for school the other day weh wona say pikin teacher want see
wona?
[Ok mami (mami means the mother of the house. I am showing her respect even though
she is younger because I am in her house). Remember what we started the other day
and we didn’t finish? You told me you wanted to see your daughter’s teacher…]
Aline's mum (AM):

Ok… Sister Gwen plenty thing dem deh for my head. Wheti

again no bee only palava…for seka say even though ei di repeat class, ei no di still do
fine for math and Afrikaans…last year ei be get problem plus English but their teacher
say things dem dong beta this year…, and ei di try read and do beta for English.
[Ok…Sister Gwen (honorific marker to show age disparity). I have a lot on my mind.
What else but the difficulties she has been experiencing in her school work…even
though she is repeating she is still having problems with math (she is Francophone
pronounces it matt)

and Afrikaans…Last year she also had problems with English

Language but her teacher told me she has improved…she tries to read now and has
improved in English.]
R: But…=
AM: = That their thing dem I no know my head deh. if me self I be sabi dat Afrikaans,
weh I fit help am for the math, I di try for see one weh I fit doam… I say me self things
dem di strong me too…the other day for class, some boy get for do presentation, oga
stand up di do am na for Afrikaans and the teacher no talk anything. Man deh for
trouble for this country. The English sef u di struggle for hear am then dem di add
Afrikaans for deh. U know say as we grow for Douala…I mean as my papa be di work

for Douala,we di talk na only French, only French school. Interest be dey for English
sef now na me a di sofa but yes because for Cameroon we no be know say one day we
go leave contry. I mean kamerun. If we bi deh na Kamerun we for deh find…wahala no
for deh because na French education, for Douala you di easily get work [switches to
French to speak to daughter]. Donne a boire a tata Gwen …a tantine… je suis en train
de préparer. . demande lui ce qu’elle boire. Il y a le vin la bas dedans…et le whisky en
haut et les jus dans le frigo…faire vite et va regarder mes enfants-la… ils vont me
casser les choses.
[What they do confuses me a lot…I am a novice as far as Afrikaans is concerned…as
for mathematics I can help her out there…it is not easy on me too as a student…the
other day in class…we had a presentation and this guy [the word ‘oga’ is boss in
Nigerian pidgin and is being used now by Cameroonians; she uses it provocatively to
show to show her anger] stands up and presents in Afrikaans and the lecturer didn’t
stop him. We are in trouble here. First of all I struggle with the English…and now they
worsen things with Afrikaans…We grew up in Douala…I mean as my father worked
there…we spoke only French…attended only French schools. We were not interested in
the English language …I am the one who is suffering now…but…yes because we didn’t
know one day we will travel out of Kamerun (mispronounces…French influence) …if
we were there it could have been easy for us to get job because… (Switches to French)
Give Aunty Gwen something to drink because I am cooking…find out what she drinks.
There is wine and whisky in the cupboard and juice in the fridge…HURRY UP… and go
check on those children, in the room, before they break my things…]
The process of migration and urbanisation pushes individuals to construct identities for
themselves. Aline’s mother’s hectic schedule is because of her economic situation which is the
consequences of migration. It is relevant to note here that people seek their identities only when
faced with other groups. Anchimbe (2007) highlights here that homogenous populations
generally do not question reassess or restate their identities but in heterogeneous communities
people need to build boundaries around themselves to secure what they consider makes them
peculiar. Language, thus, is a marker of identity. It shuts non-group construction members
(Tajfei & Turner, 1987). She brings out the point here that there is a double level of

interpretation of identity (i.e. as a tool of inclusion and exclusion or disdain), it is proposed here
that linguistic identity has to be studied within given societies since it is also constructed
differently in different regions. Aline’s mother insistence on Aline’s change of linguistic code is
as a result of what she is going through. The impact of such a switch or shift is not to be
evaluated in terms of the future of the speaker; economic assurance will be achieved in the new
language, but in terms of the survival of the language there is no future because it is gradually
being forced to an inconsequential position both in the society and the speaker’s repertoire.
In relation to the grievances launched against the native South African for presenting in
Afrikaans and not considering the foreigners, migration theories have proven that any intrusion
into a space, especially in a multicultural society, is regarded as a threat to native-born citizens
of the space. This can elicit resentment among the citizens which can trigger social conflicts.
The recent xenophobic attack in South Africa is a typical example of how native born
inhabitants react to intruders of their spaces.
Table 5 Coding patterns of appraisal

Turn/Speaker

Clause

Lexical

Appraised

Category

Sub
Category

12

Aline

I

just

Cold

amplification

mitigate

17

Michelle

Ii

always

Talking

judgement

mitigate

19

All

I

fine

Everything

affect

normally

20

Michelle

Ii

just

Complaining

judgement

mitigate

22

Michelle

I

Boring

Here the

judgement

reaction

integrity

hates
ii
23

Aline

Iii

lie

Too much

amplification

28

Michelle

Ii

Hates

Afrikaans

affect

never

spoken

iii

language
i like

iv

32

Michelle

Iii

shy

Type ( she)

judgement

reaction

39

Aline

I

nearly

Quatorze

amplification

augment

ans
[Fourteen yrs]

41

Re

Ii

just

Came

amplification

mitigate

44

Michelle

I

Will

Succeed

judgement

mitigate

never

English

ii

broken

45

Aline

I

foolish

You

amplification

mitigate

47

Michelle

I

Were 2

In grade 4

judgement

mitigate

Herself

affect

normally

amplification

augment

years
50

Aline

I

fine

51

Michelle

I

A

bit

very
ii

slow

53

Aline

I

hate

Afrikaans

affect

reaction

56

Michelle

I

only

Afrikaans

judgement

mitigate

57

Aline

I

A

Problem

amplification

mitigate

bit

(un peu)
59

Kelly

I

mostly

Afrikaans

amplification

reaction

60

Michelle

I

Slow

In

judgement

mitigate

amplification

reaction

math

homework
62

Michelle

I

Really

Concerned

doesn’t

ask help

ii
63

Aline

I

lie

Ask teacher

judgement

reaction

64

Re

I

need

To see

amplification

reaction

Appreciation: lexical choices or whole clauses which can encode the expression of likes and
dislikes and our personal evaluation of people object or objectified entities we are in contact
with (Eggins & Slade, 2006), in answering a question like what do you think?
Judgment: being judgmental - how would you judge that behaviour. Judgmental appraisal
answers questions like this and there are two major categories –social sanction and social
reaction.
The behaviour can either be viewed as deviating from the norms of society and attracting
evaluations to his or herself as badly brought up, rude, etc., or could be judged favourably in
terms such ethical, nice, etc. The truth value of an interactant cannot also be judged through
lexical items like honest, deceitful, hypocritical, liar, credible, trustworthy, etc., but must be
interpreted within an understanding of the role and identity negotiation taking place.
4. 6: Analyzing moves in talk
In other words, learners need to know how to continue and to sustain a conversation. The
notion of exchange encompasses the idea of each speaker having a short, quick turn before
either (a) losing the turn by being interrupted, or (b) turning the floor back over to the other
interlocutor. One technique is for the second interlocutor, after making a response, to bounce
back, or rebound the same initiation (usually a question) that they were asked.
The following is an extract from a conversation held in a Cameroonian gathering (place, time,
setting, participants).This is an extract from a longer conversation (Sequence 2) included in the
appendices.
Table 6 Analysis of moves through speech functions

Turn

Speaker

Talk

Speech function

1)

Simon

i) Your mum is scary…

Statement

2)

John

ii) Moh what?

Question

3)

Edi

) mmm

Acknowledgement

4)

John

i) What is molongo?

Question

5)

Simon

i) Scary veut dire quoi?

Question

6)

John

i) What is molongo?

Question

7)

EDI

i) Scary means…the undertaker…ii) you Answer (A/27)
know… [Indicating arms] fear…frighten…

8)

John

i) What is molongo?

Question

9)

Aline

i) Cane…ii) sticks…iii) Our teacher used to Answer
beat us with molongo…

10) John

i)

Un bâton pour frapper les mal élevés Offer

comme toi… (Pointing to 3).
11) James

i) What was that? ii) What did she say?

Question

12) John

i) I think she was insulting you…

Statement

13) James

ii) How do you know?

Question

14) John

i) I do not speak French …ii) but I think==

Offer

15) Simon

==i) I know…ii) she argues you have no Acknowledgement
manners

16) James

i) You rude to ma mere…ii) n’insulte plus Command
ma mere…

17) John

i) That was being honest
ii) not rude…

Refusal

iii) she scared the hell … (laughing)
iv) out of me…
18) James

Offer

i) Ta mère aussi…
ii) elle est costaud…
iii) FAT!

19) Mark

i) Ok, that’s enough…ii) you can’t do

Command

that…

20) Aline

i) Foolish girl…ii) let her speak…iii) and in Refusal
English…

21) Simon

i) She can’t really speak English...ii) only Statement
tries (2) iii) do not you dare try to...==

22) Aline

M-(shouting

attracts

attention

of Question

hostess).==i) Eghain yah P?
23) John

==i) Do not …i) two are quarrelling…

Answer

24) JM

i) And you can’t control them eh? Ii) You do Offer
weti like big man? (2) iii) Yes what did you
do as the eldest?(Shouting)

25) James

(Murmuring) i).So it is my fault now

Acceptance

26) John’s
mum

i) Cover that your latrine…ii) if I hear weik Command
again…iii)

a ma shrev wol…I go kill

somebody …
27) John

i) But=

Refusal

28) J.M

==i) QUIET! ii) Let me …(Walks out)

Command

29) John

i) I told you guys…ii) now its my fault… Statement
iii) continue

30) J.M

i) She is to blame…

Contradiction

31) John

i) Stop it mos… ii) oversabi…iii) I do not Command
know what they teach you in that your school

32) J.M

i) Do not talk about my school…ii) you Refusal
know I go to a better school than yours…

33) John

i) Who argues… ii) your school is full of

Contradiction

34) Simon

i) What? i) Answer me… …

Command

35) James

i)

Stop

talking…ii)

Britney Command

Spoon…[Interception]
36) John

i) What? ii) What are you calling me?

Question

37) James

i) Britney Spoon (.) ii) the other one we Answer
know sings…iii) yes…iv) but you eat…v)
you are a choppy-choppy…(Laughter)

38) John

i) Aye…be careful with that dammé…

Statement

39) Awah(V1) i) Abi… we left without telling rémère bye

statement

40) Tasneema

i) True oh…

Acknowledgement

41) Awah

ii) Jang mah please…

Offer

42) John

i) No… ii) my credit is almost finish…

Rejection

43) Awah

i) PLEASE!

Statement

44) Bih

i) (Attempts to call) Voicemail…

Compliance

Identity, whether it is, an individual, social or institutional level, is something which we are
constantly building and negotiating all our lives through our interaction with others in
international processes. This can be achieved through reciprocity that allows identities to be
achieved and built through such moves between interactants (Schiffrin, 1987). Some come out
dominating the interaction through the different moves used while other plays supporting roles.
Interactants can project identifications or rejections towards their partners through their
managerial skills. They can also confirm and fine tune local identities that place them in
relationships with others (such as “expert” versus “novice”) through the use of repair in referring
sequences (Schiffrin, 1987).
Table 7 Summary of moves by speaker

Offer

Command

Question

4Simon

Challenging

2

moves
2Aline

Challenging
moves

1

Answer

John

2

7

5-Clarifying

James

moves
1-

Mark

Clarification

JM

5

5

The opening move of this new turn of conversation is in relation to Aline’s mother having
shouted at them for being noisy while she was on the phone. Eggins and Slade state that
“opening moves in a long sequence of conversation elliptically depend on prior moves” (2006:
193), but set their own trend of conversation. Simon challenges Aline when she retaliates on
the attack on her mother. John however is one of the eldest in the group and acts as moderator
so as to be able to stabilise the interaction despite the fact that others use lexical items from
other Cameroonian languages which he does not speak. For example, he insists on the
definition of ‘molongo’ for clarification since they do not speak the same first languages.
Aline’s clauses indicate that her moves are mostly challenging as she sees to it that no one
comes after her and goes without a reaction. She is very protective of her mother, so she had to
react and be audible when her mother was insulted. The move was not imposed on her but
motivated by her desire to protect.
The next four sections discuss the main themes that emerge from observational and interactional
data.
4. 7:

Analyzing identity, difference, and power:

locating social relations in spoken

discourse
All the data presented above can be seen as addressing implicitly or explicitly issues of identity,
difference and power. In the following section, I draw out four themes from this perspective in
relation to Aline and James and the group as a whole. Recent approaches to categorization have
highlighted the limitations of applying pre-established categorizations, emphasizing instead the
locally occasioned, fluid and ever-changing nature of identity claims. Identity claims are seen as

“acts” through which people create new definitions of who they are. Such a conception defies
traditional sociolinguistic approaches that link already established social categories with
language variables, regarding instead “the very fact of selecting from a variety of possibilities a
particular variant (on a given occasion) as a way of actively symbolizing one's affiliations”
(Auer, 2002: 4). Thus identities are seen not as merely represented in discourse, but rather as
performed, enacted and embodied through a variety of linguistic and non-linguistic means in
time and space.
The synthesis of the analysis of moods, appraisal, involvement and speech functions
illuminates how all interactants play different roles and enact different relations between
themselves and others. We deduce from Aline's patterns that she generally positions herself as
the victim while blaming others, and reacts negatively to any reaction against her. James
dominates in talk time but is not as judgmental as Simon. Usually he intervenes against those
challenging others. In this way, he plays a similar role to John who uses his power position as
the eldest and host to the others to moderate the speech patterns of the others. Most of the
identities enacted in the data collected from home contexts are social rather personal and
involve their Cameroonianess (Echu, 2003) or degrees of affiliation with South Africa.
4.7.1: Aline: Defying new spaces
Aline’s enactment of different roles in different spaces seems to indicate that she is trying to
maintain French as a form of resistance triggered by her lack of English. Thus she defies the
different language spaces because her French identity holds its own despite the presence of
other English. Aline overtly prefers to use French in all her domains despite the strong
opposition coming from her institution. Linguistically we realise that English has taken over all
the domains in Aline’s life, although, she is trying to resist. For example, in her former
primary school, she had a francophone teacher, but now her teacher is an Anglophone. The
friends she had and even her doctors and her teachers that used to speak her home language
have moved away and she is confronted with a new set of interactants that do not speak her
language but she has to speak theirs. The language she used with her doctor which is a domain
of necessity has shifted and been replaced by another. Aline’s minority ‘we’ code is gradually

being overwhelmed by the dominant ‘they’ code (Auer, 1998),

indirectly pressuring her to

take an English identity to the detriment of her French identity.
This tendency is called language shift and is a situation where a minority language is displaced
overtime by a more dominant language of wider communication. If a single language is prized
above all others, there is a danger that those others will be silenced, both literally and
figuratively. In support of this Lippi-Green (1997: 64-65)

argues that “a standard language

ideology, which proposes that an idealised nation-state has one perfect, homogenous language,
becomes the means by which discourse is seized, and provides a rationalization for limiting
access to discourse”. When society ascribes positive values to one language over others,
speakers of devalued languages may be shamed into abandoning their native tongue and the
younger generations will no longer speak the language of the grandparents. In the quest for a
more positive social identity, they may choose to assimilate linguistically. If language is a
salient marker of group membership, the individual may face linguistic adaptations that may
result in subtractive bilingualism or even language erosion. Linguistic diversity is immediately
rejected as deviant. In the interactional data we can see elements of all these tendencies as
participants with varying repertoires try to create a new space of solidarity.
In this study French is a minority language in South Africa, thus francophone learners are in the
process of undergoing this language shift: their language is being replaced by another as
primary means of communication and socialization with a community. However, Aline even
though she is being surrounded by an encroaching language, defies the linguistic regimes of
these new spaces.
4.7.2 James: Entering new spaces
James, on the other hand, does not problematise this language issue like Aline because of prior
knowledge of the target language which gives him room to explore his options. He negotiates
his identity as a translator, a peace maker, and so on. He displays better English proficiency
than when he was in Cameroon. He even becomes an English teacher to his mother in one of
the exchanges and she argues she is very proud of him as seen in the following,

JM:

But what I can add here is that their language…English language has
improved…comparing the quality or should I say class of English …they speak
better and more maturely…At times they even correct me…mama that’s not how
they say it…then they give the correct pronunciation…I am usually
embarrassed…they never did this back home…=

and
JM:

My son explains words to me…especially when we are watching TV… they do
not speak pidgin again…here in school…shops…home…all over only English or
they speak English…in their school work they are also very creative…in art
work…drawing…in

Cameroon

their

work

was

usually…arithmetic…English…while here they taught to be creative…they do a
lots of things they never did at home…and they do not speak pidgin again…
Thus his proven expertise has raised him to the position of English instructor and a grading by
his teacher as the best learner in class.
4.7.3: The role of expertise in identity construction
The inability of speakers of English as a second language to communicate effectively in spoken
English can affect many areas of their lives.

Non-native English speakers unable to

communicate effectively in spoken English may be at risk educationally, occupationally,
professionally and socially. Effective communication involves a complex interaction of many
different variables involving both the speaker and the listener.

However, there are

circumstances when the intelligibility of the speaker is an important factor in communication
breakdown, intelligibility being defined as the degree to which the speech produced by a
speaker can be identified by a listener as the words the speaker intended to produce.
From my observations and interviews most learners of English as a second language felt that
pronunciation contributed to their communication problems.

Most of them felt that

pronunciation was the primary cause of their communication problems and were often forced to

repeat themselves severally during each interaction.

The examples below clearly display

instances of communication break down
42:

Mich:

I was joking . . . where is Cameroon?

43:

R:

Ask your friend. . .

44:

Mich:

She will never succeed in that her broken English. . .

Due to lack of expertise in the dominant language, for the domain of language of inheritance
and expertise has been taken over by a more dominant language, ends her the identity of being
a Cameroonian who speaks broken English. Learners are all speakers (some) of minority
languages and English (second language) or in Aline’s case, third language. In all instances
of talk, Aline uses both French and English which are the two official languages of the
republic of Cameroon while the other interactants use English and timidly the minority
language, which gradually leads to communication breakdown. In addition, their language
choice is dictated by the environment in which they find themselves and maybe their parents.
But this is defied by Aline as she insists on speaking French.
124:

John

i) You speak funny in that your Cameroon…ii) you call

choc’late…chockolate
125

Bih

i) Are you also not Cameroonian?

126

Jim

i) So?

4.11.4: Identity and new spaces
Every communicative event develops in some time frame and in some space and both have effect
on what happens and can happen. Space is an agentive force in socio-linguistic. Space is what
makes up ‘context’ and context as (Gumperz, 1982) and others have argued is not a passive part
of communicative process but an active one. Lefebvre’s three different kinds of spaces also
become relevant in defining learners’ language spaces in the study. His first notion of space espace perçu - perceived space includes the kinds of discursive social practices that humans

impose on their worlds such as “speaking different languages.” Second space which he calls
conceived space espace conçu -- is full of representations and mappings of material places such
as in our study South Africa and school and third spaces which he defines as espace veçu – space
as directly lived -- is the space of’ ‘inhabitants’ and ‘users’ in particular places. This lived space
as experienced by its users includes meaning contexts and not just geometrical representations of
a particular physical location (1991).Thus in trying to speak English, Aline wants to be affiliated
and not termed an outsider in the new space in which she finds herself..
Several additional themes can be identified in the analysis, such as the identities of ‘persecuted
outsider’, otherness, and ‘being different’. Some contradictions were noted such as seemingly
satisfactory levels of inclusion at school. However this inclusion seemed a casual process rather
than the result of planned intervention. Immigrants in this school perceived themselves as
‘different’. Schools such as this one often adopt a deficit view running the danger of stigma and
rejection for such learners. Some learners had positive experiences of schooling and self as
included at school, in neighbourhood – confirmed by parents and teacher -- and easily found
their way in the new space while others were slow and unwilling. Lack of expertise seemed to
reinforce lack of affiliation: some learners found it difficult to ‘fit’ in the new space and so
negotiated new “other” identities for themselves and were not also sure about the future.
4.7.4: Language, power and ideology
Ideology and power runs through all issues of language and culture, positioning people within
each context of talk as having more or less power and opening or narrowing their access to
resources for meaning (Martin & Rose, 2006). Interactants in casual conversation share equal
range of meaning making resources, but varieties of meaning are not equally distributed
amongst all the interactants. This inaccessibility and inequality in distribution can be seen
along the lines of generation, gender, class, incapacity and ethnicity (Martin & Rose, 2006).
4.8: Conclusion
This chapter was a presentation and analysis of data collected during two years of interviewing
and classroom observations. In the analysis, the main question was to investigate what patterns
of language Cameroonian migrant learners in a primary school in Cape Town used in their

daily pedagogical and informal interactions. I also wanted to explore how they navigated their
way in different languages in different spaces.
Regarding conversation as good data for studying language as it used to enact social life is a
reversal of traditional linguistic approaches (Eggins & Slade, 2006) yet enables a far richer
understanding of positioning and identity construction in particular contexts. Conclusions and
recommendations are presented in the next chapter.

CHAPTER FIVE CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1: Introduction
As mentioned, the study investigated how immigrant minority learners in a primary school in
Cape Town constructed their self-ascribed identities in terms of their linguistic affiliations in
different domains. The lives of these learners in this study were affected by global and
transnational processes. In some cases, they were immigrants or refugees who had recently
moved to South Africa while others were more settled immigrants or transnationally affiliated
individuals. A discourse of territoriality together with language norms appeared to emerge from
the learners’ discourse. They understood that an English-only language norm had to be followed
in the classroom which was an extension of the language-territory equation. On the other hand,
immigrant minority learners showed themselves to be managing and investing in a wide variety
of language repertoires according to the community of practice of which they found themselves
to be a part (Norton, 2000). The variation, instead, was reconstructed through these learners’
self-reported “polyphonic language repertoires” or “polyphonous” identities, that is, through
simultaneously assuming voices that were associated with different identity categories. Data
showed that they were able to “perform” identities, that is, represent themselves as different from
what their personal “visible” characteristics would suggest, therefore supporting poststructuralist
views that there is nothing given or “natural” about being part of a social category or group
(Hinnenkamp, 2003).
In the school classroom space they abided by the English only rule, while with peers at their
social gatherings and home spaces, they navigated their ways through the different languages in
their repertoires: from their first language to Pidgin English to French, although going against the
prescribed language usage from parents, who also insisted on an English only norm to be
followed at the expense of the other languages.

First and foremost, there was a change of scenery brought by these learners’ experience of
“displacement” (Bammer, 1994) which is a recurrent theme in their discourses, because there is
a tendency of comparing ‘here to there’, ‘missing this to that’ and preferring ‘here to there’ or
‘there to here’. Findings emerging from their discourse seem to shed light on synchronic
variation and diachronic change in their strategies of identity construction through the
management of their cultural and linguistic belongings when talking about their parental country
of birth (Bammer: 1994).
This section will now present general conclusions to the issues arising from the research
questions and thematic interpretations. My findings thus draw on the data presented in chapter
four.

5.2: The patterns of language in school and community spaces
The analysis of the data highlights that the South African sociolinguistic environment has
affected the language, identity, and language forms of the Cameroonian migrant learners. There
was a dominance of English in the space studied and the findings reveal that these learners were
forced by the South African sociolinguistic context towards a gradual shift to English. The data
illustrates that English was not only used as a target language but as a language in all their
domains. For example, the data shows that even Aline who used French and minimally her first
language, i.e. Duala, in all domains, found herself in a position where she was not only forced to
use English as a medium of instruction in school, but also pushed by her parents to use it at
home. Since she lacked the resources to be a competent English speaker, she used code
switching to find her space in this language setting. On the other hand, James and others who
used CPE in their intimate domains were being constrained from using it in the new space
because the parents deemed it to be polluting their English. At the core of this shift was the
policy in place, the institution, the parents, the environment and finally some learners
themselves. Therefore, the language usage of immigrant learners is determined or shaped mostly
by the language policy in schools. If schools commit themselves to English as medium of
instruction, then immigrant learners have to assimilate and appropriate English in order to
succeed academically. Further, the dominance of English during teacher/ parent meetings,

assemblies and school administration further necessitated the perceived advantages of speaking
English and thus parents wanted English to be part and parcel of their children’s lives as it could
lead to social acceptance and economic advantages. In addition to this, the monolingual practices
in classrooms also ensured the hegemony of English. As a result, these immigrant learners’
language patterns were shaped by broader sociolinguistic issues and they therefore had to
relegate their own cultures and languages to the background in order to acculturate and be
assimilated into the mainstream discourses. Consequently, the language in education policy, the
school and the attitudes of parents had a significant impact on the identities of these learners as
they were forced to take on an English-only identity at the expense of their inherited identity. An
example of this can be seen in the grievances Aline had against displacement and new spatial
configurations.
French is an elite language and encouraging its use in class could be an asset to the learners and
also motivational to Aline because it would enable her interaction in class. It would also allow
for continuity in her repertoire of languages rather than having to lose and reacquire at valuable
and strenuous rates. Coupled with this, South Africa is a multilingual and multicultural society.

5.3: Attitudes towards languages in different spaces
Most of the learners displayed positive attitudes to English because they commented on it
helping them in their future plans, like getting a good job and travelling round the world. These
comments reflected parents’ attitudes and perceptions of the advantages of speaking of English.
They also commented positively about English because of television and computer programmes,
and since most were in English they felt it was vital for them to invest in the language. As a
result, the data reveals that very few had negative attitudes towards English, and their investment
in English is purely for instrumental reasons such as academic success, the demands of a
competitive job market and social acceptance.
On the other hand, the attitudes of those learners who were negative towards English appeared to
be based on allegiance to and expertise in a first language and a second language (French). For
example, Aline’s negativity and contempt towards English could lead to low motivation to learn

English and thus lead to low proficiency in English. The data also reveals that strong affiliation
to one’s inherited language impacts on learning a new language in new spaces. Therefore, if
immigrant learners are not ready to disown their language, it is hard for them to open their doors
for a new language. There is also the possibility that some might still be trying to master the
target or new language, but be considered clumsy and inexpert, and so feign incompetence to
express their resistance.
Meanwhile, as opposed to English, Afrikaans was negatively perceived. For example, the data
reveals that the learners felt excluded when the Afrikaans L1 learners communicated in
Afrikaans. Therefore, isolation and exclusion also impacted on attitudes. The result of this
negativity led to this repertoire being used only for swearing and low level responses in the
classroom.
Towards CPE, the learners still had an allegiance because back home it was an intimate language
in which they interacted informally, but here they found themselves restricted in continuing to
use it in new spaces because their parents concluded that it polluted their English.
The attitude towards their first languages was lukewarm, because they did not use it in their
discursive practices as a result of the monolingual tendencies brought about by the regime of the
new space. In this the parents took a contradictory stance because they blamed the learners for
not using their L1 in daily interactions, but it was they who restricted them from using the
language.
5.4: The meanings given to speaking more than one language in different spaces
Sociolinguists are primarily concerned with explaining why individuals speak different
languages in same or different context. Due to the fact that the learners might have different
levels of competence in languages within their repertoire, their choice of language might be
prompted by the domain in which they find themselves. The data reveals this, coupled with other
issues like power positions (displaying for others to know their competence in those languages),
and topic of discussion.

In the school environment there is an all English dominance as a result of the power stance that
English retains in this domain, both as a medium of instruction and as a lingua franca, for the
school is multilingual and multicultural, but friendship rings, ethnic or other social identities are
highlighted. An example of this social cliquing can be seen in a situation where Aline
immediately switches to French when she bumps into a French speaker, thus highlighting her
French identity and downplaying her broken English identity. The different language choices the
learners made accrue different social identities. Unlike adults, they simply take on one identity or
language, as the context requires without attaching to the process the complex dimensions of
constructing or negotiating identity. This is indicated in the responses gotten from both learners
and teachers interviews. And as mentioned in the review, linguistic behaviours are all acts of
identity and the choices Aline and others make are paramount in identity since the self is
constructed in discourse and not stable entities but varying and shifting. However, since spaces
are not allocated for them in classroom literacy practices, for dissimilar and divergent language
varieties and orthographies, but restricted only to English as language of tuition, there is bound
to be silence. The Non English Speaking Bilinguals cannot participate actively in their identity
and knowledge instruction. If Aline could have indulged in varying mixes of her language of
expertise and allegiance simultaneously in classroom interactions, she would have been audible.
Another reason for language switch in a group interactional space might be that some words are
more communicative in some languages than others, which necessitated the learners to switch
especially in peer group interactions, to a more appropriate language when unable to deploy the
resources in the target language. Thus code switching as seen all along is an integral part of
bilingual conversation.
Language can give a strong sense of belonging or being excluded. Aline should not be made to
feel any different or alienated because of her inability to speak English and should be allowed to
use the codes in code switching. She could be allowed to use French lexical items in class if she
is unable to come up quickly with an English counterpart, so as to involve her in classroom
activities. According to Gee (2000) the need to address the contemporary issues of access,
networking, and mobility, all of which are intricately interconnected with identity negotiation
processes, requires a finer conceptual understanding of identity. He defines identity as "being

recognised as a certain ‘kind of person’ in a given context" (p. 99). Gee specifies four different
but overlapping ways that individuals understand or make sense of identity: nature identity: a
"natural" state of being, given from forces in nature (e.g., being biologically "Asian"); institution
identity: a position authorised within institutions (e.g., being a student or a teacher); discourse
identity: an individual trait recognised in interactions (e.g., as a result of interaction, either
passively or actively taken on) ; and affinity identity: a set of shared experience in practices of
"affinity groups" (e.g., being a "tech geek").
Each of these interrelated perspectives enables us to understand how identities can be developed
and maintained through dynamic and relevant social interactions. Furthermore, this typology of
the ways that identities become recognised incorporates micro- and macro-social processes for
identities’ social realization, thus allowing the concept of identity to be understood along
different dimensions—for example, collective, individual, assumed, ascribed, multiple, static,
developmental, individual, relational, personal, institutional, biologically determined, and
socially constructed, to name a few.

5.5: Negotiation in the different language spaces
Investigating levels of identity construction as a process of positioning the self at a given space
and time, and discovering the means adopted to enact various positions, leads to reflecting on the
many ways in which identities are constructed; group membership into social categories to the
enactment of different kinds of selves, by including or excluding, to the implicit placement of
social roles. Analyzing of navigation in different spaces builds on insight that identity is socially
constructed at several levels: through relationships between the speaker and what is being said
,through relationships between self and other, or speaker and hearer, in face-to-face occasions of
talk and interaction; through relationships represented in the propositional content of talk (what
is one textual character doing to another textual character?) ; through relationships to the
dominant ideologies, widespread social practices and underlying power structures drawn
together as Discourse (Gee 1996). And in the process of this you are being positioned and
assigned identities.

So the ability that these young learners possess in navigating their way through languages is an
asset that should be retained and not done away with by forcing them to assimilate. Even the
variety spoken by Aline and others are new and mixed linguistic codes and should not be
recognised as two monolinguals parts, but as new hybridised identities resulting as the inability
of these learners to communicate in the mainstream language (Rampton 1995).The schools
should rather then construct new ways to accommodate and embrace the added diversity that
immigrants bring to educational settings. Schools have been viewed as the primary vehicle for
"assisting" immigrant students to assimilate for the learners, together with the home group, fall
short in creating educational spaces that enable or encourage the practice and development of
transnational literacies.
5.6: The extent to which the language policy meets learner needs
Respect for a mother tongue in a South African sociolinguistic space does not take into
consideration transnational migration and the impact of this on mother tongue education. Despite
a policy of mother tongue education in South Africa, immigrant learners are marginalised in
terms of identity and academic prosperity. The tuition language is mostly English and as seen
from the analysis the teachers do not understand immigrant mother tongue languages, which
prohibit code switching between these languages in the classroom. As a result those who have
limited language ability are stigmatised by the teachers as stupid, or slow, not proficient, which
eventually lead to negativity on part of the migrant learners and low motivation which results in
academic underperformance.
Multilingualism is a right in the constitution and language policy yet immigrant learners are
denied that right at schools, in classrooms and at home. It is of great significance here that the
learners be given room to explore their different linguistic abilities rather than being subsumed
into a monolingual language process. If the language learning was additive as stipulated by the
constitution and policy, Aline will be allowed both at home and in school her rights of French
and James his use of CPE- and the other additional language added gradually and NOT at the
expense of any other language.

5.7: Recommendations
The school in this study, as indicated in the findings, did not accommodate the diversity brought
by immigrants, rather they assisted them to assimilate. Based on these findings, I would like to
make the following recommendations: Freirean and participatory approaches that start with real
issues in the learners' lives and develop their language skills should be made use of to address
issues, such as advocating for children, speaking up, or dealing with community problems.
Academic identity
This can be achieved through competency-based approaches that stress the importance of
learning the language for real-life tasks. Task-based and project-based approaches that require
learners to use English as a team to solve a problem or complete a project are of academic
importance here coupled with integrated, theme-based approaches that link language learning to
topics of interest to the learners, such as cultural comparisons, health practices, or citizenship.
Personal identity
Teachers need to include exercises that allow refugees to express their feelings as they "recreate" themselves in their new country, and test out attitudes, perceptions and beliefs. For
language errors, developmental feedback and language experience approaches that use shared
events and experiences from learners' lives would be helpful. To maximise the rich potentials
resulting from a diverse population of learners, “culturally responsive teaching” should be
included by respecting the backgrounds and contemporary circumstances of all learners,
regardless of individual status and power, and designing learning processes that embrace the
range of needs, interests and orientations to be found among them (Wlodkowski & Ginsberg
1995).
Such an approach, they explain, is validating to students, acknowledging their individual worth
and honouring their cultural identity self-confidence, promoting involvement in classroom
activities across the population and helping to facilitate peer acceptance within the group.
Community space.

Finally, learners should be able to be proud of their identities and should try to use their
languages with their families at home, since the school does not give them that opportunity.
Parents should encourage their children to create enough time to learn the language at home and
should assist the children when they have difficulties. Parents as well as teachers should not
assist only in assimilation but also in valuing languages of inheritance.
Teacher training
This should have a global perspective so that teachers are equipped to manage multilingual
classrooms, not only nationally but also globally. As a result teachers would be aware of the
added advantages of multilingualism. Options available for teachers include maximum use of the
target language, code switching or word borrowing. It is important for the teacher to maintain
target language use as much as possible to create an environment which legitimates and supports
the expression of meanings in the target language. Learners may, however, need to use their first
language in order to engage in learning. Teachers, also, may need to use the students’ own
language when the discussion is more elaborated and complex –issues of culture, identity, etc.
require a lot of expressive talking through and experimenting with ideas – and while the teacher
can still use the target language for routine responses – agreeing, confirming, questioning,
applauding, etc. – they too will need to express more elaborated ideas which learners may not be
able to understand in the target language. The driver for language choice is the depth and
richness of discussion and the learning which needs to be achieved.
Language policy can be investigated for strategies and resources (financial resources, physical
resources) for dealing with immigrant learners. Employing teachers from French speaking
communities might also ameliorate the situation.

5.8: Conclusions
The study has revealed through interviews and observation that there is evidence of shift,
affiliation, and some defiance amongst this group of Cameroonian learners, to name but a few
positions. It is hoped that the results of the study will enable both the schools and the parents to
realise that the multilingualism of their children should be a valuable asset and not a problem to
be solved.

The consequences of this latter view are that learners are forced to use their managerial skills to
invest in a monolingual perspective, which includes investing only in the language variety that
should be used in the classroom. This general trend can be seen to be affected strongly by the
societal and political status of the different languages in use. From the conclusions of this study
the Cameroonian immigrants are in danger of losing a whole civilisation and heritage, a thing
that is happening even in African countries with relatively high perceptions of their vernaculars,
for example, South Africa (Bobda, 2006).
Finally I think it would be interesting to look from another angle at how these learners progress
academically amidst all the challenges they are facing. Future research could explore the varied
roles space plays in second and third language children’s multiple linguistic worlds in the
different language contexts – first language, first additional and second additional languages.
Language is not only a device of communication but an arc connecting people with their past and
future, and in the process of communicating, they enact different roles and assume different
identities. I posit that we should maintain this multiplicity of linguistic capabilities in the young
learners, thus inheritance, expertise and affiliation will prevail.
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APPENDICES
SECTION ONE: CASUAL CONVERSATIONS
APPENDIX ONE: CAMEROONIAN LEARNERS IN A SOCIAL
CONTEXT
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all the attention

−

−

Jame
s

i) What?

Simo
n

i)Talk sense…

English
Questioning
clarification

for

Interrogativ
e

Feels threatened

Declarative

Stigmatizing him as not contributing

English
Taunting
Challenging him

usefully

−

−

−

−

Jame
s

i)You are rude to
me…

English

Simo
n

i)So…

English

John

i)Oh
enough…

Jim

that’s

Confronting;

Declarative

Taunting

Interrogativ
e

Does not care much about the way he has interrupted
the normal conversation

the

Declarative

Try to calm things down

Resumes
above
point Confronting

Declarative

Emphasizes on that because she

English
Challenges,
abnormal
behaviour

i) He’s rude…

English

thinks he is not suppose to be judging him
−

Simo
n

i) Bloody rude…

English
Retaliates;
Is
aware of this bad
behaviour

Declarative

His contribution seems to be
bringing out the worse in his peers;
he either challenges or judges.

−

−

−

John

i)Really…ok
apologize to him…
(Turns to5)

English

Simo
n

i)I AM
BOSS!

English

Jim

i)You see…

−

John

−

Jim

−

John

−

−

SORRY

Commanding

i)Tagged

He tries to stabilize things or avoids a confrontation by
asking Simon to apologize to James…

Apologizes in a
sarcastic way

Declarative

As I said above that he is not in solidarity with his
peers, he mood of apology ties with that

To make a point

Elliptical

Wanting to know
what they are
talking about
Is
being
provocative

Imperative
Interrogativ
e
Declaratives

English

i)Ok stop it…i)by
the way what were
you talking about?
i)
I
was
telling…ii)no
talking about toys…
i)What about toys?

English

English

For clarification

Simo
n

i)Everybody is your
uncle…ii)who
is
your father?

English

Is taunting Jim

Interrogativ
e
Declaratives

Peter

S1 begins

English

Is interrupted by
the

Interrogativ
e

English

Takes the ground and is now in control, shows a
powerful stance to both 1 and 5
Jim is comfortable with him hence the willingness to
continue in a civil manner

Attacks again just as a way to stir commotion in the
group and humiliate 1

E

ringing...grammati
cal
unit
not
complete

i)What
do
you…(Interrupted
by phone ringing)

−

Aline

i)
C’est
le
portable de ma
mère…ii)mama
n ton téléphone
(Shouting)…ma
man
maman
…maman…

French

Identifying
source
of
noise.

the
the

Declarative

She speaks French to maintain a Ca identity which is
the identity she comfortable with.The home id is pinned
to French and fr is the home Lang

(Silence)

−

John

i)Do you have to be
that
loud…ii)go
give it to her…

English

Commenting on
her
behavior
Passing judgment

Interrogativ
e Imperative

Peer interaction…has authority

−

Aline
’s
mum
-

M-(Rushes
to
answer
call)
i)Alo…ii)oga
na
how
.i)Adeh…ii)how for
you…i)Ok…ii)ya
account number?i)Yes I gettam…

Pidgin/Engli
sh/French

Phone
conversation(One
sided conversation
cause
couldn’t
record the other
end.)

Declaratives
and
interrogativ
es

Pidgin
She reveals her identities she plays around with (French,
Eng and Pidgin Eng).

i)-I sms am for you?
i)-Ok
naw
naw…i)we deh for
chop tong ii)na I
weh you dey hear
noise so…
i)-No bi nah only
gueme… (Shouting
to group) Shut up!
I)Taisez vous…ii)I
am talking…iii)on
the
phone…iv)au
telephone…
-i)Ok
naw
…i)bye noh…

so

[Remember this is
all mother’s speech
over the phone and
because the other
participants
were
quite
mother’s

French
Repeats in French
(Shouting
group)

to

English words and phrases

speech must be one
not with turns like
above.]
(Angry with the
children for talking
while she was on
the phone)i).Next
time molongo will
talk to you ii)not
me…iii)wona hear?
(Leaves the room in
anger).
S1 ends
−

Simo
n

−

John

i)Your mum
scary…

is

English

Introduces
a Declarative
new
topic;
comments on
the
mother’s
unexpected
behavior.

English

For clarification
Wants
to
be
informed
Might be some
explanation
Supplying
information
Asking
for
clarification
Disrupts the above
comment
/adjacency pair

Elliptical

They don’t speak the same first or additional language.

Interrogativ
e

He was a powerful participant and feels he not as
dominant as before so wants to fit in.

For clarification
Clarifying
3
(getting info)

Interrogativ
e

Moh what?
−

EDI

English
(Inaudible
whispering )

−

John

i)What is molongo?

English

−

Aline

i) Scary veut dire
quoi?

English

F .Uses French because she is not is comfortable in
French her second language than

= what an English
word
means,
question asked in
French.
−

John

i)What is molongo?

English

Still wants to
know the meaning
of
the
word;
repeats
the
question

English which she is still
struggling to acquire as a third language.
Interrogativ
e

Language issues; don’t speak the same language so
some lexical items needs translations

−

Jame
s

i)Scary means…the
undertaker…ii)you
know… [Indicating
arms]
fear…frighten…

English

Comes in with an
explanation
of
what scary means.

−

John

i)What is molongo?

English

Interrogativ
e

−

Jame
s

i)Cane…ii)sticks…i
ii)Our teacher used
to beat us with
molongo…

English

Is not giving up;
still
wants
clarification
For clarification
Explains molongo

−

Aline

i)Un bâton pour
frapper les mal
élevés comme toi…
(Pointing to 3).

English

Declarative

F.Maintains her French identity

−

Simo
n

i)What was that?
Ii)What did she
say?

English

For clarification
and as a distraction
to the insulting
language used on
6's mother
Asks
for
clarification
Is
insecure

Interrogativ
e

Displays his inability to speak French and that not all
Cameroonians are bilingual.

−

Jame
s

i)I think she was
insulting you…

English

Interpreting

Claims to be bilingual

−

John

ii) How do you
know?

English

Tries to interpret
Gives
interpretation
Tries to find out
how he knows
what he means
since both don’t
speak the language
Asks for source of
knowledge

−

Jame
s

i)I don’t speak
French …ii)but I
think==

English

Declarative

−

Mark

==i)I know…ii)she
says you have no
manners

English

−

Aline

i)You rude to ma
mere…ii)n’insulte
plus ma mere…

English/Fren
ch

Shows
his
ignorance but tries
to
explain
Qualifies/explains
previous response
/ statement
Interprets what she
said
Asserts
knowledge; Gives
translation
Justifies why she
was
insulting
Responds angrily

−

Simo
n

i)That was being
honest
ii)not
rude…iii)she
scared the hell
…
(laughing)

Defends himself

English

.Is trying to assume an identity a s an interpreter.
Displaying multilingual abilities

Does not want to be left out

Displays his multilingual abilities

Interrogativ
e

Declarative

Displays his multilingual ability

Declarative

Mixes codes to show her affinity to the French
language and indicative that it is a dominant language in
her repertoire

declarative

He does not attach value to what others hold sacred; like
you
r mum. No remorse for what he did for he still laughs

iv)out of me…

and gives reason why he was insultive

−

Aline

i)Ta
mère
aussi…ii)elle est
costaud…iii)FA
T!

French

Insults his own
mum
Retaliates
with another insult

Declarative

F:Still uses her language of preference; the one she is
competent in.

−

John

i)Ok,
that’s
enough…ii)you
can’t do that…

English

To calm
down

things

Imperative

E:Is trying to play the moderator role in all instances
Comes in again, maintains the order within the group

−

Simo
n

i)Foolish girl…ii)let
her speak…iii)and
in English…

English

To
retaliate
because her mum
has been insulted
also

Declarative

E:Feels powerful because can speak English while
Aline

−

Jame
s

−

John’
s
mum

−

cannot. Labels 6,
linguistic resources

draws attention to her lack of

i)She can’t really
speak
English...ii)only
tries (2) iii)don't
you dare try to...
M-(shouting
attracts attention of
hostess).==i)Eghain
yah P?

English

To
justify
Defending her.

declarative

English

To rebuke

Interrogativ
e

[Local lg].She is the hostess so she is powerful.

John

==i)Don’t …i)two
are quarreling…

English

Imperative

Begins to mediate then responds to M

−

J.M

i)And you can’t
control them eh?
Ii)You do weti like
big man? (2) iii)Yes
what did you do as
the
eldest?(Shouting)

Pidgin/Engli
sh

Was interrupted by
mum but goes
ahead to give
reasons for the
upheaval
Rebukes him

Interrogativ
e

Mum confirms why he is dominating. She also
explores the Lx options available to her by using three
different languages to communicate her point

−

John

(Murmuring)i).So
it’s my fault now?

English

Interrogativ
e

Is powerless of such accusations.

−

J.M

i) Cover that your
latrine…ii)if I hear
weik
again…iii)a
ma shrev wol…I go
kill somebody …

Pidgin
English

To question why
he
is
being
victimised Feels
challenged.
To rebuke

Commandin
g

E but local expression
Mixed code expression
Local lg

Eng

−

John

i)But=

English

−

J.M

English

−

John

==i)QUIET! ii)Let
me …(Walks out)
i)I
told
you
guys…ii)now its my
fault… iii)continue

English

Getting
them

−

Simo
n

i)She is to blame…

English

Accusative;
apportions blame

Accusative

Always a trouble shooter

Jame
s

i)Stop it moss…
ii)oversabi…iii)I
don’t know what
they teach you in
that your school…
S2 ends

English/Pidg
in

Apportioning
blame

Commandin
g

James challenges John who has been holding the moral
position

John

i)Don’t talk about
my school…ii)you
know I go to a
better school than
yours…

English

Retaliating
and
changes topic

Commandin
g

Feels superior because he goes to a better school

−

Jame
s

i)Who
says…
ii)your school is full
of

English

Interrogativ
e

−

John

i) What? i) Answer
me…

English

Seeking
information
interrupted
Comparing
Questioning
threatening

−

Awa
h(V1
)

i)Stop
talking…ii)Britney
Spoon…

English

Comes in with
something else

Imperative

−

Tasn
eema

i)What? ii)What are
you calling me?

English

Questioning

Interrogativ
e

−

Awa
h

i)Britney Spoon(. )
ii)the other one we
know
sings…iii)yes…iv)b
ut you eat…v)you
are
a
choppychoppy…(Laughter)

English

Explaining

Declaring

Alludes to pop culture…Britney Spears is an American
hip hop singer

John

i)Aye…be careful
with that dammé…

English

Introducing a new
topic

Declarative

He calls food dammé which is slang used in Cameroon
Pidgin English.

−

−

−

Trying to explain
but interrupted
Command
back

at

but

and

E:Is being dominated now
Declarative
Declarative

Interrogativ
e

Is being challenged I think for the first time by the other
kids except by mum

i)Abi… we left
without
telling
rémère bye…

English

Introduces another
topic
Giving
factual information

Declarative

−

Awa
h

−

Bih

i)True oh…

English

Agreeing

−

Awa
h

ii)Jang
please…

mah

English

Enhancing
her
point; Agreeing to
Following up on
the above point

−

Bih

i) No… ii)my credit
is almost finish…

English

Answer Rejecting
order to call

Declarative

−

i)PLEASE!

English

Plea

Elliptical

−

Awa
h
Bih

i)Voicemail…

English

Answering

Elliptical

−

John

i) Liar...you didn’t
try…

English

Evaluating her

Declarative

Identifies her as a liar

Bih

i)Listen …ok you
see
(Phone
rings)…ii)she
is
calling…iii)sorry ça
ma
mistake
please…ngyesi ke
rush rushi then I
forgot…
iv)Ok
thanks mah ça wah
understanding…vii)
small time noh…

English/Pidg
in/Mother
tongue

Explaining
Offering
excuses(4)

Declaratives

Mixes local language and English

−

−

Si
m
on

i)Mmm…some one
has gazed…ii)mess
the
air…which
one…iv)WHO?

English

(A series of not me)

Changing the topic
Changes the topic
could be seen as a
way of stopping
the fight between 4
and the others

Declarative

Declarativ
es(2) and
interrogati
ve

Remere is a coinage by the young which means my
mum; mixing pidgin English and French and a new
variety in Cameroon popularly known as Frankanglais.

Mixing local language with English

In Pidgin we say some man dong gas which means passing out
air…he has just Pidginize English

−

Awa
h

i)You sure say no bi
you?

Pidgin
English

Questioning
Confronting

Polar

−

Simo
n

i)Don’t insult me…

English

Retaliating
to
above Confronting

Imperative

He is also at the receiving end now

−

Boy

i)When I was small
eh (.) my…mama
used to think that eh
(.)ii) I had pu:ed
when she smells the
smell of the petrol
place…

English

Explaining

Declarative

Alluding to the past

−

−

John

Awa
h

i)Shot up! ii)When
big people talk
thwarts like you
should stay mmm
(.) ok?

English

i)Hey…allow
him…ii)What
petrol place?

English

Commanding

Questioning

(Elder brother to
Boy) i)He means
refinery…it
smells…

English

−

John

i)Look at you…ii)I
know why you were
so
quiet…iii)EATING!
…that is why you
big so…

English

Explains
for
clarification
Explains what the
brother
is
struggling to say
Taunting him

Jame
s

i) Leave me alone
… chien comme
toi.

English/Fren
ch

Retaliating
Confronting
an insult

−

John

i)Toi aussi…

French

−

Simo
n
Jame
s
Simo
n

i)What is chen?
i) What?

Declaratives
(3)

James shows his protective attitude to his sibling the
same way he does in the school environment.

Drawing attention to why James was so quiet

Imperative

Code switches to insult

Insults back

Declarative

He also insults back and still in French

English

For clarification

He is a novice in French because he always comes in
with what questions.

English

Not Following up

Interrogativ
e
Elliptical

i)Chen…

English

Wants to know
what chien is.

Elliptical

Mispronounces by leaving out the i which shows his
lack of knowledge of the French language

Jame
s

i)Who said chen?i) I
said chien…and you
don’t stop bugging
me;
you
are
one…ii)A DOG!

English

Explaining
he said

what

Interrogativ
e
Declarative

Shows his irritation here for Simon has been on his head
with questions

Bih

i)You talk too much
in this your South
Africa… bla bla this
bla bla that…ii)any
how I am missing
my
fresh
corn
now... iii)Let me
even go me back…

English

Introduces
new
topic Wants to
divert
attention
from
that
unnecessary
argument and also
evaluating
their
character

Declaratives

Distancing herself

Jame
s

i)What?(2)
(Inaudible

English

Elaborating on the
above; Supports

Elliptical

−

−

ii)Interrogat
ive
Declarative

Interrogativ
e

−

−

i)Imperative

is

Jame
s

−

Wants to be in control
again Takes over again. Threat.

−

−

Imperative

with

whispering) ii)We
also have it here…
iii)they
call
it
mielies…
−

Bih

i)That your soft
things…itch…no
comparison.

English

Prolonging;
Challenging

Declarative

−

Jame
s
Bih

i)So?

English

Elliptical

i)In
Cameroon
eh…
especially now (.)
we enjoy burning
corn… ii)grandma
burns the thing and
gives us…

English

Taunting
Challenging
Clarifying
point
Comparing

Declarative

Going back to the roots

i)To do what?

English

i)To eat nah…

English

Taunting for more
Offer
Answering

Interrogativ
e
Declarative

Pidginising English

Jame
s
Bih

i) Burnt?

English

Provoking

Elliptical

i) Say something
nah…

English

To say something
sarcastic

Declarative

Awa
h
Bih

i) What?

English

Questioning

Elliptical

i)Give it to him
nah…

English

To
prolong
confrontation

Declarative

Mixing Pidgin and English

−

Awa
h

i)Leave
people…you too

People
English

Rejecting;
Disclaiming gang

Declarative

Speaking pidgin

−

Bih

i)Who is holding
you…ii)thank god I
will soon go me
back…

English

Retaliating; Being
metaphorical

Interrogativ
e
Declarative

Varity of Englsh

−

Jame
s

i)You can also do it
here…

English

Resuming topic;
As a follow up

Declarative

−

Awa
h

i)WHAT?

English

Questioning

−

Bih

i)Where? Do you
have three stones
here? I)I mean
fireside-…
fire
wood

English

Questioning;
Wanting to know
more

Elliptical
interrogativ
e
Elliptical
whinterrogativ
e

−

−
−
−
−

−
−

Jame
s
Bih

Cameroon variety Following up on wrong choice of
word
Teaming up with him because they are both visitors. To
assist her in the battle of words

kitchen…have
seen it…

−

Jame
s

not

Interrogativ
e

i)No! But we have
microwaves
(.)
don’t look at me
that way… it’s true

English

Aline

i)Ma mère aussi…
elle fait toujours
dans
le
microwave… ii)it’s
good…

French

Supports
point

−

Bih

English

−

Aline

i)Hey leave people
with
that
your
French…
i)But
we
are
Camerounais…nestce pas?
i) So? Must
remind me…?

English

Bih

−

English/Fren
ch

above

Declaratives

Speaks in French to show that she follows up the
exchanges but cant be part of the show because she is
incapacitated

Retaliating
Showing
how
irritated she is
Explaining
why
must speak French
Offer

Minor

Simply indicating that the French identity is not for all
Cameroonians

Follow up

Elliptical

Is aware of the fact that she is Cameroonian

Interrogativ
e
Declaratives
(2)

The word walloped is used in this context as and among
the youths as eating.

Trys to speak English but ends with French

i) You know when
mama bought JP
chips... In pick n
pay
(laughter)...
ii)Baby S walloped
everything.

English

Changes topic to
distract

John

i) So what has chips
got to do with
…what again…ok
Cameroon?

English

Questioning

Interrogativ
e

Still trying to dominate

Jame
s

i) Someone has
motohed…mmm…
awful… ii) who has
shat that shit?

English

Changes
topic;
Levying blames

i)Declarativ
e

Coinage in Cameroon for excreting…
Slang. Space; meaningful to Cameroonians only

ii)Interrogat
ive
Declarative

−

Aline

i) Sûrement H…

English

Levying blames

−

Jame
s

i) Hey hey hey
don’t call names…

English

Commanding
while
reprimanding

−

Imperative
Tagged
Interrogativ
e

Simo
n

−

−

u

We here now signifies he has become part of another
group which does not include Bih since she is a visitor

Declarative

−

−

Declarative
Polar

Explaining

Bih

i)One thing I hate…
really hate about
this ya South Africa

English

Assessing them;
Evaluating them

i)Minor
ii)Imperativ
e
Declarative

Still speaking French…sticking to that identity as a
French language speaker
Being a role model here

She is isolating herself from the others by saying the
thing I hate about this your SA.

(.) is that you
people don’t have
respect… ii)true …
small children just
talking carelessly…
−

Awa
h

i)It’s true… you see
small thwarts just
calling big people
their names…

English

Pursuing topic to
elaborate
her
point; Agreeing

Declarative

Comparing the different spaces…honorific markers that
are reminiscent in addressing adults in Their spaces is
absent here.

−

Bih

i)Just
talking
carelessly…

English

Pursuing
raised

Declarative

Categorizing

−

Awa
h
Bih

i)What’s
the
difference nah
i)One
chochoro
called my mama by
her name…ii) I
nearly
spanked
her…

English

Questioning

Interrogativ
e

English has been pidginized

English

Explaining
clarify

Awa
h

i)Mama is even
young (.) ii)what
about grandma?iii)
She calls her ‘my
daughter’, but she
calls her by name…

English

Elaborating;
Giving details to
support

i) So? Is it not her
name?

English

−

−

−

Simo
n

Bih

point

to

No honorific markers used for adults…calling everyone
by name. Not done in Cameroon

Declarative
Interrogativ
e
Declarative

Challenging them

Polar
Interrogativ
e
Polar

i) WHAT? Only in
movies does that
happen? Ii)You bi
na black man … no
forget oh... hey
don’t touch my
glofs…

English/Pidg
in. Focusing
on her wrong
pronunciatio
n

Giving
reasons
why
they
shouldn’t
call
adults by name;
Offer

John

i)Gloves or glofs?

English

Questioning

elliptical

−
−

Bih

i) What?

English

Questioning

−

John

i)I said gloves or
glofs?

English

Capitalizing
wrong
pronunciation

Elliptical
wh-int
Interrogativ
e

−

Space; no honorific makers for
adults…calling them by names, which doesn’t go well
with them

on

Always sarcastic. Think he way beyond Cameroonian
beliefs

Mixing Pidgin and English

Declarative
Declarative

Mispronounces so he picks up on that.

When L2 user grammar differs from native speakers,
when their pronunciation betrays where they come
from, when their vocabulary native usage, these are
taken as signs of their failure to master the second
language. SLA research assumes that Group A, L2
users, should be measured in terms of Group B, native
speakers. (Cook)

−

Awa
h

i)Don’t over claim
ho…you think you
over know eh…
always correcting
people…

English

Retaliates; comes
in for Bih

declarative

He wants to show his expertise in English by
capitalizing on wrong pronunciation. A uses expressions
as is done in Cameroon.

−

Bih

i)Don’t
what
me…at least when I
say glofs nah… you
understand nah!

English

Coming in on her
own

Declarative

Nah is a hesitation marker transferred from the Pidgin
English (in another extract we see James telling us that
his father doesn’t want him to speak English because it
spoils his English.

−

John

English

Clarifying point he
raised.

Declaratives

He is disclaiming his Cameroonian identity. Evaluating

−

Bih

i)You speak funny
in that your
Cameroon…i)you
call
choc’late…chockol
ate
i) Are you also not
Cameroonian?

English

Questioning;
be informed

Questioning his roots

−

Jim

i) So?

English

Taunting

Polar
Interrogativ
e
elliptical

−

Bih

i)
Leave
Cameroon…I like
my Cameroon…

English

Pursuing the taunt

declarative

Proud of her Cameroonian identity.
Ownership

−

Awa
h

i)You speak as if
you
are
South
African…

English

Retaliating;
Judging

Declarative

Questioning his identity

−

Simo
n

i)True… and he
over
corrects
people…ii)you are
too
book
conscious…
iii)Leave
people
alone…

English

Supporting
point; Agrees

Declaratives

Simon now also sides with the others as opposed to his
original role.

−

John

i)Yeh
I
think
so…for
now
maybe(2) ii)I live
here…IAM
SOUTH AFRICAN
i)See
this
villageois…running
from
your
country…

English

Clarification;
Declaring himself

Declaratives

Assuming a South African identity because he lives in
South

Bih
−

(Entrance of elderquiet) i)Hey
where’s Paul?

his

Africa.
English

Insulting;
Criticizing

Declarative

Proud of her identity as Cameroonian, so
Insulting Peter for being a blackhead.

English

Adult
−

To

Questioning;
Changes topic

Interrogativ
e

−

John

i)Hiding...
didn’t
want to mbolo...

English/slan
g

Answering

Declarative

Mbolo is a local language but has been appropriated
into being used as gangster language to signify work…

−

Adult

i)Hey Paul how
mbolo...
salaire
never tomber?

Questioning

Interrogativ
e

Appropriation from local language
to Pidgin English by the young
generation…

−

Paul

i)I de wait am with
blood for yeux…

English/Fran
kanglais ie
mixture of
French and
English
as
used by the
young
English

Informing

Declarative

Code mixing; Pidgin and French

−

Adult

i)We
go
outside... I want
make we talk…
(Walking out)

PidginEnglis
h

Proposal

declarative

Speaking pidgin

i)
I
hate
Sundays…S11
starts

English

Declaring

Declarative

−

Simo
n

I hate Sundays shouldn’t be interpreted here as non
christain but in relation to the fact that it is the day
before school str

Jame
s
Simo
n

i)Why? (.)

English

Questioning

Elliptical

i)School tomorrow
idiots…

English

Clarification

Declarative

Jame
s
Simo
n

i)Why?

English

Questioning

Elliptical

i)Don’t pretend…
and also most of
you
==i)Why? I love
school…

English

Challenging

Declarative

Judging others in relation to himself

English

Questioning and at
the same time
giving his opinion.
Supporting
his
point

Elliptical
Declarative

I love school shows us the type of learner he is.

Declarative

Still speaking French

−
−

−
−
−

Simo
n

−

Aline

i) Moi aussi…Je
n’aime pas

French

−

John

i)You aient our==

English

Interrupted

Declarative

−

Simo
n

==i)Fork off…don’t
pretend…

English

Telling off

Declarative

−

John

i)Hey…
me…I==

not

English

Subtle refusal

Declarative

−

Simo
n

==i)These two are
always ==

English

Confirming
animosity

Declarative

−

John

i)Don’t you dare==

English

Challenging;
Threat

Imperative

Naming

Using fowl language

Judgement

−

==i) YES WHAT?

English

Taunting

i)You
are
a
jerk…not talking to
you…

English

Fires
Insulting

Aline

i)ET
Britney?
(What about Br?)

French

−

Br

i)
WHAT?
(Shouting)

−

−

Jame
s
John

Elliptical
Declarative

Naming

Seeking clarity

Interrogativ
e

Speaks her French again

English

Seeking clarity

Elliptical

Awa es i)And Britney
h
spoon… fights with
your
food…
(Laughter) ii)Stop
laughing
in
Afrikaans…

English

Clarifying

Declarative

Is being humorous

−

Jame
s

i) Yehnaa… always
does
that…Fork
off…don’t
pretend…

English

Declarative

Using fowl language which is reminiscent of the young
when not in presence of the adults.

−

John

i)Hey…
me…I==

not

English

Disclaimer

Minor…dec
larative

−

Simo
n

==i)These two are
always ==

English

Confirming
animosity;
Evaluative

declarative

−

Bih

i) What is yehnaa?

English

Seeking
understanding

Interrogativ
e

−

Peter

i) Hey?

English

−

Bih

i)
Answer
now…bonehead

English

Subtly
commanding

Declarative

She is insultive…naming

−

Peter

i)Hey leave me
alone…you all suck

English

Commanding

Declarative

Using fowl language because it is a conversation
between peers.

i)Glutton…
i)In
Cameroon…they
call you MBONGO
(.) he ate too
much…
(Laughter)…
ii)Here…they call
you ‘ma kwerikweri’

English
English

Reaffirming

Declarative
Declarative

Vocatives
Same

−

−
−

Bih

back;

Judging

Elliptical

−

Peter

i)Who said==

English

Interrupted

−

Bih

==i)Hey
not
you…all of us…
ii)they
call
all
foreigners ‘KweriKweri’…

English

Acknowledging Declarative
solidarity

Reaffirming their identity as foreigners

−

Peter

English

For emphasis

Declarative

Isolating himself

−

Jame
s

i) I don’t look like
Kweri-kweri…
ii)no
one
has
never… ever called
me that
i)They make fun of
me…In school

English

Declarative

Space…otherness

−

Bih

English

Apportioning
blame… to the
mates who laugh
at him
Seeking clarity

−

Jame
s

i)The
colour
people… but am
sure they are tired
now…
ii)Those
ones… they think
they are very…I
mean the best…

English

Explaining

Declarative

Tasn
eema

i)Remember
coloured…

English

−

i)Who?

am

Elliptical

Elliptical
Racial

distinction…

Acknowledging

another

group

To bring to notice;
Criticizing
and
passing judgment

Declarative

To
elaborate;
Ignores
her
comment
To
distract;
Criticizing

Declarative

Stigmatizing the girls as perpetrators of the ‘the best
thing’.

Declarative

She hates people being segregated…the color thing

Questioning to be
clarified
Giving options

Elliptical
Declarative

Métisse is French for colored…she will prefer that to
the color thing

To make them realize she is
part of the race they are criticizing

−

Jame
s

i)The girls think
they are…

English

−

Bih

i)I hate this your
mmm…colour thing
here…

English

−

Jame
s
Bih

i) What?

English
them

English

Tasn
eema

i) Remember I am
coloured?

English

Repeats
herself;
For emphasis

Interrogativ
e

Reminding them of her own identity as a colored
SA…for they were criticizing them.

i)Only
your
mother…your papa

English

To clarify
identity

Interrogativ
e

Group identity; To distinguish; race division by
learners.

−

−

−

i)Call
métisse…

her

is Cameroonian…
−
−
−

i)So?
i)You
are
Cameroonian
i)Ok no more Para
Para… we are all
‘Kweri-kweri’
FULL STOP.

English
English

Questioning

English/Pldg
in

Dismissive;

Elliptical
Declarative

Identifying her as a Cameroonian…mum is Afrikaaner

Imperative

Wants to conclude
this topic

−

Jim

i)Hey…puke face…

English

Insulting him

Declarative

−

Jame
s

i) What? Sque… (A
big sigh)

English

Questioning with a
big sigh

Elliptical

−

Jim

i) You…
entrance)

(New

English

New arrival new
topic

Elliptical

i) Hey what’s up
girl?

English

Acknowledging Interrogativ

−

Jame
s

−

Sand
y

i)Hello everyone…
(Shouts) WHO IS
THIS?

English

−

Bih

i) Me nah…

English
pldginised

Agreeing

Declarative

−

Sand
y

English

Declaring

Declarative

−

Bih

i)Cut friend… you
are no longer my
best boo…
i)Why?

English

Questioning

Polar

−

Sand
y

(Turns to another)
i)Hey long time…
where you dey
hide…

English

Acknowledging Interrogativ
e
presence

−

Jim

i) Around girl…

English

Answer

−

Jame
s

No party…
don’t meet

we

English

Declaring or
inabilit

the

Declarative

Consequences of living in big cities and not traditional
intimate communities

−

Sand
y

i)Hi
everyone…
you know my mum
nah (.) always the
last… no please let
me finish… ii)we
gonna go late to
richness and heaven

English

Explaining her late
coming.

Declarative

Creating an identity for her mum, as a person who is
always late.

Using fowl language

e

Acknowledging Declaration

Interrogativ
e

Acknowledging solidarity

Indicative of prior relationship between the two.

Exclamation

(laughter)…
−

Sand
y

i)Aline çave… ça
fait longtemps…

English

−

Jim

i)Yes teacher you
have taken over…
i)TALK

−

Sand
y

−

Acknowledging Interrogativ

Speaks French to Aline .Confirming her French identity

English

Taunting

Declarative

Insinuating he is talkative

i)Hey who this?
(Shouting)… ii)how
pays nah massa …
and you people
didn’t tell me… this
my strongest paddy
man… no woman

English

Seeking
information

Interrogativ
e
declarative

Comic relief…she plays on ords here;

Sand
y

i) I asked about you
nah…
to
my
mother…
ii)says
she didn’t have time
to take me to your
place… iii)that it
was too far… Kos
what?

English

Explaining
why
they have not met

Declaratives
(3)
Interrogativ
e

No knowledge of the space

−

Sand
y

i)KUILSRIVER!
WELCOMOO (.)
How Foncha street?

English

Seeking
information

Exclamation
Interrogativ
e

Signals her Cameroonian identity

−

Awa
h

i)Fine oh… I glad
for see you too…

Pidgin
English

Answering

Declarative

Friends

Bih

i) Hey Paul let me
test…

English

Asking

Declarative

Accent

−

Paul

i) What?

English

Probing

Polar

−

Bih

i)Your
chicken
nah…am a visitor
nah…

English

Answering

Declarative

−

Paul

English

Provoking

Declaratives
(2)

−

Sand
y

i) Don’t’ even try…
always testing… ii)
are you a teacher…
TASTE!
i) Hey you’re going
back when?

English

For
clarification…seek
ing for information

−

Paul

i)Put

Pidgin
English

Irritated

Declarative
and
interrogativ
e
Declarative

−

people

e

Pronounces wrongly so Paul on the word

Showing his irritation

down…
−

John

i)Am gonna go get
more chicken

English

Declaring
intensions

−

Paul

i)Don’t look at my
eru… ii)go and take
yours…

English

Commanding

Declarative

Eru is from another local language but has been
appropriated…It now has a Cameroonian identity.

−

Bih

i)Its finish… ii)they
gave me rice… I
hate rice nah…

English

Justifying why she
is asking for his
own share of food

declaratives

Attitude

−

John

i)So? How is it our
problem… or Public
problem…?

English

Negative
interrogation

Polar
Interrogativ
e

Individualism

−

Bih

i)Feignant

French

Insult

Minor

John

i)Don’t talk to me
like that … ii)I am
your elder…

English

Retaliating
insult

Declaratives

The lexical items second language learners quickly
acquire in a third language are insults
Assessing authority

−

Bih

i) Elder my foot…

English

Imperative

Negotiating age

−

John

i) I am one year
older than you…

English

Rejecting;
Challenging
Declaring

−

i) So?

English

Questioning

Polar

−

Jame
s
Bih

i)I am twelve

English

Justifying

Declarative

−

John

i)I am quarter to
thirteen… I am your
elder

English

Informing

Interrogativ
e

Claiming superiority because of her age

−

Bih

i)You are my elder
eh… ii)OK! When
is your birth day?

English

Challenging

Declarative
Interrogativ
e

Disproving his identity as the elder of the two…

−

Jame
s

i)But you look too
big
for
your
age…ii)you
look
like a man… tall

English

Declaring

Declaratives
(2)

Giving him a manly identity

−

John

i)Fine…fine…fine
…

English

Complying

Minor

i)Why
people

English

−

Jame
s

Questioning their
lateness
and

Interrogativ
e

−

did you
come so

his

to

Declarative

Declarative

late?

change of topic

−

Bih

i)We were writing
exams…
that’s
why… ii)next time
we
will
come
quicker…

English

Informing them

Declaratives
(2)

Indicating their Student identity

A
paren
t

Pidgin
English

Questioning
ordering

i)Interrogati
ve
ii)Declarativ
e

We have noticed that the adults always speak Pidgin
English or their first languages and the learners always
reply but in the English Language. Thus a shift.

−

Host

i) Which side my
bag dey… ii) wonna
move this buttocks
them… iii) find say
make I go… my
road far…(Where is
my
bag…you
people
should
remove this your
bums…I think we
should go because
we live far away)
(Voice from afar)
i)Paul bring that
opener…
(same
voice). I)Who make
this
doughnut…
iii)find plenty…na
ma best thing this…

and

−

Pidgin
English

Ordering
appreciating.

and

i)Declarativ
e
ii)Interrogat
ive

(Who made this
doughnuts…they
are delicious and
my favourite)

−

A
paren
t

i)Wona chop quick,
quick make we
go… ii)stop for
drink that mimbo…
iii)you go scatter
ma matras with pise
(.) iv)Finish how
place
di
cold
so…(Eat fast lets
go. Stop drinking
…you will spoil my
beddings with urine
especially
now
when places are so
cold)

Pidgin
English

Commanding and
also apportioning
blame.

Declarative

−

Bih

i)Mama can I drink
wine, (laughter for

English

Questioning
mum

Declarative

her

Identifying her as a bed wetter…

HV was 4 years
old)…
−

A
paren
t

i)You
di
craze…iii)you want
dey like your papa
noh…drunka
man… (Are you
mad? You want to
be a drunkard like
your father?)

Pidgin
English

Reprimanding him

Declaratives
(2)
Interrogativ
e

−

All

(Laughter) oooh!

English

Minor

−

A
paren
t

i)OK bro… find
make we waka…
ii)we
road
far
way… Bye (Ok
brother I think we
should go for we
have a long way to
go).

Pidgin
English

Prolonging
through laughter
Declaring
intentions

Paul

i)No forget that my
thing (Donot forget
that my thing)

Pidgin
English

Reminder

A
paren
t

i)
Yes
I
go
remember putt am
for mo to…

Pidgin

Agreeing
proposal

−

Paul

i)Ok…bye Spoon

English

Acknowledging
her departure

Declarative

−

A
paren
t

i)We are late… I get
to go finish my
work…Hey carry
pikin

English/Pidg
in English

Explaining
must go;

Declarative

−

Chor
us

i)Bye-bye (.) Byebye!

English

Farewells

Minor

Paul

i)Britney Nyeak

Taunting

Declarative

−
−

Claims
its
Afrikaans

Re

i) What is nyeak?

English

For clarification

−

Paul

Nyeak is a mouse in
Afrikaans….

English

Trying to interpret
and wrongly doing
so

Interrogativ
e
Declarative

−

Re

i)I find make we go
too… I get for ready
for myself and then

Pidgin
English

Explaining
why
they should go

−
−

She is passing judgment both on her child and the
husband. Positioning them as drunkards

Declaratives

Declarative

to

Declarative

English

why

Declarative

Mixing English and Pidgin

Tries to speak Afrikaans to her because although father
is Cameroonian, the mother is colored.

No knowledge of the language.

Showing her responsibility as a mother and also her
identity.

for
pikin
them
too… OK time to
go children
−

i)BYES

English

Fairwells

APPENDIX TWO: CLASSROOM INTERACTION
Tur
n
1

Speak
er
Teach
er

Talk

Lg

CA

Function

(Good morning to Mrs.
Tatah)

English

Greeting

Déclarativ
e

2

Class

Class-Good morning Mrs.
Tatah

English

Greeting

Déclarativ
e

3

R

Good morning class

English

Greeting

4

T

Now back to work and sit
down A.

English

Directing

Déclarativ
e
Impérativ
e

5

Jim

Mrs. IL ma’am…I need
your help here… to show
you my work. It’s difficult
( ) I don’t understand what
they are doing now.

English

Seeking
attention;
needs
help

Déclarativ
e

6

T

Sit down!

English

7

Jim

But ma’am==

English

Comman
d
Insisting

8

T

(raising her voice)== SIT
DOWN!

English

Imperativ
e
Déclarativ
e
Impérativ (In classroom they
e
speak the
Language of the
classroom which in
this case is
English- The
teacher also she
uses management
discourse because

Comman
d

DA

she is part of
management-she is
helpless because
she wants to help
the learners.
9

T

(Leaner sits down and
teacher shakes her head
and chats with me).
They

don’t

do

their…some of these
learners can drive one
crazy. You give them
work to do at home and
they don’t. Some are
very

good…some

struggling, while others
just take it for granted.
Some…tell

me

how

some of these kids who
come from…I mean I
don’t understand how
they came from their
former

schools

with

excellent grades and
here they are lagging
behind. The evaluation
exercise given at the
beginning

to

them,

clearly indicates they
are very backward. For
those
attending

who

were
English

English

Comment Déclarativ
ing
es

medium schools spend
lots of time trying to
understand

what

is

going on than doing
their work.

10

R

How do you mean?

English

11

T

English
I mean trying to make
sense of the
language…they struggle
with the language…and
with different
accents…they speak
differently so to say…I
hear a lot of “I beg your
pardon ma’am or please I
can’t hear you… Take for
example Pierre, he is from
Congo, but they spend
months on their way
before coming to
South.Africa.He said on
the way they were nearly
killed (severally) and they
had to go hungry for
days…no baths…he is
physically and emotionally
insecure. Why should
these youngsters be put
this all these…and what
for? Their presence in the
class is a draw back to
both the other learners and
the teachers… we spend
valuable time…we have to
spend time trying to
update them…trying to
guide them…doing
correction and maths for
them …precious time that
could have been spent in
learning and teaching…

Questioni
ng
Comment
ing

Interrogat
ive
Déclarativ
es

they also grudge their
parents for this.
12

R

13

T

Why should they blame
their parents? All what
they do…I mean the
parent …what they do is
for their well being….
Some of them surprise
me…I mean they are
very emotional about
these issues. Some have
settled in and are trying
to

make

sense

of

everything, ( ) while
others

do

not

understand this sudden
switch…mm…the
frustration is about the
medium

of

instruction…They
don’t understand the
sudden

switch

from

French

to

English…especially
those

from

Congo…and

yes

Cameroon…and

also

other Southern African
countries like Angola
and Zimbabwe. I also
have two lovely little
girls from Ghana and

English

Questioni
ng and
comment
ing

Interrogat
ive and
Déclarativ
e

English

Comment Déclarativ
ing
es

Nigeria…I think they
are doing fine…English
was the medium used
formerly…the
of

country

change
too

is

another…

R

I am not surprised about
that… (reading from my
notes; word verbatim of a
complain from one learner
“I like it back at home…I
had my friends…we
played together…ate
together…went to school
together…on foot…we
lived near each other; so
after school we played
with one another…we
played ‘tabala’, ‘mejang’
“dodging”, ‘the rest in’…
we also did ‘lielie’[laughing]…mm I
mean cooking our food…
in small
containers…someone will
be father and another
mother and another child.
Here…mm…its
different… we don’t play
that way. The children
near our home are whites,
they have big dogs and I
never talk to them. I
always see them inside,
their cars, their grand
father don’t even like us,
because he always calls
the police for us. During
my brother’s
birthday…they called the
police…that we were

English

Enhancin Déclarativ
g and
es
comment
ing
otherwise

making noise…there was
no noise…only people.
You see…no (I asked
what and he was
thoughtful for a few
seconds and continued).
14

English
Quote Nothing…all I know is
from
that () THIS PLACE
learner SUCKS…look here…in
Cameroon…I mean in
Madagascar church where
we use to go to
church…we had doctrine
classes everyday …no
before doctrine
classes…we play and after
also. Here they have
doctrine only for only one
hour on Saturday… in
Table view church and
after …every leaves…in
their car …we do not even
play… The only thing we
have to do here is to watch
TV…all the time…cartoon
networks and still… Mah
says…my grand
mother…that I cannot
watch TV…all the time
because I have to study…I
study…mm but…”

Showing
his
frustratio
n

Déclarativ Space and the way
es
he sees life
compared to
experiences back
home

15

R

From this I know that they
miss the kind of mingling
and solidarity that exists
back home…and I think in
some ways it affects their
learning standards…even
their communication and
interaction because they
have a
complex…inferiority
complex…

English

Comment Déclarativ
ing on
es
learner
behaviora
l patterns

16

Teach

I think so too…they are

English

Comment Déclarativ Self conscious in a

ing

e

new environment
and learning
process is slowed
down as a result of
the spatial(The
teacher and their
language skill and
the accent of the
environment)

e

not confident to answer
questions in
class…especially the first
months when they still feel
out of place…they are too
environment
conscious…which
negatively impacts their
speaking and receptive
skills…Why do I say this?
I have noticed most of
them signaling to say
“Please ma’am I didn’t get
you…or I beg your
pardon”. They complain I
speak too fast or not
audible enough…but …

17

R

I am sure it’s they will get
use to…I mean the way
you talk…

English

Comment Déclarativ
ing
e

18

T

(Suddenly turns around
and shouts) I AM
WATCHING YOU...we
have extra classes
especially for the new
comers…not only for
foreign children…there
are also learners from
different schools in SA
who have
difficulties…language
barriers is always at the
root of the problem…it
impacts their
performance…for
performance wise they
need those classes. I AM
SORRY! (shouts to class)
… I AM NOT TALKING
TO YOU AGAIN…he is
always so distracted…cant
make a simple sentence in
English, but always an
attention seeker…always

English

Giving
Déclarativ Using her usual
instructio e
managerial tone
ns in her
usual
tone
which
scares the
learners.

restless but cant
work…Even though they
attend those extra classes
in the afternoon I still
recommend private
classes…there more
attention is given to
them…they are evaluated
every two weeks …and
they are trained to focus.
19

R

It’s worth it…after your
English
recommendation I enrolled
my kids there…they are
also taught how to use the
computer…how to
research…get information
from the computer, which
I think is a very good idea.

Comment Déclarativ Children with
ing
e
language barriers;
consequences of
migration

20

T

English
You have ten more
minutes [talking to the
learners]…you have ten
more minutes to work on
chapter three…if chapter
three is not done, no
chapter four…you have
ten minutes to work in
chapter three…I ask you
to take out your math’s
…I told you to improve on
your writing T…cant
see…and you B OUT…I
HAVE SPOKEN…GET
…OUT…PACK YOUR
BAG AND GET OUT…if
I get up…[turns around
and addresses the next
learner] you want to go
with him?

Giving
instructio
ns again

21

Ben

No ma’am…

English

22

T

THEN SHUT UP…if I get
up,…you will see the
principal on your way

English

Interrupte Elliptical
d
Comman Impérativ
ding
es and
Déclarativ

Déclarativ Learners are
e
usually left to work
on their own; no
teacher
intervention and
only shouts at
them.

es

out…OUT…OUT…and
YOU…you …I don’t like
the fact that you were not
here Yesterday…and you
want to spend the whole
day on math…if you are
getting 90%, then I will
say its find…but you are
not [learner mumbles
inaudibly].YOU ARE
WHAT? [Teacher
shouts].YOU wouldn’t
eh…you want to be the
next…you==
23

Ben

24

T

= =NO! I…eh==

==You

don’t

know

English

Interrupte Minor
d

English

Questioni Déclarativ
ng
e
Interrogat
ive

English

Interrupte Elliptical
d
Repriman
ding
Questioni
ng

Impérativ
e
Interrogat
ive

Supplyin
g answer
Questioni
ng

Déclarativ
e
Interrogat
ive

how to… (Looking at
his book) Why haven’t
you done exercise two
and three? YOU==

25

Jim

26

T

==YOU HAVE NOT!

English

27

R

(I went up to one of my
focus group learner and
ask). Why are you still
doing no.1? (The class is
very quiet now).

English

28

Jim

English

29

R

Its confusing me…I don’t
understand
Why didn’t you ask the
teacher…tell her you do
not understand…?

L-==I

English

30

Jim

Oh oh no no…she will
shout at me…she always
does…

English

Answerin Déclarativ Stigmatizing the
g
e
teacher…usual
with learners

31

T

(mingles and then moves
back to her sit)I just want
them to work…most of
them recently moved from
schools around and from
out of the country…they
take time to focus. The
one I sent out is always
restless…can’t speak
English well …but that is
no guarantee to distract
others. I have made
several calls to the parents
but…mm they don’t seem
to care…they don’t check
his books, because he
never does his
homework…always
untidy and I pity the
child…

English

Comment Déclarativ Shows here that
ing
e
cares about the
learners

32

R

Where is he from?

English

33

T

Congo…his sister is in
English
the Afrikaans class…the
mother works for this SA
lady…who is
Afrikaans…she decide one
of the kids should be in
instructed in Afrikaans…I
pity the child…she
struggles…does not know
a single word in …
English…

Seeking
clarity
Supplyin
g
informati
on

Interrogat
ive
Déclarativ Mother wants them
e
to affiliate with
languages in their
new spaces

34

T

I know…I just can not
belief this…I …you better
get out because I have
spoken… you finished
Peter?

Insisting
on first
instructio
n and
questioni
ng
another

Déclarativ Managerial
e
discourse

English

35

Peter

.

English
Yes Mrs. Brian I==

learner
Interrupte Déclarativ
d
e

36

T

==Then you are done…ok
no talking then…

English

Comman
ding

Déclarativ Managerial
e
discourse

37

Peter

Ok Ma’am

English

Agreeing

Elliptical

38

T

The two of you spend the English
last hour yesterday
outside…today you still
want to spend the last hour
outside…you don’t know
anything but you don’t
listen (German
immigrant)… m. you
haven’t done
anything…turn around…

Turning
to others
for
instructio
ns

Déclarativ
e

39

T

[pointing to another
learner] Speaks only
Xhosa…recently moved
from the eastern
cape…but anytime I move
to another sit he goes back
to where he cam…speak
only Xhosa…in my
class… doesn’t want to
learn…[Turns to learner]
How many months have
30 days…(learner
mumbles something) you
don’t know…but do not
want to work…yes who
will help him…

English

Comment Déclarativ First language and
ing
e
schooling; ethnic
solidarity. Then
switches to role of
a teacher

40

Peter

April, June, September,
November…

English

41

T

Good [bell
rings…learners are
excited] m…having a
book out means
nothing…you haven’t

English

Supplyin
g
informati
on
Repriman
ding

Déclarativ
e
Déclarativ Normal with
e
learners; needing
space for
themselves, away
from bookishness

done anything.
42

T

Get your art
English
together…you are going to
art…you need your
modules…you need your
work…your art
notes…and you line up
please…hurry up I need to
see you art notes…I don’t
care…I NEED TO SEE IT

Giving
instructio
ns

43

R

Hi… how are you today?
Ca va?

English
/Fre

Questioni Déclarativ
ng
e

44

Aline

Pas du tout…

French

45

R

Pourquoi?

French

Déclarativ
e
Elliptical

46

Aline

Tout ceux que tu as vécu
la…elle Ya trop de
désordre ici…c.est pas
comme ca cheznous…c’est différent
ici==

French

Answerin
g
Questioni
ng
Supplyin
g answer

47

T

English

Hastenin
g up

Declarativ Taking up her role
e
again

[Interrupts]==quickly…yo
u will be late Mrs. B is
waiting...(Turns to R) Are
you going with them?

Déclarativ
e

Déclarativ
e

49

R

Oh no…I need to see Mrs.
D…

English

Answerin Declarativ
g
e.

50

T

Then later…I will be in
the office…

English

Acknowl
edging

51

R

Thanks…

English

Declarativ
e
Elliptical

APPENDIX THREE: CONVERSATION WITH ALINE DURING LUNCH BREAK
Turn

Speaker

Talk

CA

DA

1)

R

R: (Going towards tea room

Declarative

with teacher).I like the way you
interact with this children...you
make them feel comfortable
2)

T

Oh thank you Gwen

Declarative

3)

R

No I am serious...when I talk to

Declaratives

them it seems as if they are
making a comparison with last
year...Mrs. Joe used to shout at
them and scare
them...meanwhile you are so
nice and understanding. You
give them gifts to spur them and
that your row thing really pushes
them to work
4)

T

And that is exactly the point…

Declarative

5)

Aline

(Comes from behind).Hi auntie

Elliptical

Marker of

Declarative

respect,
not
necessaril
y blood
ties

6)

R

R: Hi sweetheart, how are you
today?...I saw==

Interrogative
/Elliptical
Declarative

7)

Michelle

==Hi...

Elliptical

8)

R

How are you? And your
name...what's your name?(Turns
to teacher)This is my friends
daughter and one of my
kids...you know the==

Interrogative

9)

Michelle Michelle

Elliptical

10)

T

Declarative

I will see you at the coffee
room...

11)

R

Now now (3) lovely name ..and

Interrogative

you sweetheart, what's yours?
12)

Kelly

Kelly[inaudible for she was the

Elliptical

shy and insecure type]
13)

R

Where have you been?

Interrogative

14)

Aline

I had fièvre==

Declarative

15)

R

==Not malaria I hope....

Declarative

16)

Aline

Non...just cold, bon I stay

Declarative

home...
17)

Michelle

Is this your mummy?

Interrogative

18)

Aline

Non ...ma mum auntie...non non Declarative
fren

19)

R

Talking of your mum, I saw her

Declarative/I

here the other day...your papa

nterrogative

too...problems?
20)

Aline

Non...Le professeur voulait

Declarative

parler avec eux...
21)

Michelle There she goes again...pakler

Declarative

pakler...she is always

/Interrogativ

paklaying...(Laughter) Says she

e

Can speak

speaks French...do you speak
French also?
22)

R

Mais oui bien sur...yes of

Declarative/I Also

course...I did French in school

nterrogative

and I am a Cameroonian

mixes
language

also...enough about me. How is
everything?
23)

Chorus

Fine

24)

Michelle Are you sure? you were just

Elliptical
Interrogative

complaining a moment ago...

/Declarative

About what? Schoolwork?

Interrogative

25)

R

26)

Michelle She was saying its boring here

Declarative

and she hates the fact that ==
27)

Aline

:==N'écoute pas...je n'ai rien

Declarative

dit...She lie too much...

Mixing
codes as
usual

28)

Michelle Oh no! You know I am not

Declarative

lying...tell her the truth...
29)

Aline

Quoi...what?

Interrogative

30)

R

I am listening...

Declarative

31)

Aline

Yes...

Elliptical

32)

Michelle Ok let me help her...she hates

Declarative

Afrikaans and Math,...she is

Academic
identity

trying in English now...she
never spoke when she first
came...I also don't like
Afrikaans...
33)

R

Are you Afrikaner...I mean is

Interrogative Ehnic

Afrikaans your first

identity

language?Do you speak it at
home...with your family?
34)

Michelle Yes and I am from Cape

Declarative

town...here
35)

R

And you Kelly...why are you so

Interrogative

quiet?
36)

Michelle You don't know that...she is one

Declarative

of its kind...the shy type...
37)

Kelly

:(Hesitates)Yes I am from Cape

Declarative

Town (inaudibly)
38)

Aline

Quoi?...Cape Town

Interrogative

39)

R

Have you always been in Cape

Interrogative

Town?(To L2 and L3)
40)

Michelle Never left Cape Town...and

Declarative

Kelly too==
41)

Aline

==Me...two years now ...I came

Declarative

Positionin

in grade 4 a douze ans....Au

g self as a

Cameroon I was in Cours moyen

victim

deux...classe Six...last year I was
in Milliton and my parents
arrive to Pack lands...Je devais
changer...change
42)

Michelle How old are you?

Interrogative

43)

Aline

Declarative

Presque quatorze ans...old en
premarry school.

44)

Michelle And you? How old are you?

45)

Aline

Tu ne dois pas…she is big

Space

…adulte
46)

Michelle So you have been hereh for ten

Interrogative

years?
47)

R

No She said two, three

Declarative

years...she was born in

identity

Cameroon and she just came
here...so can't be ten ...
48)

Michelle I was joking...where is

National

Interrogative

Cameroon?
49)

R

Ask your friend...

Declarative

50)

Michelle She will never succeed in that

Declarative

her broken English...
51)

Aline

You foolish eh..==

52)

Michelle ==See who is calling

Linguistic
identity

Declarative

Appraisal

Declarative

names...you were two years in
grade four...
53)

Aline

Et puis...so==

Declarative

54)

R

==Its alright...how are you

Interrogative

coping?
55)

Aline

Fine==.

56)

Michelle ==She is a bit slow in

Elliptical
Declarative

maths...very slow I mean...in her

Linguistic
identity

work[all came in
exclaiming]NO!OH NO...YOU
DON'T 2x
57)

R

Do you have any particular

Interrogative

problems?I can help you..

/Declarative

I hate Afrikaans==

Declarative

58)

Aline

59)

Michelle == Oh no...tell her the truth

Declarative

60)

Kelly

Imperative

61)

Michelle Only Afrikaans...you make

Don't you dare M...

Declarative

mistakes
62)

Aline

Je suis...I am un peu...I

Declarative

mean...ha...problems in some
place
63)

R

On what?

Elliptical

Appraisal

64)

Kelly

Mostly Afrikaans

65)

Michelle NO! She is also slow in

Declarative
Declarative

maths...and in doing her home
work(Laughs)
66)

Aline

Shotup

67)

Michelle I am concerned...really

Elliptical
Declarative

concerned for her(2) doesnt ask
for help(receives a punch)
68) 6

Aline

You lie...I ask teacher

Declarative

R

Ok don't worry we will sort you

Declarative/I

out.You need to see your

nterrogative

6
5
69)

teachers or friends who can
help...when you have
problems...Have you all eaten?
70)

All

YES

Elliptical

71)

R

Good...break will soon be

Declarative

over...why don't you just go
relax infront of your class wile I
catch up with Ms.Brian..
72)

Aline

Ok...bye auntie

Declarative

Common
in west
Africa not
to address
adults by
name…m
aking use

of
honorific
makers
73)

Michelle She is not your auntie

Declarative

74)

Aline

Yes she is

Declarative

75)

R

Yes M.I might not be her blood

Declarative

Space…

auntie, but in Caneroon its
normal to adress me like that
because of respect as her mum's
friend ...and here we consider
each Cameroonian
family...Understood?
76)

Michelle Whatever...

Minor

77)

R

Declarative

As you wish and see you later
my dears...I need to run...Bye!

thus
facilitatin
g
the
interlocut
ors’
language
comprehe
nsion or
productio
n.

78)

All

Bye...

Minor

APPENDIX FOUR: AT HOME WITH ALINE AND FAMILY:
(SURVIVAL STRATEGIES OF IMMIGRANTS-LEARNING LANGUAGE- ARE EMBRACING
ENGLISH).
Turn
Speaker
Talk
Translation
DA

1)
(R)Pidg
in

2) Aline's
mum(A
M)

Ok mami… remember
that tory weh we
startam the other day
and no finisham?
Wheti wona want talk
the other day with
teacher? You bi tell
me say you want see
this pikin their teacher
Noh…as I see wona
for school thah other
day? (Looking at me
and doubting what I
was
saying)
.Remember say I see
wona for school the
other day weh wona
say pikin teacher want
see wona?(

Ok mami(mami
means the mother
of the housegiving her respect
even though she
is
younger
because I am in
her
house)
remember what
we started the
other day and we
didn’t
finish?
You told me you
wanted to see
your daughter’s
teacher…)

Uses a common
language spoken
among
Cameroonians
which shows the
informality

Ok… Sister Gwen
plenty thing dem deh
for my head.Wheti
again () no bee only
palava…for seka say
even though Aline ei
di repeat class, ei no di
still do fine for math
and Afrikaans…last
year ei be get problem
plus English but their
teacher say things dem
dong beta this year…,
and ei di try read and
do beta for English.

I have a lot in my
mind. What else
but
the
difficulties
she
has
been
experiencing in
her
school
work…even
though she is
repeating she is
still
having
problems
with
math ( she is
Francophone
pronounces
it
matt)
and
Afrikaans…Last
year she also had
problems
with
English Language
but her teacher
told me she has
improved).

(Ok…Sister
Gwen(honorific
marker to show
age disparity; not
like in the Western
culture
where
those things are
not
considered).Conse
quences
of
migration
and
space

3) R
But==
4) AM
===That their thing
dem I no know my
head deh.if...me self I
be sabi dat Afrikaans,
weh I fit help am…for
the math, I di try for
see one weh I fit
doam…I say me self
things dem di strong
me too…the other day
for class, some boy get
for do presentation,
oga( word ‘oga’ is
boss
in
Nigerian
pidgin and is being
used
now
by
Cameroonians;
she
uses it provocatively
because she is angry)
stand up di do am na
for Afrikaans and the
teacher
no
talk
anything. Man deh for
trouble
for
this
country. The English
sef u di struggle for
hear am…then …then
dem di add Afrikaans
for deh .U know say
as we grow for
Douala…I mean as
my papa be di work
for Douala…we di
talk
na
only
French…only French
school. Interest be dey
for English sef…now
na
me
a
di
sofa…but…yes
because
for
Cameroon…we no be
know say one day we

(What they do
confuses me a
lot…I
am
a
novice as far as
Afrikaans
is
concerned…as
for mathematics I
can help her out
there…its
not
easy on me too as
a
student…the
other
day
in
class…we had a
presentation and
this guy stands up
and presents in
Afrikaans and the
lecturer
didn’t
stop him. We are
in trouble here.
First of all I
struggle with the
English…and
now they worsen
things
with
Afrikaans…We
grew
up
in
Douala…I mean
as my father
worked
there…we spoke
only
French…attended
only
French
schools. We were
not interested in
the
English
language …I am
the one who is
suffering
now…but…yes
because we didn’t

Very emotional about
the
issues.(mispronounce
s…French
influence)(Switches
to French when
speaking to her
daughter although she
insist she must speak
pidgin

go leave contry…I
mean kamerun.if we
bi deh na Kamerun
(pronounces
thus
instead of Cameroonthe francophone way)
we
for
deh
find…wahala no for
deh because na French
education…for Douala
you di easily get work
(
) (switches to
French to speak to
daughter).Donne
a
boire a tata Gwen…a
tantine…je suis a train
de preparer.. demande
lui ce qu’elle boire.il
ya le vin la’ bas
dedans…et le whisky
en haut et les jus dans
le frigo…faire’ vite et
va
regarder
mes
enfants-la…ils
vont
me casser les choses…

know one day we
will travel out of
Kamerun …if we
were there it
could have been
easy for us to get
job
because…
Give
Aunty
Gwen something
to drink because I
am
cooking…find
out what she
drinks. There is
wine and whisky
in the cupboard
and juice in the
fridge…HASTE
N UP… and go
check on those
children, in the
room, before they
break
my
things…

5) Aline

They are ride their
becyclet
(mispronounces…in
French it is called
bicyclette) Tantine …I
mean Aunty… you
drinking what?

Talks about siblings Her English is being
and switches to
influenced by the
questioning.
language of her early
literacy;French.She
wants to speak French
but scared of the
mother who doesn’t
want her to speak
French.

6) R

A glass of juice please.
How ==

Answers and is
interrupted

7) Aline

= =I see the==

Interrupted

…

8) AM

==Tu aimes trop raconter You like telling
les histories…Quoi
stories
maintenant?

9) Aline

C’est par rapport a ce que Its abbout what
Switches to French
D a faire l’autre jour a
Edwin did in school
l’école…
the other day

10) AM

Tu es mami congosa…

11) Aline

You are a mother
gossiper

Speaks in french

Speaks Pidgin

Minor
Maman

12) AM

Mamam quoi…tu n’es
pas mami congosa ?Ta
bouche est toujours en
train de monter,
descendre…

Mama what ?Are
you not a mother
gossiper ?Your
mouth is always
going up and down

13) R

Non mami she was
talking to me...laisse la
tranquille(2)...tu laisse les
chevaux d'Aline comme
ca?Tu ne vas pas
tresser...c'est le week-end

Leave her alone(2) Changes the topic…R
Are you going to
also speaks in French
leave her hair like
signalling reflexivity
this ?Are you not
going to plait her
hair this week-end ?

14) AM

Soeur time dey...busy
body go kill man for this
country...I di comot
school came cook before
start read buk...I go call
some that girl make i
come plaitam and I go
givam money after

My sister there is no
time…From school I
have to cook, read
but I will call one
girl and pay her to
do it

Can’t afford to pay
for a nanny because
they have to force
ends to meet.

15) Aline:

(Rushes and brings a
magazine to show the
style she wants for her
hair)Mamam, c'est la
qualite ci que je veux...

Mum this is what I
want…

Typical West African
mothers; always
ruling against their
daughters need

16) AM

hey hey hey,...tu es
malade?

Are you sick?

17) Aline:

Pourquoi?

Why

18) AM

Parce que tu ne peux
pas...d'abord je ne peux
pas permetre ca...

Because you
cannot…and first of
all, I cant allow that.

19) ALINE Mais les anglais font ca... But the English do
that
20) AM

Qui?Et d'abord je veux
What ? And first of
plus entendre ton francais all,I dont want to
la
hear that your
French

21) Aline

(Frowning)Je veux...I
meen dey Inglishe piple
hair...

I mean the English
people do that…

22) AM

E do weti?Who are
English people d'adord?
..

It did what? First of Pidgin
all, who are English
people?

23) Aline

White piple eh

White people…

She believes all
whites are English
speaking

24) AM

So for you all white is
English...Your mami

So you consider all
whites English?
Your mother

Pidgin

25) R

Whe na you.

Which is you

26) AM

Lif me so ya sister...This
pikin na lost sense...better
no dey all side...buk no di
favour am and for house
too na same

My sister let me
be…this child is a
looser…in school
and in the house, the
same

27) R

No no, no talk so...lif this Don’t talk like
pikin, give small chance that…give her some
and all thing go dey fine. space and all will be
ok.

28) Aline

Dis-lui
Auntie tell
tantine...(grumbles).Mam her…mam ais
a me menace toujour
always threatening
me…

29) AM

Ferme ta geulle et va

Shut your mout hand

Starts with French
and codes switches to
English

suiveller mes enfants...

go take care of the
children

30) R

E fine ma go mami...e
dong late...

I think I have
overstayed my visit

31) AM

Hey chop dong
ready...make we chop
before you go...first lady
came set me that
table...quick quick...aunty
want go

Food is ready…lets
eat…first lady, come
and set the
table…quickly for
aunty

32) R

Ok..buk talk dong
end...time for chop
now...bifor you go do
assignment...-Aline dong
d0 eh own

33) AM

For where?I go still
helepam

34) Aline

Home work c'est pas mon
ami

35) AM

How e fit be...mami
shake buttocks...all your
own na dance

36) Aline

Maman...maman

37) AM

Ne parle pas avec la
Do not speak while
nouriture dans ta
eating; I repeat this
bouche...tout les jours, je everyday.
repete la meme chose

38) Aline

Mais maman==

39) AM

Tais-toi

40) R

Yes my dear you must
listen to your
mother...let's eat alright?

41) Aline

Ok tantine

42)

End of sequence

Incidental learning

Shut up

Ok auntie

APPENDIX FIVE: JAMES WITH FRIENDS DURING BREAK:
Turn

Speaker Talk
/Langua

CA

DA

ge
1

Tony(E

S1

nglish)

Where were you?

Question

For

.Indicating

informati

closeness

on
2

Tony(E

Where were you?

nglish)
3

James(

Repeats

Same

question
Around…

Answering

Supplying

English

the

)

informati
on

4

Tony(E

Just our guy …right guys?

English

nglish)

Emphasis

Group

ing

membership;

interrogat

indicating

ively

some

ties

between
them
5

Chorus( Oh Sure…

English

English

Confirmi
ng

)
6

James(

Have you seen my brother English

Questioni

Big brother

S2

English

around here? I…I went to

ng

)

their class and was told he

giving

he

is out here…

reason

responsibilit

why

y over his

and shows

that
has

younger
sibling
7

Brian(C Hi stranger…

S3

OLOR
ED)

English

To
acknowle
dge him

His response
is

sarcastic

as he seems

to

be

teaching L1
that he must
greet others
before
anything
else.

8

James(

Don’t call me stranger…

English

English

Confronti

Feels he is

ng

being

)

addressed as
stranger
because he is
a foreigner,
for
retaliates

9

10

Brian(E

L3-Good...Don’t

nglish)

questions…right guys?

All(Eng Chorus-Oh
lish)

ask

us English

Retaliatin
g

sure… English

Confirmi
ngContin

(Laughter)

ues

and

gets

the

other
children’s
support

11

Tony(E

S4

nglish)

And why are you looking Back
first

to Eases
topic. tension by

Affiliation

he

Questioning asking

for your brother?

to

know that

why

12

James

Just checking on him…Do Answering

question

Boasting

you have a problemo with and

13

Tony9e

that?

questioning

Not me…the principal has

Answering

nglish)

Problemo is
a Portuguese
word;

sarcasticall
y

14

James(

Why?

Questioning Ignorance

English
0
15

Tony(E

What did the principal say Questioning To

nglish)

about that, guys?

for

enlighten

confirmatio
n
16

Brian(E

Let the kids grow up…

nglish)

doesn’t

need

your

pampering …Alright?
17

Tony(e

But

of

nglish)

reverend

course…the English
didn’t

hear

that…did he?

Reacted

Use of short

negativel

forms which

y to them

is
reminiscent
with

the

young
18

James(
Eng)

He is my brother…

English

To make Showing
a point

attachment

to sibling
19

20

21

Tony(E

Ho sure…we don’t have English

Provokin

ng)

brothers …do we?

g

James(

Don’t make me disappoint English

Retaliatin

Eng)

my grand mother by being

g to the taught

nasty to you…you are such

sarcasm.

him by the

prick…

Provokin

grandmother

g

.

Tony(e

Now

you

ng)

disappointed

her…don’t

look

me

at

…PRICK…she

have

Taunting

like

wouldn’t

wanna hear that ...would
she?

22

James(

Stop it you looser…I=

Eng)
23

Tony(E

Really…

ng
24

Sipho(E Stop it guys…stop it…

Comman

nglish)

ding

25

What?

26

Tony(E

Ok…game

over… New topic

S5

)

Come…what did you buy?

Morals
to

27

James(

Why?

I

don’t

E)

money…my
doesn’t

have
mother

give

me

a

lunch

money…just
box…

28

Tony(E

Why?

)
29

James(

That giving me money will

Showing

E)

make

values of his

me

to…to…like

upbringing

money…

30

31

32

Tony(E

What’s

wrong

)

“LIKING MONEY”?

James(

Will

E)

have…no if she don’t have

steal

if

with

I

don’t

Sipho(E So we are bad…neh…
)

33

James(

No…no

please…that

E)

not…I didn’t say that... statement
sorry…please…

34

is Refuting
made above

Brian(E

Its ok…that is not how he Coming in

)

meant it …

to
him

defend

35

All(E)

ALRIGHT

36

James

They…I

Agree
mean

my Explaining

mother…

37

Brian

Please…leave your mum, Challenging
out of this…

38

James

She

doesn’t

give

me Justifying

money…just food…

39

Tony

Ok…fine…what type of Questioning
food?

40

James

Our

food…Cameroonian Answering

food…

41

Sipho

L 4- Good …you must

You’re here

bring us some food…your

signifies he

own food…yes

is

different

in

a

way

from

the

others
42

James

What...

Bring

food?

His ties to

No…you can’t eat… our

his

food…

homeland

43

Tony

You see…==

444

James

==WHAT…

Irritated

45

Brian

A selfish guy…

Evaluative

46

James

I am serious…you can’t…

Justifying
his refusal

47

Tony

L1-Try me…you ate mine Challenging
the other day…

48

James

Ok…wait…but that was Following

Going back

chicken…Do you know up on his

to the roots

coco…yes

coco argument

(pronounces as this than
cocoa)

49

Tony

WHAT?

As

in

hot Taunting
him

chocolate…

50

James

No…not hot chocolate…I
didn’t say choco…I said
coco
…as

in

cooking

and

eating… (Surely expecting

one to own up)

51

Tony

No…you are confusing us
here…guys…

52

James

You

see…You

do

not

know it…How you can
then eat it…

53

Tony

Coco… Is in English? (.)
You know we don’t speak
your

language…you

can’t=

54

James

Cocoa as in cocoyam…it is
a tuber… it’s not my
language…cocoa

is

English…some people call
it cocoyam…

55

Tony

: So…

56

James

They use it to cook many Explaining

Using words

dishes…like…like ‘Achu’,

that

‘ekwang’…ekwang’

been

cocoa

is

and…leaves…in

have

appropriated
to

Cameroon ( ) we=

Cameroonia
n

English.

Meaningful
to
Cameroonia
ns but not to
non
Cameroonia
n
57

Brian

WHAT? Leaves?

58

James

What…leaves?
[Mimicking

him]…why

cant you listen…I want
to…

56

Brian

What about cockroaches?

57

Sipho

Stop it!

58

Brian

Cocoa goes with cockro…

59

James

I am done …not saying a
word again…

60

Sipho

No! Leave him alone, let

him do it…say it…

61

Tony

What? (.)

62

James

I don’t want to…they are
jerks…assholes…

63

Tony

Your grand mum will be
crying now…What…what
did you call me…

64

Sipho

Leave him alone…

65

Brian

Your

mother

should

cook… should cook some
South African food…

66

James

She can’t…we don’t like it
in our house… When we
first came here we had
problems

eating

food

here…

67

Brian

WHY? (Rising intonation).

68

James

Why not? We were not use
to…so we don’t like it…

69

Tony

Foreigners like a lot of
spicy food…my mum say
they

also

like

fried

food…not healthy…

70

James

We

cook

only

Cameroonian food in our
house…my

mum

buys

from Maitland… and from
Salt River…funny name…

71

Tony(E

Why do you say that?

nglish)
72

James(

Is ther…is ther a river that

Came)

has salt there?

73

Tony

What do you think?

74

James

And you?

75

Tony

And you too?

76

James

Good for you…

77

Sipho

You

two

make

me

laugh…like to argue over
stupid…No! nothing…

78

Tony

Thanks doctor know…

Provoking

79

Sipho

Whatever…but you should Convincing

Offer

eat some of our food…

80

James

She can’t eat… she can’t Affirming

Differenti

eat

ating

South

African

food…so we don’t cook
it…or eat ==

81

Tony

==Oh did you see that?

Changing

Turning

topic

attention
to the girl

82

All

Wanting to

What?

know what
83

Tony

The babe…isn’t she hot?

Answering

Complem
enting.

84

James

What?

You

know Questioning

something?

85

Tony

WHAT?

Another
question

86

James

Nothing…

(Murmurs) Answer

blockhead
87

Tony

What?

88

James

Nothing…

89

Tony

I heard you…repeat what Accusative
you said…

90

James

Or?

Taunting

91

Tony

Are you==

Interrupted
again

Threat

by

Sipho
92

Mike

==Fork you two!

Fed up with
their battle
of words

93

Tony

Son of a…==

Insulting

Threat;

Using

fowl

but

swearing

language

interrupted
94

Mike

==Yes?

Taunting

Interrogat
ing
provocati
vely

95

Sipho

You like to make noise… Accusative

Criticisin

a lot of noise…you two…

g

Noise maker

96

Tony

Command

Keep quiet…

Comman
d

97

Sipho

My

turn

now Retaliating

eh…smoker…

98

Tony

Interrupted

You==

Leading

Identifying

him on

as a smoker

Threat

by Sipho
99

Sipho

==Yes what

Pushes him

Retaliate
by
threatenin
g also

100

Tony

Don’t==

Interrupted
by James

101

102

James

Sipho

==

I’m

off…Can

you Introduces

Is

tired

please borrow me your new topic

and wants

colors?

out

Questioning

Why?

to

know

why
103

James

I

need

to

finish

my Giving

.Informati

coloring…break is even reasons for on
over…also

practice

my departure

poem

104

Tony

Rehearse…

Correcting

To

wrong

provoke

grammar
105

James

Yes sir…

Replying

Provokin

provocative

g

ly
106

Tony

Retaliating

Asshole…

Insult

to
provoking
reply
107

James

Also insults Attitudina

Looser…

back

l
evaluatio
n

108

Tony

Don’t

make

answer Fires

back Threat

that…ok? You wouldn’t with

109

James

a

like it…

threat

Why?

Questioning To
the

demand

insinuation

explanati
on

110

Tony

Then don’t push me…

Reacting to
insult

111

Mike

What has come over you Questioning
two?

their
exchange

112

James

I beta go oh…before ma Departure
head go…bye

move

Being

Is tired of

metaphori

the

cal

confrontatio
n

and

switches

to

Pidgin

that

the

best

thing to do
was to go
before
head
off…
113

Sipho

Also need to finish my Enhancing

Acceptan

what James ce

maths…

said
114

James

-Are you coming with me Questioning Comman
d

or not?

115

116

Sipho

James

Hesitant to Making

I will==

==What

ever…see

around moss…

go

excuses

you Interrupts

Departs
and

end

of
sequence

APPENDIX SIX: AT HOME WITH JAMES AND FAMILY
Turn

Speaker

Transcription

1

R

As Cameroonians in SA…to begin with from
my observation, I have realised that you are
multilingual…you have been switching from

DA

his
goes

language a to b to c… as need arises…

2

James

(laughter) Yes…I try just enough to converse Mutual

mum

with the people I know…it’s easy to speak languages

intelligibility
.signal

of
their

languages back home…that is neighbor’s particular ethno linguistic
languages that are like yours…so I try to Identity if the need arises.
speak them…but I know some better than
others=.

3

R

And your kids…do they also speak all these
languages?

4

JM

Just one… (pointing to the child who speaks
their first language) the others…they don’t…I
struggle, I want them to speak…but this one
laughs (pointing to the one who laughed)…yes
you do…when I speak to him in my
language…they laugh…and ask “Mama what
are

you

saying’…they

are

English

children…in our days…our first language
used to be our first language…but now… the
first language they speak is English…

5

R

I know that...we all grew up speaking “our
country talk” that is how we use to call it…I
think they should not laugh…they should

Mama child because he retains
his identity as an African child
who can speak his mother
tongue.

The

mum

here

constructs a new identity for
the son.

instead try to speak the language…I mean
their first language, so that they can have that
extra

attachment

origin…than

just

to

their
the

country

of

Cameroonian

identity…but you said one of them speaks
your language… how come?…

6

JM

That one…oh…he grew up with my mum in Cultural transmission in new
space in which the learner
the village…I had him when I was still in
finds himself has led to a
school…so my mother took over so that I can partial shift in his competence
in the first language due to
complete my studies…he speak well…
lack of practise. Typical
although…things…I have noticed…unlike African identity is undermined
and they have become English
first time…he is not as fluent as he used
children for they grew up in
to…but
at
least
we
communicate the city in Cameroon and have
still migrated to the city of
together…the others are able to say good
Cape Town.
morning
in
language…thank
you…spoons…like

give

me

water…my

husband and I …
…

R

7

JM

But at least I think they should not throw away The
underlying question is to find
their heritage…you should make them speak
out whether such languages
their mother tongue
continue to remain
a vital part of people’s lives
and identities despite the
presence of another
powerful language, or whether
even in intimate domains there
are signs of an
increasing
shift
to
the
dominant language of power.
My mum was trying to teach them before we She continues referring to her

left Cameroon…but now…but with are boring mum which denotes extended
family in African context.
schedule we do not spend enough time with
Family interventions
them…my husband and I speak our language can help to ensure the
continued vitality of vernacular
to them all the time…I hope one day they will
languages or increase
the pace at which those
learn…so we can gossip(laughs) together…
languages are edged out by
others.

8

R

I think you should listen to your mother and The

domain of family is

try to learn your language…your friends in fundamental to building of
school speak their first languages well and it’s identity

through

a shame if you do not speak your own socialization(dialogic places)
languages…Afrikaans…Xhosa…Zulu…

9

James

I can speak Afrikaans a little…and Xhosa too.
.

10

R

But those are not your languages…those are The
language or languages through
South African languages…do you speak your
which children are socialised
initially within
languages?
the family domain must
therefore play a crucial role,
not only in shaping their
personal identities, but also in
ensuring the continued vitality
of such
languages.

11

JM

The teacher is talking about languages at home
not South Africa languages. I can speak my
language…I speak with my mum.

12

R

I know…and you if I ask about South African
language

you

can

talk

about

Afrikaans…Xhosa…Zulu
13

Edi

Ok…but South Africa is a city and Cameroon
is a village (laughter)

14

R

I know with their friends, the only language
they speak is English…as a lingua franca and
as a language of instruction…

15

JM

But what I can add here is that their
language…English

language

has

improved…comparing the quality or should I
say class of English …they speak better and
more maturely…At times they even correct
me…mama that’s not how they say it…then
they give the correct pronunciation…I am
usually embarrassed…they never did this back
home…=

The school clearly exerts a
powerful influence on the
personal

and

linguistic

identities of the youth. The
mother is happy to hear her
children speak in English as
she wants them to claim for a
higher

social

status.

She

wants them to invest in this
higher status discourse The
discourse of investment and
return is interesting here. As
noted in Ho (2002), at an
early

age,Chinese

are

socialized into a cultural
superstructure of values and
relational hierarchies, as well
as roles and responsibilities.

16

R

17

Yes

M- My son explains words to me…especially
when we are watching TV…they don’t speak
pidgin

again…here

in

school…shops…home…all over only English
or they speak English…in their school work
they

are

also

very

creative…in

art

work…drawing…in Cameroon their work was
usually…arithmetic…English…while

here

they taught to be creative…they do a lots of
things they never did at home…and they do
not speak pidgin again…

18

R

So you think there has been a great impact in
their learning process?

19

JM

A lot…for that I will say yes…yes we have
are accent…and they trying to improve to
fit…they used to be shy speaking to people
because they say they don’t hear what they
saying but they have improved now…they
interact freely now.

20

R

So

their

standard

have

improved…communication wise they trying to
speak like their host (being children)…I will
not call acculturation, but they want to avoid

English is an identity marker
for one’s education status.

communication break down due to different
accent…

21

JM

They make me to realize a lot of things about
language.

22

EDI

In South Africa they use a lot of signs to
indicate…meanwhile in Cameroon they don’t
do that...

23

Jim

Also the middle finger here is an insult…but
in Cameroon the middle finger means
nothing…

24

James

Also when I first come here…I thought…I
did not know the sound the Xhosa’s made
while speaking (click) was their language…I
thought they were insulting me…because that
sound in my country is an insult… (Go away
you foolish man)…after I know that it was
their language…I use to quarrel… (Laughing)

25

R

I had that same experience too… (Laughs)

26

JM

We are also lucky to be English speakers…at
least I was able to work…and my kid although
they had some problem in the beginning, they

It

provides

more

opportunities for “upward”

are

trying

now…this

one

a

good

and “outward

mathematician.. The problem he had at first
was English and puzzles…but he has picked

mobility”

(So,

2000).

Therefore as “cultural and

up now...

symbolic capital” (Chan,
2002), it is a very much
sought after asset.
27

Jim

Me too…I don’t have problems again…

28

R

That’s good to know…and you

29

James

cool…I =

30

JM

This is the nigger of the family…he drops his
pants…and put his cap at the side and walks
like Eboa (Cameroon. Musician) because he
wants to be a nigger…that is where we have
problems…the next thing I will hear he
smokes like other kids in school…I will cut
off his mouth and fingers…

31

R

So you were saying you are lucky…

32

JM

Yes

there

is

a

friend

of

mine

in

Kenilworth…we came together…she didn’t

speak any English…so getting a job was a
problem…but she is try now…she work in
restaurant…other who got jobs like translators
in court and teachers were find and were …are
not learning any English language…for those
who did not speak English back home…you
know the country is separated French for
francophone and English for us…Anglo
phones…they

think

they

superior

back

home…but here we have the superiority
complex…they

do

not

under

look

us

again…again because we in a neutral territory.

33

R

Ok that’s find…what about South African f
friends?

34

JM

I was trying to make friends, but the Xenophobia and how it limited
xenophobic attacks have made me to be very them to assimilate and learn
sceptical about making friends with my black new languages
brothers…I mean black south Africans…I
went as far as trying to learn Xhosa so we can
communicate…Also there was an incident
with another elderly friend of mine…monetary
issue…I was not even concerned…but I got
insulted (you Cameroonians…you think you
can come to south Africa and do as you
like…I will show you I was born and raise
here…) how does that make any one

feel?[skeptical about mingling]…I don’t also
blame my children when they say their friends
don’t like them…their parents may transfer
their hatred to them…or they warn them…or
even when they discuss, children hear…

35

R

They say that?

36

JM

All the time…even the attitudes of some of
them to English…which is the language they
speak, shows they don’t like any foreigner…I
know not all think that way…there was one
who

did

not

like

when

I

call

her

Florence…she like I should call her by her
Xhosa name…Zolaika (l love the name)but
she said it is an important name…I think this
is due to apartheid…but why should they
criticized their black brothers…I mean people
from other countries…

37

R

I don’t know…can’t say why…she spoke
English…how did you communicate with
her…I mean Zolaika…

38

JM

Some of them hate English…I think most of
the time she will say those things but never

mean…I mean not to me…I also told her
about foreigners taking their jobs…I didn’t
take

hers

because

she

work

in

the

restaurant…and I am a nurse…those two are
world’s apart…for the language…I mean
communicating she tried to learn pidgin…and
I

Xhosa…she

likes

it

when

I

speak

pidgin…says it magical…

39

R

And does speaking English retain your
children’s identity as Cameroonians?

40

JM

My children need to know where they came Retaining his identity as a
from…they most never forget that…no matter Cameroonian
the number of years we stay out of
Cameroon…we

will

Cameroonians…we

can

always
never

be

be
south

Africans…I make sure I will struggle they
speak our language…my husband is hardly at
home…I also cook our traditional dishes…we
have

a

Cameroonian

food

store

in

Maitland…so I cook…ekwang, achu, mbongo
choppi, ndole and plantains,egussi soup to
name but a few…and we also wear our
traditional

cloths

to go

Sunday…we cook variety…

to

church

on

41

R

Impressive…I think I like that…and I am sure
they love you for that…

42

EDI

I have two words to say:

43

R

Ok go ahead…

44

EDI

My mother, brother, father…we pray our The prayer part compliments
the above and the rest is
Cameroonian prayers…what…the way we did
comparison of schools
back home…we eat our food…South Africans
and pap…my school is also clean and big
more than my Cameroonian school, we do
baking,…play ball…computer…we play…we
play…big play ground…deep in sand…we
have sleepovers…all this we did not have in
Cameroon…

45

R

Thank you ma’am…and where is your
husband

46

JM

Consequences of migration;

Working in Johannesburg now…

displacing families

47

R

Do you help these kids with their work at
home?

48

James

I don’t need help…I can take care of my self=

39

JM

=Of course I do…I check their books…what
was done in class…I check their homework
and letters from their teacher…because they
communicate with us on daily bases…telling
us what we did or what we did not do…also
when we do not put their lunch in their
bags…they are angry because it makes the
child

to

feel

miserable

while

others

eat…because they eat in class before going out
so as not to litter…and yes I make sure I go
through their work even for 30minutes

…

50

R

The teachers always complain…what the the theme of the parents’
parents don’t do affect the learners

involvement in their children’s

academic work

51

James

My kids know we make…I mean my husband Theme continues here.

mum

and I…struggle,… to take of them…they are
obedient… I know this my son here
(indicating

the

one

who

was

in

the

village)…when they started schooling here
they had lots of problems…his English was
very poor… his writing too…so I received
letters on that on daily bases…so I put in extra
time to help him…the way he speaks or
answer questions posed lots of problem…now
they also teach me…this my young son is a
genius…one day I lost my key and he had to
climb over that high window out side to get
spares

inside…he

said…(mama

to

succeed…going in there is just to belief in
myself…I will succeed…) (laughter)

52

James

My only problems is my friends calling me Is apologetic in using fowl
language in front of the mother
names…but I don’t give a shit about that
as opposed to using with his
now…I am sorry…I mean I don’t listen to friends.
The
context
determines the content. His
them now…
rhetorical
and
discursive
strategies
might
be
an
indication that he wants to
avoid being regarded as
different so he uses language
like his peers to fit in.The
learner then uses swear words
in order to counter or avoid
themes.Has picked up an urban
slang in one language from his
peers, but be unable to interact

in that
language when talking to an
older family member.

53

R

Thanks for your time…I think say you get
better family (laughter) BYES.

SECTION TWO: INTERVIEWS:
APPENDIX SEVEN: INTERVIEW WITH JAMES
Turn

Talk

Language

1

Speak
er
R

What…how many languages
do you speak?

English

2

James

L: I Speak…let me
see…mmm…(count with
fingers)…ok …see in
Cameroon I use to speak
English, pidgin, and
Mbesa…Mbesa is
my3mothers language plus
m4mm…no I can not speak
French…I know only a few
words from papa Roger.

English

3

R

Papa who? Is that your father? English

4

James

No…my daddy is here…papa
roger is my uncle…

English

5

R

Why do you call him papa?

English

6

James

I don’t…everybody call him
papa Roger…not me alone.

English

7

R

And here how many
languages do you speak?

English

Marker of
respect

8

James

English…mmm…my daddy
is mad when I speak
pidgin…he say pidgin spoil
my English…ok see=

English

9

R

How do you mean spoil your
English?

English

10

James

He says…pidgin spoiled my
English
English when I first came
here…ok…because my dad
first came here nah…to look
for work and house…I mean a
place to stay…then we came
nah…

11

R

So your dad was here before
all of you?

English

12

James

Yes…and we came with our
mama…she is also here…

English

13

R

Ok…where were we? Ok
your dad said that pidgin
spoiled your English…how?

English

14

James

He said that…I spoke
English
pidgin…that when I speak
English he hear pidgin…so he
punishes us when we speak
pidgin…my aunt and my
mum and my grand mum
speak it all the time…but me I
don’t…

15

R

So you don’t speak pidgin
again...what about Mbesa?

English

16

James

Pardon?

English

17

R

I mean…what about
Mbesa…your language?

English

18

James

Its gone…I was never
speaking it well…my

English

Assimilati
on

Globalisati
on

Loosing
his

mother…I mean my grand
mum was speaking…I mean
she was the only one
nah…who speak to me in
Mbesa.

heritage
and
entering
new
spaces

19

R

Ok you hate Afrikaans
already told me that ( ).
What about Xhosa? You have
Xhosa learners in your school
right?

English

20

James

Yes…lots…but they are not
nice…they call us
names…they insult us in their
language.

English

21

R

But you don’t speak
Xhosa…how do know that?

English

22

James

A friend of my nah…who is
English
from Congo nah…knows
Xhosa…they live in Du noon
he says they are…I mean he
said they say funny things
about me… not only me (
) people who don’t speak their
language they BACK BITE A
LOT.
?

23

R

24

James

Do you mean the Xhosa do no English
like strangers…no I mean
anybody who is not from their
place
Xhosa children…I mean
English
learners like only (pronounces
wrongly)
Themselves…I like Xhosa at
first…because of the sounds
they make…(clicks)my
uncles wife is…is … Xhosa
so I always ask her to teach
me…but I don’t want to
anymore.

25

R

Why wouldn’t you?
Knowing several languages is
good…

English

26

James

But they don’t like me…they
say I was pop…

English

27

R

R: What?

English

28

James

POP!

English

29

R

What does that mean?

English

30

James

Surely something stupid…

English

31

R

How do you know that?

English

32

James

My guess…(Smiling)

English

33

R

Ok as you say… anything you English
will like me to know about?
(Looking around) …about
your school?

34

James

Nothing really except that (2) English
I don’t really mind it here…I
like my school and I enjoy my
lessons…

35

R

Good for you …and hang on
to that…

English

36

James

My teacher says I am the
best…

English

37

R

I know… (Looking at me
puzzling) She told me…

English

38

James

( Smiling) Then I am really
good…

English

39

R

Good for you and thanks for
talking to me…Hope you
wouldn’t be late?

English

Improvem
ent in
status

40

James

Not yet time…Bye

English

41

R

Bye my boy and see you
later…

English

APPENDIX EIGHT: INTERVIEW WITH ALINE

Spea

Talk

ker

Language

DA

spoken

R

Do you like your new school?

English

New space

Aline

Yes...it’s bohtiful…more than
ma forma skool.

English

Comparing spaces

R

What class are you in now?

English

Aline

I am in…in grad…5

English

R

Good… and last year?

English

Aline

I was…in grad…4 but je repris
grad 4

English/Fr
ench

Why?

English

R

Aline Its…it was hard for me…I English

Mixes

French

and

Eglish

(She

is

frustrated

12years old in grade 4…it not

because of what she

good for me…I was speaking

has become in this

only French when I arrive

environment-her

here…

feelings of frustration
are portrayed when
she

says…I

AM

WITH
R

So you are 13 now… in
Cameroon …what class were
you in?

Aline

I was ready for collège…meme English/Fr
pas au Cameroun…au
ench
Congo…when...mm…..we
come for S.A…auparavant je
ne parler pas anglais…pas un
mot …my mauda put
in…in…how they call it ….mm
Tina Cowley Lesstrum…to
learn English…(pronounces
wrongly)

Code

Is that why you never talk in
class... because it is English?

English

She is not audible in

Les mots ne… pas
facilement…sorry words not
come easy…other Friends speak
nicely… I take time to speak…I
am foolish…no I am aifrəid to
say sum thing foolishe…I no
speak like them…they speak
correctly… some lavf…a ma
manière de parler

French/En
glish

R

If there was a French school
here would you have preferred
that?

English

Aline

Mais oui (excited)Je serais au
collège maintenant …I am in
class with nine year old(But yes
I will be in college now)

Fre/Engl

If you are asked to write, is
there any problem?

English

R

Aline

R

English

switches

to

language which she
has more linguistic
resources in.

class so cant be heard
Aline here positions
herself as a victim.

Showing
expertise

her
in

French language

the

Aline

I rite… I feel betta riting…not
tUking…

English

R

What other language do you
learn here?

English

Multilingual ability

Aline

Afrikaans… L: I hate it…I not
like it …I not speak it…but my
two frens…are…Afrikaans
spikers… but not speak
Afrikaans together…I fail it and
no one help me…my mum
also…and my dad also not
speak it…quand ils parlent leur
langue je soupcon qu’il parle
mon nom …I=( when they
speak their language …I know
they say things about me)

English

Attitude

R

No don’t say that…what makes
you say that?

English

Aline My mother always …I mean…
(From the puzzling expression
on the face, I guess she is
thinking of what to say or how
to phrase her words) change
langage when she wants…mm
other pIple to not hear what we
saying…

English

R

Which language do you speak
when you are at home?

English

Aline

All my family spIks…mm
French and Duala…but we are
trying to speak
Inglishe…because everybody in
Sud Africa spIks English…my
fada works with Inglishe pIple

English

Isolating
through

others
use

of

language

Space; since English
is

a

language

dominant
here

as

opposed to French in

…my mother go to Inglishe
school…so we try English too…

Cameroon they are
trying

to

speak…affiliation
R

Do you have opportunities to English
use other language at school?

Aline

No…oh no…no person in my English

Language spaces

school spik Duala…Frens de
Congo spIk French too…and
my mauda want me to spik
Inglishe all time…she dose not
want to spik French to me…
R

Who helps you with your work
at home?

English

Theme

parents

involvement in their
children’s education

Aline

My mama…my fada always
going…he works all time… but
she could not help me with
Afrikaans…my two problem is
maath and Afrikaans

English

R

Do you speak either Afrikaans
or Xhosa?

English

Aline

No…oh no…but I know gud
morning in Afrikaans “goie
morệ “. I can compte in
Afrikaans, in Kosa…I know
only upi…I not have any Kosa
frens…my frenss air
Afrikaans… we spIk
Inglishe…hey…I have fren
from Congo too…

English

You haven’t told me why you
hate Afrikaans so much?

English

R

Results of migration

Eng;
Space

Eng

Aline

They say words…like…
[Looks at me smiling] all the
time…one boy always say kak
things…

English

Attitude

R

What are ‘kak’ things?

English

Eng

Aline

My friend says they are
things…mm…that are not nice.

English

Eng

R

Does your teacher help you in
class? I mean to do your
work…no guide you

English

Eng

French/En
glish

Speaks French and

Aline Quoi? Watt?
R

Ok…your

teacher…does

repeats in Englih

she English/Fr
ench
assist you…aider a faire ton

Researcher

travail en class?

switching

joins

Aline’s world of code
for

she

wants to make things
easy for Aline.
Aline Very nice…my ticha…very nice English

Comparing

this one…yes she help me.
R

And your friends?

English

Eng

English

Eng

No no no…why do you say English

Eng

Aline The will laugh me…
R

that?
Aline Je sais…they laugh

French/En
glish
What about me…come to me English

Fre/Eng

R

Eng

and I will help you…(Smiling)
Aline D’accord…I will come

English/Fr
enche

Same pattern of using
both

French

and

English
R

Ok Aline thank you so much my English/Fr
enche
dear and I wish you luck…if

Eng/Fre.Code

there is any thing donot hesitate

facilitate

to come see me ok?(Repeats in

understanding

French)Si

Aline

tu

as

besoin

de

switches to French to

is

for

since
now

n’importe quoi il ne ne faut pas

stuck in her French

hesite de venir me voir

world

Aline Bye tantine…

English/Fr
enche

Her signature: mixing
codes

English

APPENDIX NINE: TEACHERS INTERVIEW QUESTIONS:
1. How many immigrant learners do you have in the school?
2. Which countries do they come from?
3. What patterns of languages do they use in school? Are they fluent in those languages?
4. Which language do they use at home (their community spaces) and during recreational
periods?
5. Do they code switch or mix codes?
6. What are their attitudes towards their languages?

7. How do the navigate their way through the different languages in their repertoires? What
identities are constructed in such spaces?
8. How are these identities constructed?
9. Can you easily describe them as children with language barriers? (as far as the medium of
instruction is concerned).
10. How do the students react to English as medium of instruction?
11. Do you think English should be the medium of instruction? Is English their first, second, or
third language?
12. What do you think is good about English?
13. Do they participate actively or are they reserved in class?
14. Does the school allow the immigrants to use their immigrant languages in class?
15. If yes, how do the other learners react to this?
16Is the multilingualism of the children valued or not in this environment?
17. Which communicative strategies do the teachers use to enable learners’ participation and talk
in class?
18. What do you do when a learner gives a wrong answer to a question in class? (Because of
language difficulties).

19. Do you think your learners like English or the other two dominant languages of the Western
Cape? Why?
20. How they are coping with these languages, culture and educational system in place?
21. What do you think could be done to change or improve the attitudes of the learners towards
these languages?
22. Do you think their home languages are being maintained or experiencing a shift?
To what extent does the language policy in place meets the need of immigrants?
23. Do you think the presence of immigrants in the classroom a drawback to the other learners?
How do the other learners react to their presence in the classroom?
24. Do they easily integrate with the other learners or do they isolate themselves?
25. What do you think can be done to ameliorate the plight of these learners?

APPENDIX TEN: CONSENT FORM FOR PARENTS
Informed consent form (parents)
Title of the research project:
Researcher:
Contact details:
Dear Parent

Multilingualism and identities in and out of school

Gwendoline Tatah
2874488@uwc.ac.za

I have requested permission to observe the Grade 5, 6 and 7 learners at your child’s school as
part of my research on multilingualism at the University of the Western Cape in South Africa.
Your written permission on this form is required for me to do this research.
Goal of the study
My study aims to investigate how learners use different languages in the classroom and outside
it.
Research methods
I will be present in your child's class for 10 hours. I will observe the class and make one video
recording. I will not disrupt teaching in any way.
I will also record some learners’ speech during break times.
A few learners may also be asked for interviews to find out their views on language use.
It is voluntary and anonymous
Your child does not have to participate. There will be no penalties against your child for not
participating. Learners only have to answer the questions they want to answer and they may stop
at any time. The purpose of the research will be explained to learners and they will be able to ask
questions.
Your child's privacy will be protected. No names will be recorded or attached to the research
report.
A copy of the final research report will be given to the schoo1.
Thank you,
Caroline Kerfoot (project leader)
Please sign and give this form to your child to bring back to the school. Thank you for your help.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I, (name) …………………………………………. do / do not (please circle one) give permission for
my

child to participate in the survey.
.

Parent’s signature:…………………………………
Child’s name…………………………………
Date:

APPENDIX ELEVEN: LEARNER’S INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
1. Where are you from?
2. Do you like your new school and environment?

3. How many languages do you speak?
4. Which of them did you use as medium of instruction in your former school?
5. Does your teacher allow you to use all these languages in class?
6. What language do you commonly use with your family, friends and at school?
7. Do you participate in class? Why or why not?
8. What about home work and other writing activities?
9. What do you think can be done to help you improve in the language of teaching and
learning?

APPENDIX TWELVE: FOOTNOTES
1

In some villages in the English speaking sector of the country , mother-tongue medium of instruction has been
available in selected local schools for the past two decades as part of a programme run jointly by local language
committees, the University of Yaoundé and the Summerset Institute of Language International (SIL) (Trudell 2006,
cited in Trudell 2007: 560). These languages are supported and administered in each community by the local
language committee and the government is doing much to encourage people to use their mother tongues. MyersScotton (2006: 385) officially included in the school syllabus, the 2001-2002 report of the National Association of
Cameroon languages shows that the indigenous languages are taught either formally or informally in more than 300
schools.

